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Wood report has bad news 
Those who will survive will be 
those who have the most money 
to pay for  higher and higher 
prices as wood becomes more 
scarce, Stanyer Continued. 
: His report estJmai6S: ihat there is 
ia shortage of erie million cubic 
m0tres of sa~vl0gs a year and a 
shortage Of 5001000 cubic metres 
of pulp fibre'a year'. : :  : . . . . . .  
TERRACE ~ Mills will close 
and communities hurt in the north 
if the woods industry keeps on its 
present course, says a forest ser- 
vice official. 
Roger Stanyer, who is visiting 
the north this week to talk about a 
report he did on the subject, said 
there is too much milling capacity 
compared to supply of saw and 
pulp logs. . The report says 8.841 million 
And while the 40-page.docu- cubic? metres' :.of Sfiw and pulp 
ment covering the northwest does ~,o6d'producediastyear. 
not draw any conclusions, "it is : q~'lae report:covers the Morice, 
pretty evident what could happen, ,. Lakd.s; Bulldoy, Kispi0x, Kaium 
'and North Coast(Timber Supply 
Areas and iTree Farm Licences 1 
and4i. 
Stanyer's meetings" began Mon- 
day in Prince Rupert and con- 
" tinued yesterday here before 
• heading east. 
They are being held with mills, 
local governments and other in- 
terested parties. 
Stanyer was given the broad 
ranging assignment last July after 
he said. 
"The (supply) nunibers :just 
aren't here.' YOu look at what 'is 
going on and you can draw your 
own conclusions," said Stanyer. 
"If you look at  ' the region, 
Smithers west, if:. the, market 
forces control the supply they 
way they are now. you will see 
some sawmills hut down in com- 
munities that can ill afford it," he 
said. 
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"The (supply) numbers just aren't there. You look at 
what is going on and you can draw your own conclu- 
sions, "says forest service official Roger Stanyer. 
Westar sold its Camaby wood 
mill and accompanying licence. 
The report did not include any 
results of TSA analyzes now un- 
derway by chief forester John 
Cuthbert. 
It does include the most recent 
annual allowable cut numbers for 
the northwest and milling capac- 
ity. " 
The construction of large mills 
before' wood Supply is taken into 
consideration is to blame in some 
cases, said Slailyer. 
But he noted that the demand 
for smaller clear cuts, more 
stream side protection and the 
like haveall combined to reduce 
th0 amount of wood that can be 
cut .  
Stanyor does think that the 
West Fraser plan to start a value 
added custom Cutting operation in 
Prince Rupert is a hint of the fu- 
. ture. 
The numbers in the Stanyer 
report arc only the beginning in 
what will be a long and compli- 
rated story. 
The ehailenge is what will hap- 
pen next, says St,inyer. 
He said the intent of the provin. 
cial government is to have local 
people dectdc how and where 
wood should be used. 
Stanyer added that creating a 
regional group won't be easy. 
"I've done tllree trips up there 
now and every time I do it, the 
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question is how do the people 
want to participate in the process. 
It is difficult o find a mechanism 
to represent the broad spectrum 
of the communities," said 
Stanyer last week. 
"There is a tendency to act out 
of local protectionism ~ to be 
unconcerned about or not think- 
ing about he guy next door," he 
added. 
But Stanyer is encouraged 
about the attitude of forest com- 
panies in the northwest in supply- 
ing information for his report as a 
sign of future co-operation. 
"At first there was the attitude 
that the information was con- 
fidential but it became obvious 
that it could be figured out. Now 
there is a lot of sharing of stuff 
back and forth," he said. 
And Stanyer hinted that a lot of 
what he provincial government is 
after can be found in its approach 
to the West Fraser/Wedeene mill 
situation in Prince Rupert. 
Although forests minister Dan 
Roger Stanyer 
Miller turned down a plan by 
West Fraser to ship wood from 
there to its mill here, he did ask 
the company to come up some 
options. 
John Cashore 
gets his ear 
talked off 
TERRACE - -  Both commer- 
cial fishing lobbyists and Steel- 
headers had the ear of environ- 
ment minister John Onshore last 
Friday. 
And the minister left Terrace 
with no illusions about any spirit 
of brotherhood and friendship be- 
tween the two sides. 
..... "It's ~Obvious, tllere~s,-a: ,lot..of- 
hard feelings, a lot of distrust be- 
tween the" Various . groups," 
Cashore said. "And meanwhile 
the health of the Skeena Is in 
jeopardy." 
C.ashore returned from a four- 
day trip in the Kitiope River val- 
ley Friday to find commercial 
fishermen angry over drastic ut- 
backs to the Sockeye salmon 
fishery at the river mouth. 
"It's one of the best the best 
fishing seasons since 1952 - -  one 
of the worst sieelhead returns on 
record - -  and they're still com- 
plaining," said Craig err, prcsi, I
dent of the Steelhead Society of 
B.C. 
To steelheaders, the issue is 
simple. 
By setting fishery times accord, 
ing to the strength of enhanced 
sockeye stocks, weaker runs o f  
other species also caught n ecru, 
inertial nets get obliterated. ', 
They point to declining rotm'ns 
John Cashore 
er an allocation issue. 
One group of people ~ the 
"elitist" wild steelheaders 
want to play at the expense of 
working people who depend on 
the fishery for their livelihoods. 
"We're trying to ac~mmodate 
a sportsfishery that is determined 
to utterly and completely eradi- 
cate the gillnct•fleet from the B.C. 
coast," said Joy Thorkelson, 
northern r0presentative for  the 
of steelhead, coho and pink sa l -  United Fishermen and Allied 
men. . . . .  . . . .  Workers Union. 
Either changes in fishing tech- She says DFO policies are now 
niques to avofd catching steel- being driven by the high-powered 
head or else continued cuthaeks steelhead lobby• 
, I t  } of the commercial fishery arc re- It s difficult to have a rational 
quired, they say, to say0 the discussion with the Steelhead 
Skeena steelhead. Society,which an raise hundreds 
"They keep dragging their of thousands of dollars from for- 
feet," Orr says. : eigu interests," she said. . 
,,T m,,.a , ,  ~,,,,, .~,.,,H~ ,, h,~ Fishermen Survival Coalition 
tste d so spokesman Paddy Greene says says. I1 ne to the ientists 
saying for yearn we have to cut it's ttm0 for steelheaders to:so- 
cept the need fo ra  steelhead 
hatcherY on the Skeena• " 
"It's always our fault down at 
the,river mouth," Greene: said. 
"We're sick and tired of being 
told we are the problem.') : :' 
"The commercial fisherman 
has reached the end of his rope," 
says Art Sterrltt, president of the 
Tsimshian Tribal Council. "To 
push any further Is to annhilate 
commercial fishermen." 
back on the fishery or we'll loso 
it. The industry keeps lobbying 
for the status quo. And that's 
What's happening here." . 
"They huff and they puff and 
they wrap nets around buildings 
and trot out the same rhetoric 
we've heard for tWO decades," 
added Rob Brown, chairman of 
the Wild Steclhead Campaign. 
Commercial fishermen say it's 
not a conservation issue, but rath- 
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COMMON CAUSE: Tsimshlan Tribal Council president Art Sterritt, United Fishermen and Allied 
Workers Union rap Joy Thorkelson, and Pacific Fishermen's Survival Coalition Spokesman Paddy 
Greene say they're united against the threat to commercial fishermen posed by steelheaders. 
Fishermen strike 
deal for more time 
TERRACE - -  Commercial 
fishermen unwrapped the nets 
surrounding Department of 
Fishcri0s and Oceans offices in 
Prince Rupert Friday after DFO 
officials agreed to let them fish 
for two more days. 
The fleet was allowed to fish 
the mouth of the Skeena River for 
14 hours Saturday and 14 hours 
Monday. 
The fleet was also allowed to 
fish in the zone outside the river 
mouth for 14 hours on Saturday 
and all day on Monday. 
DFO director of operations 
David Bevan said the un- 
scheduled openings were agreed 
to after a sharp increase in the 
number of steelhead entering the 
Skecna last week 
,.The. conCe~Stom ended a three- 
day siege of DFO offices by com- 
mercial fishermen protesting the 
~,cision tO cUt fishing in ha l f~ 
ro~-just-~ne-day..a, weckin .theMver-,.- 
mouth area. 
fort:yi~td : bolstcr i  ' this year's 
dangerously low steethead 
""  :" ' L returnS. 
Fishermen wrapped gillnets 
around the DF0 building in 
Princ¢.Rupert,pre~nting all staff 
but Senior managers from work- 
Bevan said fisheries officers 
will re-evaluate the strength of 
the steelhead run next week and 
determine if further commercial 
openings can be allowed. 
"There is no prospect of further 
fishery in the imide zone unless 
there is an adequate steelhead 
abundance," Bevan said. 
For that to happen, he said, the 
steelhcad returns would have to 
exceed 1992 levels. 
As of July 29 steelhead returns 
were about a third of last year's 
run. 
But Bevan said that improved 
last week to the point that as of 
Friday returns wore only just be- 
low 1992 levels. 
He said echo returns remain 
weak and the number of pink sal- 
men returning to spawn is also 
below expectations. 
"We are not pleased, but at 
least we got some additional time 
for our people to fish in the 
river, said Northern Processo~ 
Association spokesman Grog 
Taylor. 
Correction: 
A caption for a photo of a car 
accident in the Aug. •4 Ter race  
Standard  indicated the driver Of, 
a hatchback was taken to hospital 
with possible head and back in- 
juries, 
In fact the injured man Was th~ 
pesscnger, not the driver. He was 
treated for whiplash. The driver 
was not injured. 
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The Islands are calling to you 
If the intrigue of the Islands is calling to you Sen Naikoon Provincial Park is 
, the place for you. A magnificent, unspoiled wilderness NaJkcen Provincial Park 
encompasses ome 72,640 hectares of the Queen Charlotte Lowlands at the 
northwest tip of Graham Island, 
For recreation or relaxation, Nalkoo, has it all. Ocean mists, sandy beaches, 
pounding surf and don1 forget your fishing tackle. The Tlell River is famous for 
its coho salmon and steelhead runs. Mayer Lake provides good fishing for 
cutthroat trout 
The park is situated on the Argonaut Plain where t~e landscape was formed 
from the deposits lelt by meitwaters from glaciers of the last ice age. The park is 
largely low and fiat with Argonaut Hill, the highest point in the park, rising 150 
metres above the sea. Most of the park is formed ,of low boglands urrounded by 
stunted ledgepole pine, red cedar and yellow cedar. Wildlife is a curious mix of 
introduced and native species Including Sitka Blacktail deer, raccoons, red 
squirrels, beaver and muskrat. Sea mammals include dolphins and harbour 
porpoises. 
Enjoy oceanfront camping at Agate Beach near Tow Hill or a more sheltered 
stay at Misty Meadows, Beautiful day use areas are available at Misty Meadows, 
Mayer Lake and Pure Lake Park. For adventure hiking trails lead to Tow Hill, the 
Blow Hole and the shipwreck "Pesuta" as well as lots of beachcoming to be 
done. 
To obtain a brochure on the park contact your local B.C. parks office in 
Terrace at 798.2277 or write to B.C. Parks, Area Supervisor, Box 19, Tlell, B.C. 
V0T 1Y0. 
See you in the park. 
LAKELSE LAKE PROVINCIAL 
PARK VISITORS PROGRAMS 
TI. 
ALL EVENTS ARE FREE. : AUGUST EVERYONE WELCOME 
111,r~lay(Au'~ust 12) 
3:00 pm "Meet he old Men ,;f the F0mt" Come and meet he old men of the forest 
and see how the forest izhapee our w0dd. Hike, Meet At the Entrance sign. 
8:00 pm "Hug a Tree end Survive" How to survive If you or your children get lost. 
Asilde shaw and presentation. Picnic shelter. 
Fdday (August 13) 
3:00 pm "lmecte In end Out" See where those critters live In the foresL Examine 
ddferent kinds of bugs at¢l slugs in the forest, Picnic Shelter. 
e:oo prn "Watch Your Honey" Tips for: living in harmony with Bears. 8kit and 
presentation./~phlthesire. 
, Saturday (August !~,) 
3:00 pm "Jerry's Rangers",Klds come and find out how you can be m "History 
Hound" and barn m0re about the hlstory'of the area. 
8:00 prn "Nlsge'a Lava Perk" A look at one of the most interesting new parks In 
B.C. Slide show end presentatioR Picd(: Shelter. Ire, Hot Chocolate 
Sunday (August 15) 
3:00 prn "The Fishing Trip" Discover why two lucky fhhlng shade won't be 
enough. A program on boating and water safety especially for 
9:00 pm 'Walk on the.Dark~ldo" Comeand moett~e;.old men ~ tl]eJorett and see 
Host Site ne~ the start of the Twin Spruce trslL 
~ ::~:~ I~':L ;: Monday:(A~gu~'16) " "'i 
8:00 pm "Meet me in the Perk" Why the park= are here for me and you. Skit and 
presentatloR:Come and discover the way B. C. Parks are working to preserve 
the emlron~nent for m all to enjoy. "~./, 
" F~more inf6 on the Ixogrlm$ ¢ontK'l IhePark o~ 79~22ri'. 
FOR MORE INFORMATION ON PROGRAMS CAL L B,C. PARKS 798-2277 
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bee= a ged a Th . .  P , - , , . . , . , ,  day of,prot.t f= g Th= day The Terrace Communi ty  m 
and &e away their at the P-,',rr,=ctinn,,I e-,=,',,,',= ,, 
end of the day. The protest was ,~ ,v  ,~ ,. ,., ,,, v , . , . . ,~=v 
legal because all boats.were oper- has moved and is now located at 3120 m 
ated by: native fishermen who " St  e " - " "" - 
have foodfishingHcenccs. ' uraun r el, terrace, u.~.  !~ 
The same day protesters Firewood orders can be made by phoning 
dumped 18 t0rmes of ice on the ~@JO @je,t~.-! , : m 
road to the DFO patrol boat dock - UOO'O~/ .  . ' . = 
in an effort to keep fisheries of- ' • [] 
fi~rs off the water, m 
. .  ' :  
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Naturalist takes on case 
of missing Alaskan bears 
TERRACE - -  A Now Bruns- 
wick naturalist is blaming the 
provincial government for a lack 
of bears at an American bear 
,dewing site. 
Keith Scott, who is also a pho- 
tographer, said he expected but 
didn't see any bears at the Fish 
Creek sanctuary just outside of 
Hyder theqast two weeks of July. 
Scott said he was told by Amer- 
ican forest service officials that a 
large bear kill at the Stewart 
dump last fall is to blame. 
"The number 47 was given to 
me," said Scott. 
In response, Scott organized a 
petition 10 days ago and began 
collecting signatures in Hyder be- 
fore travelling south of Terrace 
last week. 
" I 've got signature, s f~om all 
over the place. Some people from 
the State, s told me they'd be 
thinking about a boycott of B.C. 
businesses, but I don't know if 
that is just talk or not," said 
Scott. 
Scott said he favoured the Fish 
Creek location because it offered 
the opportunity for excellent pho- 
tographs. 
Some photos taken there have 
been published in Scott's book 
"Don't Always Blame the 
Bear.!' 
Scott, who calls himself "The 
Bear Man," also lectures to 
school groups. 
This is his fourth trip to the 
Stewart/l-Iyder area and he's 
never had trouble photographing 
bears before. 
Scott has been collecting the 
signatures while wearing a sand- 
wich board sign reading How 
many bears were slaughtered. 
More than 47? 
.~tep the killing i n  Stewart, 
The be~r sanctuary in Alaska 
is being ruined by Canadians. 
Stewart-mayor Darlene Comell, 
who spoke to Scott, said his 
estimate of numbem isway off. 
There was a problem at the 
Stewart garbage dump in 1991 
but 13 bears at the most were 
shot, she said. 
"We have had problems with 
beam. They have been destroyed. 
They were destroyed before there 
was a chance of anyone losing a 
life," Cornell added. 
She said an electric fence in- 
stalled around the dump last year 
has reduced the problem to a min- 
imum. 
Senior conservation officer 
Peter Kalina said officers were at 
the dump last fall where they 
moved four or five hears and shot 
an equivalent amount. 
He wasn't in charge of the 
Stewart area until last year and so 
couldn't provide an idea of num- 
bers in 1991. 
"Those kinds of numbem you 
mentioned wouldn't surprise me 
if they were taken over a three or 
four year period," Kalina added. 
He and an Alaska forest service 
official were in agreement when 
they said not enough is known 
about bears in that area to say 
there's a connection between 
dump beam and ones at Fish 
Creek. 
"We just don't know. Tourism 
in Hyder has exploded in the last 
couple of yearn and that could be 
a reason," said Laura Burns of 
the Tongass National Forest staff 
in Ketchikm, Alaska. 
"We've been concerned about 
the impact of tourism on bears for 
the past couple of yearn and we 
are trying to get money for a 
definitive look," she said. 
Another American forest ser- 
vice official, Paul Larkin who 
works in Hyder, said nobody in 
his office told Scott 47 beam were 
shot. 
"There are less bears but we 
simply don't know if that is re- 
lated to problems at the Stewart 
landfill," he said. 
Watchem are fortunate if they 
see one bear at Fish Creek now at 
night compared to three or four a 
night that were spotted in past 
years, Larldn said. 
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THE K '[IN (i i 
.. WAlk, B.C. 
THE  [AR S  ICTI Y 
IN ALASK, IS I}EIN  
KUINED BY CANAUIANS 
NEW BRUNSWICK naturalist Keith Scott was" out and about the 
northwest last advertising his theory on why beam are missing 
from Fish Creek near Hyder. Officials say they don't why bears 
have dropped in numbers but do discount Scott's contention, 
Scott is a photographer and this would have been his fourth year 
picture taking . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~ 
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News in br ie f  
IWA selects reps 
A LOCAL resident has been elected to a top position in the IWA- 
Canada local covering the northwest. 
Surinder Malhotra was sworn in as third vice president of Local 1- 
73. the end of July. It's the fourth ranking position in the local. 
Three other Terrace residents were also elected. Sushfl Pathana 
and Joe Mailia are board membem while Richard I-Iayden is a 
trustee of the local. All terms are for two years. 
This is Malhotra's flint election as a third vice president. He was 
named to the position to fill a vacancy previously. 
Local 1-71 of the IWA-cansda eovem the north end of Vancouver 
Island, the Queen Charlotte Islands and the northwest. 
Bomb caller arrested 
A PHONY bomb threat has landed a local woman in court. 
RCMP said a Terrace business received abomb throat on July 31. 
The threat turned out to be a hoax and a 20-year-old Terrace 
woman was arrested later that day. 
A charge of mischief is pending, RCMP said. 
More drunk drivers caught 
RCMP HAVE arrested 26 per cent more impaired rivers o far this 
year than last year. 
As of the end of July, 115 impaired riving files had been opened, 
said Const. Ktm Hail. That's up from the 91 files opened by the 
same time last year. 
But Hall said it's hard to say whether more people are driving 
drunk or whether officers have been more effective this year ii i 
catching them. 
"We can say we're catching more people," she said. 
The number of 24-hour suspensions handed out to borderline im- 
paired drivers is also up- -  from 97 last year to 112 this year. 
Hail also reports a 34 per cent increase in the number of arrests 
under the Liquor Control Act for carrying open liquor, being drunk 
in a public place. 
New officer arriving soon 
THERE WILL, soon be a new senior officer at the Terrace RCMP: 
detachment. 
Sgt. Fred Reichert is expected to arrive here this month to repla tc¢ 
retiring Sgt. Jerry Whiting, who is moving to Saskatehewaz~ 
Reichert m who is being transferred here from Ottawa - -  will be: 
the non-commissioned officer in charge of operations and support. 
Hatton may retire 
THE PRESIDENT of the provincial Liberal Skeens riding associa- 
tion says she may retire if she doesn't get any support 
Juanita Hatton, who has c, ailed an annual general meeting for. 
Aug. 22, said she welcomes anybody who wants to take over her 
position. 
" I f  they want me to stay on, then tvll me so. I've worked like a': 
demon for the party," said Hatton last week. 
Noisy neighbours charged 
A RESIDENT of the 4700 block of Tuck and a preen living on the 
4400 block of Sparks face charges under the city's noise by-law, 
The charges follow complaints of parties over the August Iol~ 
weekend. RCMP responded to 16 party complaints hat weekend. 
A conviction brings a $100 fine on the first offence, a $300 £ n¢ 
on the second offence and a maximum fine of $2,000. 
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It's a tense  t ime 
and then find the money instead of taking a, 
fixed sum and seeing what can be done 
with that. 
What is disappointing in this expansion 
project is the provincial government's lack', 
of response when asked of the whereabouts 
of a replacement for the lottery grant pro- 
gram. The program was tubed after the: 
NDP was elected, partly for political rea- 
sons and partly because it needed lottery 
revenues for medical and general spending. 
We're told money has been approved in 
this year's budget for a replacement pro- 
gram. But details are Still out there some- 
place in political hyperspaee, probably 
waiting on the convenience of some eabi-. 
net minister. 
This is not only unfair - -  after all this is 
our tax money we're talking about here 
but cynical. Governments are supposed to 
serve those who elect them. They are not 
supposed to manipulate vents and condi- 
tions to their own advantage. 
Take a look at the fingernails of anybody 
connected with the library expansion pro- 
ject. Don't be surprised if the nails have 
been bitten down to the quick. It's a tense 
time for backers of the project now waiting 
for bids to come back. That's because no- 
body is sure they have enough money to do 
what they want. 
What they want is enough room to see 
the library through well into the next 
century. City and rural taxpayers did ap- 
prove borrowing $1.235 million last year. 
But original plans to get a $600,000 
provincial ottery grant leading toward a 
project of roughly $1.7 million fell through 
when the grant program was axed. 
The library board instead shaved back 
some of the features of the expansion in 
hopes of stretching out the money they 
have. In itself, this may not be such a bad 
move. Projects involving public monies 
too often become an open-ended operation. 
There's been a tendency to draw up a plan 
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Rose Fisher. Front Office Manager, Pare Odell - Compositor, 
Trlcla Walker. "Pjpesetter, Susan Oedgeur • Composing/Darkroom, 
Janet V]veiros -Advedislng Consullant, Sam Collier. Advertising Consultant, 
Charlene Malthews - Circulation Manager 
CONI'F~OLLED. 
Special thanks to 
aft our 
contributors and 
correspondents 
for their time and 
talents. 
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THE r NE¥ HF. COULol)HAVE ) 
Yanks have a secret 
agenda on Clayoquot 
VICTORIA--  The Ciayo- 
" ec i s ions  quot Sound issue was compli= Healthy cated and controversial ~ 7 • enough, the last thing we Fro the 
needed was to have Bobby 
Kennedy Jr. come up here to Capmtal 
- do some grand-standing. 
Sure it's summer and sure it's a time to ' should be spent With typical Bostonian ar- by Hubert Beyer ,~ 
Slowdown, but. haul out a calendar and put But there is a danger. Those who make rogance, Mr. Kennedy and his 
an 'X' through Oct. 6. That's the date for their living from health care could very , 
the next meeting of a group of local people well end up making all of the decisions. I t  
involved in  figuring out how health care is a natural thing to happen. Whenever a 
will work in the next few years,, , ~ vacuum is created ~ in this case, a new • ~';  :"~.z~',  :~.~-~¢'~.",~.~V)~/,:;..~..'.~';,,~',. "',,L~.;-:.~'~":K~'~'~:~';~:!,~? " ~-,,:!-~= "~".%.S ~:: / ;  ~, i-,~,.'~ l;~ .'~.~ 
The I~Y~ ~h~ title is ~intt~:::.,:.~.way,,.to~:;~;~eal~:;,eare>,~,decmtom,..w~, 
~Health Plann|ng rCSuncfl and tfie~r ef:f&ts something will mewtably move m, 
will lead to the:more formal Terrace' Corn= ' One-third of' the, new eouncils wil l  be '  
munity:.~:/I-Ieal~,Councit t o take'hol d in 
.. , . . , . ! /~ .  , ~ .,: . . : . .  . .. , 
1996: ~ :u:~ ~ ' : ,  ..... 
, ~ "~ "~,  ".  - ' . "  - :  , i , ,  . . . . . . .  " 
'.Thls.~lS,part Of~> a provmeml move away 
fi~om separate anddistinc(health Care orga- 
nizations to a system that's better co- 
ordinated and more efficient. There's also 
tlie'~hope that 'local control will lead to de- 
eisi6~ that make more sense,, :  : 
,2~li:ihis may.ve~,iwell be good news.'Lo- 
cal and-regional utonomy o~'et public see- 
tor spcnding,~'s0metliing'thafshould haVe 
happei~&! ye~ :ag6/Those who pay taxes 
should l~ave: iin'0pp~rtun]ty o de~ide how 
provincial appointees, one-third will be 
selected by local governments and 0n6- 
third will be directly elected in a<fasliion 
similar to municipal elections. • 
In the absence of many members of the 
public taking an interest in the new system, 
those with a self interest can pretty well 
have free reign. 
This is not to suggest hat anything un- 
toward will occur. But it is important o 
note that those who pay for health care 
should take advantage of every opportunity 
to exercise their right to have a say. 
Dear Mother and 
=If we. visited :India, we might. [~  
Dad 
misinterpret :daily life based on. - ' 
the little we would see as a 
tOudst: " ' : 
,Recently '1~ :"Cana~da World 
Youth participants ~V~ed in Ter- 
race to spe~ 10 W~ks. getting to 
imow us. Half of ~em'~re Cam- 
aims, half are fr0ili Ifidia~:They'll 
be living in paks:,w!th host ~. . . . : _  ~ < 
families. 
Picture Mom and Dad in India 
maaing a letter from their son or 
daughter who has'just spend ten 
days here. If my cl~ld's letters ai~ 
typical, the letter will be brief, 
leaving parents  • to Imagine 
details. A lopsided view of our 
lifestyle could result if the letter 
reads like h~ls: 
• We were welcomed tO Terrace 
by the mayor, who keeps a 
S~tUffed white bear in council 
"el}ambers; ~People here talk a lot 
Through 
i Bmfooal,s 
"' by. Claudeffe Sandecki 
) - -1  ~ '  
four blocks of city hall. A hostel 
is being, setup but fimdi~g is 
short; 
Just.like New.Delhi, classes are 
se~egated.:Ellte~ l i ve ,  on the 
bench protected by.by-laws that 
regulate the size, style, and value 
of houses. 
Citizens make "do ,with a 
cramped, old library so small 
thousands ofbooks must be kept 
locked in basement s orage. The 
roof leaks. Plastic wastebaskets 
x 
paddlewheelers. Now they ride 
30 at a time on a giant bicycle. 
Many are physically unfit. 
They, do a lot of eating out- 
doors. It's called a barbecue. All 
their food must'be double 
wrapped in plastic to keep it 
clean.-The family cat and dog are 
allowed to eat with them. 
Most people we meet are 
friendly, helpful and generous ex- 
cept when it comes to fish. They 
about saving wild life in a wilder- and / towels ~ catch ceiling drips. 
nemarea call the.Tatshemhial. ~ r + Plants grow weli in the humidity. 
The eastern entrance to the city The downtown air b polluted 
is overlooked by a white Playboy by f~ing:'fat. Street vendor's 
bunny painted on a cliff face,:/: >' < nioblle -kttchem are set! up at 
>At this time of year, Terrace every major entnmee and busy in. 
take~ it water s@ply:direetly. terscctlOn.:i: r " '  ' 
faom the Skeona '~ River ' after Food Is brought In fi'om Van- 
~,,onlng outi.ced.a r trees,! bran-: couver 900 mlles away. So are 
Ches I and, fishing"guld~. Even /politicians. 
tully employed peopled are l~li: We arrived l.n tlme for the an- 
big guldes. . . . . .  nual four-day celebration called 
- .Tv(enty: police offl~rs ~: .cruise:, Riverboat daYS.,Stom clerks dress 
the ~: l i~  blue~aM w~te:'carsi: ~i :ini.~iod',~tumcs.' Folks take 
Two!fide~bleyciesi ~ they ~t~b~":i/~th61r rhhid;~ off/ employment and 
~,on. Wi~;iC'/:i01d. t~pal~Is!:the:~":':0iilo~tr0u~J~ ~th friendly feuds, 
e~vy of~ar.bo~d'"iim~: i~0 .I:~ '.:food,:"and::l~works. Both 
highway bridges were etowdsd to 
.,Terrace.cSunt~ •' :'i'  li0mei~s; :' weight, zesld~lom with : spee- 
Twenty-five. Lest winterbne died" • -taters fer th6 '~r~ t~ale. 
entourage arrived on the 
scene, demanding that the 
B.C government reverse its 
.de, j.s.i0.n3o.a!!qw !in~.t.ed !.og-..: 
gi~k~dg, in the,Sound,, , ~,,.: ?,~)~ 
v~ii~ff brest 'iiiinister 
Dan Miller pointed out that 
Kennedy's stance on the • 
Clayoquot Sound issue was in 
direct.conflict ofinterest to his 
support of the countervail duty 
on U.Si imports of softwood 
lumber from British Colum- 
bia, Mr. Kennedy and 
entourage huffed and puffed, 
and wanted to know just 
wliere our forest minister got 
off criticizing Mr. Kennedy. 
In fact, Elizabeth Barrett- 
Brown, senior attorney with 
the Natural Resources Defense 
Council, the American conser- 
vation group on behalf of 
which Mr. Kennedy is so 
engaged, wrote a letter, to Mil- 
ler, threatening tOgotothe 
press if the forest minister in- 
sisted on bringing up the 
Washington-based National 
R~9~r.,¢.~efense.~Counoilu ~e 
engages,itself On.behal£of the, 
environmentalists who want 
no logging in the Clayoquot 
Sound. 1Va'. Kennedy and his 
group, toured the Sound, met 
with native chiefsand en~ 
vironmentalists, and generally 
engaged in the same public: 
rhetoric Ms. Barrett-Brown 
professes to abhor. 
On the other hand, Mr..Ken- 
nedy and his group are suppor- 
tive of the countervail duty on 
B.C lumber exports tO the :- 
. U~ited,States: 
When a U.S.-cana.dian, 
review panel Teeently ruled ~ 
that the U.S. has to reconsider 
much of itsdecision to impose 
penalties on Canadian 
softwood lumber imports, 
angry, he called Kennedy's 
support of Che~Qayoquot ..........
in American-style bully tactics 
and double 'talk." .... 
• "If pe0ple like Mr. Kennedy 
~et heir way~ the current tim- 
~r  supply ernnelifa~d by :' 
many U.S. mills'would be al- 
leviated by accessing a new 
source of supply --- B.C. 
logs," Stoney said; 
"It is clear to us that there is 
a marriage of convenience b - 
wean so,called conservation- 
ists and thosewho want o de- 
industrialize British Columbia 
in way that will serve U.S. in- 
terests," he added. .  
bliller was a little more dip- 
lomatic, but said basically the 
same thing. "Given that he 
major thrust of theU.S, tariff 
countervail matter. 
Some threat it turned out to 
be. Rather tha n waiting for 
Ms. Barrett-Brown to do so, 
Miller gave me a copy of the 
letter. 
The letter waxed eloquent 
about he need fi3r "thoughtful 
and responsible discussion" 
and the counter-productive el- 
feels of ',public rhetoric on 
the countervail issue." 
Say agai'n. It must have es- 
caped the attention of Ms. 
Barrett,Brown that what she 
describes as public rhetoric 
means economic life and 
dearth for a lot of small wood 
products remannfacturers in 
British Columbia. • 
At any rate, let's talk about 
the conflict of interest in
Mark Spaulding, a lawyer with 
the Natural!Resources Defeilse 
Council, was quoted !n the 
Wall Street Journal, express- 
ing great dtsaPi~.intment. 
But Spaulding was op- 
• timistie that he U.S. Com- 
merce Department would be 
able to clear up the panel's 
concerns, and thus/be able to 
eoiaflnue imposing the anti- 
subsidy penalties indefinitely. 
The short and the long of all 
this is that Mr. Kennedy wants 
us to export more raw logs to 
the U.S., which is facing a 
shortage of lumber because of 
far-reaching conservation 
measures inthe states of 
WaShington and Oregon, 
• prompted by the pressure from 
enviromentalists to provide 
adequate habitat for the 
spotted owl; 
is to penalize British Colum- 
bia:s log export restrictions, I 
am puzzled by the NRDC's  
apparent support for the 
removal of B.C.'s.restriCti6ns 
on raw 10g exports.." 
It seems clear that there is a 
much bigger, game afoot'here 
than Mr. Kennedy's expressed 
concern for the Clayoquof 
Sound and the native com- 
munity's interests. Mr. Ken- 
nedy, it would appea~, is car- 
rying the ball for a powerful 
commercial lobby and usidg 
our hapless Clayoquot Sound 
protesters as an unwitting tool. 
Now, I doubt Mr. 'Kennedy 
will gei to read this, but just in 
case, I have some sound ad- 
vice for him: stay where you 
are and use your considerable 
influence in support of U.S. 
problems. God knows, there's 
battle -cnaicssly about who can which Mr. Kennedy and his NOW, if that isn't a confl ict,  no shortage. Como as a tourist 
of interesti I would like to ~ ~ ~:~ i and enjoy,B~uflflfl British i
catch how many steolhcad or conservationist group.are " ' Imow.whaiis. IWA-Canada', :: /~jl.umbi~ but leave your 
coho. mired.. . 
Will write again soon. On the one hand, the president Gerry Stoney was'so ~htical agenda t home. 
Ft~ eAmr'/wp'A ~)/"~wL~l a:  totR~ ?) I AR~:, YoO ,eRO~I ~:,:: . : M 
Rou, o:. c,4nv  /k  Ar :/! f'a RaLk  i:Pme#%to#.91 
'Vete ra.n 
-surgeon 
makes 
a stand 
Warning: 
G ov't policies 
could be 
harmful to 
your health 
By 
Dr,  DONALD STRANGWAY 
~er  ~24'years ofgeneral surgi- 
cal practice in the northwest, Dr. 
Donald Strangway isleaving. 
He'll spend two months updat- 
ing htn~elf and then heads off to 
Belle Coola for a one.year com- 
m#me~ :, ~hrough ithe : U.nfl:vd. 
Ch14ff~m.ed.ical, se~ices pf,~ 
grams, 
Dr. Strangway Sayshis depar- 
ture comes with mixed feelings. 
Below is a letter written ex- 
plaining why. 
When I completed my surgical 
training at the University of 
Toronto in 1969 my intention was 
to go to an area where my ser- 
vices would I~ needed. This was 
what brou~t me initially to 
Hazelton and later to Terrace. 
!Over the years I have always 
:felt.that I was providing aneeded 
service and by and largo I have 
had the feeling that my efforts 
were appreciated. 
h i  the wider sense the present 
government policies have sig- 
• ~nificantly diminished job satistac- 
tion for physiclaus in this pro- 
Vine& It  used to be that you were 
free to give the best care that you 
could to whoever needed help. 
;This meant that starting with 
Dr. R.E.M.I.e.e's tradition, our 
I spiral doors were always open 
:to help people from the surround- 
i g regibn with any of their more 
:¢ [fi(.ult diagnostic or treatment 
Challenges. 
In the present political climate, 
( )ctors are censured for what the 
government is.calling "overtreat- 
if ig" and hospital beds have been 
slL,'unk to the point that our hospi- 
tal can no longer freely accept 
problem cases from other com- 
iiiUnities. 
,". There are times when we do not 
w'e the beds available and there 
a~e times when wedo not have 
the trained nursing staff available, 
. -:.~rttculsrly in ..the .specialized 
, -: areas such as intensive.care and 
~ntilatory support. 
.!In short: for years we have been 
providing consistent Specialist 
support and have established a 
reputation for being able to help 
our sister hospitals. 
We now have a respectable core 
of specialty and subspeeialty ser- 
vices which include urology, ear, 
nose and throat surgery, ob- 
stetrics and gynecology, 
pedlatdes~i.)gene~l:(.~ur~6~Jg)~lrid 
alsb intd/'nal:.medtdhe tb 4he,level 
that our hospital management of
heart attacks is second to none in 
Canada. We also • have specialist 
pathology and radiology services. 
In addition to these services, we 
also pride ourselves on the fact 
that we have two fully qualified 
anesthetlsts who can handle any 
of the challenges in the operating 
room but who also give very val- 
uable help to the intensive care 
unit and to management of 
respirator patients. 
It is with great personal dis- 
appointment that I see the 
government a!empting to shrink 
the number of hospital beds to the 
point that if the present trend con- 
tinues, we will no longer be able 
NEARLY A quarter of a 
century of surgical prac- 
Ice comes to a close the 
end of this month when 
Dr. Donald Strangway 
leaves the area. He has 
some parting words on 
the future of medical care 
and what shi3ul~! ,,itaRe 
plac'e "at:' Mills Mem0rial 
Hospital. 
Hospital beds have been 
shrunk to the point that 
our hospital can no longer 
freely accept problem cases 
f rom other communities. 
to support our subspectalty ser- 
vices. 
With the government's pro- 
posed bed-to-population ratios 
Mills Memorial Hospital should 
be cut down to 35 beds. If we 
were to be cut down to that level 
then we would certainly lose all 
of thesubspecialty services, we 
would lose our specialist 
anesthetists and we would then 
probably also lose our general 
surgeons. This would mean that 
even the most-essential life 
saving procedures could not be 
performed inour hospital. 
I think what our Minister of 
Health does notrealize is that in a 
large hospital you can perhaps cut 
"out 10 or 12 specialists and sill 
be able to manage the essential 
core services. In a hospital where 
you often are. completely depen- 
dent on one specialist in a field, if 
you cut that specialist s hospital 
beds and operating time below a 
viable minimum' then that 
specialty service will no longer 
exist in the community. 
I would like to emphasize that 
the Board o f  Trustees and the 
hospital administrative staff have 
hecn very supportive of the hos- 
pital's and doctors interests. 
They are doing the very best that 
they can do within the very strict 
government constraints. Rapport 
between these bodies continues to 
be exceptionally good. 
Another changing trend over 
the past few years has been that 
general surgeons will no longer 
handle the variety of work that 
was done in the past. 
Most of  the general surgeons 
coming out of the Canadian train- 
ing programs will not handle any 
fracture work, will not do a 
caesarean section and will not 
handle acute Urinary problems. 
This means in essence that Can- 
add is not training general 
surgeons uitable for the type of 
practice that is carried out any- 
wbere-north of Quesnel, with the 
exception of Prince George. 
At the samctime, restrictive im- 
migration p01icies wtll make it in- 
creasingly difficult within the 
next year or two to bring in 
specialists from overseas. Some 
countries such as South Africa 
still offer the broadly-based train- 
ing in general surgery so that 
South African surgeons could be 
very valuable in filling this gap. 
Untbrtunately within the next 
year or so that route will be cut 
off to us altogether. 
What allof this means is that if 
specialty services of any type are 
to be :maintained in the northwest 
region of the province the only 
way, that they will be maintained 
is to create a regional hospital 
which is of a good size and which 
will have all of the necessary sub- 
specialisls on its staff. 
The various pecialists will then 
give support o each other and 
could give outreach support to the 
I f  a regional hospital is 
• not designated in the north- 
west to house the sub- 
specialty services then, 
within the next four to five 
years, these services will no 
longer exist in the nor th -  
west region. 
surrounding hospitals. The days 
of the person worktng as the only 
general surgeon in a town are 
gone. 
The question as to where the 
orthopedic service should be lo- 
cated has been a very contentious 
issue. On purely tdcal and 
theoretical grounds the" 
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orthopedic surgeon should be 
housed in a regional hospital' 
where the other specialist services, 
available. 
Local polities have ruled 
against this concept but I think 
there is a strong possibility if this 
concept is not endorsed that in 
next few years the northwest 
region will not have an 
orthopedic service of any sort. 
In summary: if a regional hospi- 
tal is not designated in the north- 
west to house the subspectaity 
services then, wtthin the next four 
to five years these services will 
no longer exist in the northwest 
region. 
The costs to the province and to 
individual will be enormous be- 
cause veryone will have to travel 
to Vancouver for those special- 
ized treatments. 
If we lose our specialty and 
subspecialty services this will 
• also have an adverse impact on 
the general practitioners because 
they depend strongly on the sup- 
port of the specialists. 
In conclusion, I would very 
much like to thank all of the Mills 
Memorial Hospital staff and the ". 
community members for their 
support over the years. 
You people will need to pick up 
the torch to insure the presence of 
medical and specialty services for 
this region. 
The issues are too important to .4 
simply let them drop. 
Tough 
logging 
decision 
Dear Sir:. 
Enough is enoughl The NDP 
government has made a dif- 
ficult decision on the land use 
Lssue In the Clayoquot Sound. 
It means the loss of 400 direct 
jobs, with the indirect impact 
of a further loss of 600 jobs. Is 
that not enough for the small 
communities of Port Albemi, 
Tofino and Ucluelet? 
It appears that some people 
do not believe that massive un- 
employment has a direct and 
terrible impact on people, their 
communities and the economy 
of the province. 
The Clayoquot decision, hi- 
though a decision that hurts the 
membership of IWA-Canada 
and numerous communities, 
was a compromise that was 
even more restricted than that 
agreed to by 10 of the 13 
groups represented on the 
Clayoquot Sound Sustainable 
Development Committee, 
comprised of IWA members, 
aboriginal and non-aboriginal 
community leaders, environ- 
mentalista, and government 
representatives. And still, this 
not enough for some people. 
The Clayoquot decision 
place 17 per centof the Sound 
under special management. It 
limits logging to 1000 hectares 
annually, spread over 80 to 
120 years, which is less than 
half of one percent of the total 
land area. It ends large scale 
clear cutting and protects 
forever, more than half Of the 
old growth in the Sound's un- 
touched watersheds. 
Well, I think that is enough 
and I think it is time for fair- 
minded people to write letters 
to the premier and tell him that 
the government has made a 
balanced ecision, and that de- 
cision must stand as it is. 
Yours truly, 
President, ..... ', q ..) ~ !~:,4 
IWA-CANADA, 
Local 1-71 
Thank 
you 
Dear Sir: 
Thank God them is still a 
zeal doctor in the land who 
carts about people and not just 
about money. And that doctor 
is Dr. Van Refit. 
I told my mother and sister, 
who are 3,000 mile, s away, 
what Dr. Van Hcrk did for me 
and they said that he should 
get a medal or some kind of 
public recognition. So from 
across the miles, they say 
thank you to him. 
Dr. Van Herk could have 
called a ambulance or told me 
to get a ride into town but he 
came himself across the ferry 
right to our door in Usk 
May he receive his rewardl 
The bible says that if anyone 
so much as gives a glass of 
cold water to prophet, he shall 
not lose his reward. 
Dr. Van Herk did much more 
than that for me. If he had not 
come to get me, I might have 
died from the heart attack. 
Sincerely, 
Mrs. B. Stewart, 
Usk, B.C 
More on Page A7 
j obs  " • Fores t  ' C: -  ,>. 
i : " A new report has bad do not change. The news about the forest in -And that will hurt some 
• i : l  dustry, towns, 
It says there is not Copies were given out start enough wood to cut in las twecL  
northwest mills. The report covers the 
The report was written area from Smithers to 
by Roger Stanyer. He Princo Rupert. 
works for the forest ser- Local people will be 
vice. given the chance to figure 
Stanyer said some mills • out what should happen 
: ,, The':~tiirt• :is ~or people will c lose down if  things now. 
! how read :q learning to  . 
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'USINESS REVIE 
w De a growing uunu oy HUUI[ I~ LU Ull=l i:ltUidUtlUIl~ vi:;tllial.Jl~ tu 
those who visit. 
Have tours, 
will travel 
Mountain Tea.Bar and the lava 
beds to lengthier journeys 
reaching as far afield as the 
Queen Charlotte Islands. 
Greening doesn't follow a 
fixed schedule - she welcomes 
customer equests. Usually, 
two to:four people sign upfor 
rNof':sutprtsliigly, most of 
Oreening's b~iness occurs 
during July and August,-when 
school is out and people are 
taking their summer vacations. 
Greening has given four 
tours this year. She admits 
that's not very many and at- 
tributes the low number in part 
to the lack of interest among 
local residents, 
She notes that many tourists 
who come to Terrace already 
own a vehicl0, so there's no 
need for a shuttled tour. 
"Most people coming here 
have made their plans, in ad- 
• vance, she adds. 
However, future tours are 
planned. Greening will lead a 
contingent to the Queen Char- 
lottes for a five-day trip this 
month. 
She's also offeflng a com- 
bined airport pick-up and 
Thrrace-arca tour for interested 
flyem. 
In addition, •She'S hoping to 
increase her tours of Hazelton" 
the Nisga'a Memorial Park 
lava beds and the Charlottes 
next year. 
Greening, a retired teacher 
who has lived in Terrace for 24 
years, loves h0r work. 
" I  really like it - I find it 
very challenging and very in. 
teresting." 
TERRACE - -  It's been close 
to two months since Gerry 
Dodd ldt the road to give his 
fimt forestry tour. 
Every Tuesday, Wednesday 
and Thursday,Dodd picks up. 
people at the infocentre. 
Log~ng is  viewed "on Wed- 
'~ Tuesdays are rdedlea'ted to ex- 
plonng areas uch as the Red 
Sand Demonstration Forest. 
different routes are ex- 
plored. These paths lead up 
West Kalum road to the head 
of Kalum Lake, into the upper 
Kiflepe valley to examine 
West Fraser's logging opera- 
tiom, ~d, until recently, up 
Shames mountain to explore 
helicopter logging. 
"We,discuss all the things 
that loggers have to go through 
to log," says Dodd. 
" I  think (the response) has 
been very good--  I think they 
(participants) : are- happy with 
what they're finding." 
Each trip generally lasts 
about hree to five hours. 
Dodd brings a wealth of log- 
ging experience to the project. 
He worked with the .Ministry 
of Forests for 39 yesrsi retiring 
recently firom.lds post as 
Kalum forest district manager. 
Interested people can regis- 
ter at the tourist lnfocenlre. 
The toum end Aug. 26. 
In other touring news/this is 
the third consecutive y ar that 
Beverly Greening is operating 
hor solo operation,: Greening 
Tours. 
Trips range from day-long 
ventures to the : Shames 
TERRACE - -  The Coast Inn of 
the W¢.:.st is converting its 
rests, v,,,at to a- White Spot 
thror, gh a franchise riigreemcnt 
with the Vancouver=company. 
It'll be only ~ the second time 
White Spot has given a franchise 
for a new rcstausrant, says com- 
pany franchise director philippe 
Kerr. 
White Spot does Want to c0n- 
vert a 
reslaUlm 
tlom. - 
The only other new franchise Is 
now opentn Vernon. ~, : ,, 
The conversion hem Stiould be 
complete in'N0vember oi"Decem; 
her, making It thesecond White " 
Spot in . northern B,C :There .is. 
one in Prince George. ..--: . .  
Kott said the Coast Inn of the 
West and White,Spot!wi l l  be a 
perfect fit. . . . . . . . . . . . .  " 
"We're being very seieeflve in 
who we pick," said ,Kott' tn  
estimating: that one: in,:: I00 in,. 
quires wlil ,r¢su~t.i in ! a franchise 
being granted. 
orenda Forest Prdducts ~" 
West Fraser shifts 
focus to local mill 
TERRACE - -  West Fraser can 
turn its attention to its Skoena 
Sawmills plant here now that a 
plan for its Prince Rupert mill has 
been approved. 
The question is whether to 
spend money on improvements to 
the existing mill or build a new 
one, West Fraser senior vice pres- 
ident Russ Clinton said last week. 
"We're not finished our analy- 
sis on Terrace yet. There's more 
work yet to do," he said. 
West Fraser has been working 
on a plan for its Terrace op0mtion 
prior to buying the bankrupt 
Wedeene mill and accompanying 
wood licence in Prince Rupcrtin 
1991. 
It was the second purchase in 
recent years of a wood supply in 
an attempt to bring, as much of 
the company's demand as pos- 
sible under its own licence. 
West Fraser now has wood un- 
der licence in the Stewart area, on 
the north coast and TFL 41 
stretching south to Kitimat and 
beyond. 
And as West Fraser's wood 
supply has spread out, so has its 
need fur a decision on what to do 
in Terrace. 
The company will spend $1.5 
million in improvements at 
Skeena Sawmills this fall, said 
Clinton. 
But that is not considered part 
of a long term plan, he added. 
Clinton also said there will be 
reduced production in Terrace 
over time because of milling over 
capacity in the northwest but 
added it is not yet known if there 
will be any job loss. 
"Our first proposal to be 
released fi'om the mill in Prince 
Rupert was turned down," he 
noted of West Fraser's original to 
not re-open the operation and 
shift north coast wood to Skcena 
Sawmills here. 
"Our analysis is still that there 
is insufficient wood for what we 
call one large mill," Clinton 
added. 
A final decision won't take 
place for some time because West 
Fraser still doesn'l know the fate 
of wood it wants to cut in several 
crucial areas, he said. 
One of those is the IQtlope Val- 
ley south of Kitimat and the 
Khutzeymateen orth of Prince 
Rupert. 
Both are high on the list of 
people and organizations who 
want logging banned in areas of 
the province. 
Wedeene mill refit 
gets provincial nod 
.Dl~,~.etes " 
Please Volunteer 
Call 732-133'I or 
1-800.665.6526 
ral E,E.:o. i!::°ii,i7 
Oeleitte& 
Touche 
FINANCIAL DIFFICULTIES? 
Call us to arrange for a free 
consultation and a copy of our 
information booklet 
(8O4) ~4-1111 
Toll Free', 1-800-663-5103 
DELOm'E & TOUCHE INC. 
#800.299 Victoria Street, 
Prince George, B.C., 
V2L 5B8 
/ 
' NOTICE 
All playing fielcis in the 
Terrace and Thornhill 
area schools will be 
fertilized" monthly, This 
program will run from 
May through; October 
1993, 
TERRACE - -  West Fraser is "What this means is we'll bo lion. 
spending more than $12 million meet the requirements of the Clinton anticipated an April ~ SCHOOL OkSlrRIC'rNO.M 
to convert a Prince Rupert mill it provincial government to have 1994 opening provided all goes ~ if, r,.,) 32,~ ~nn~, s'mEm" 
bought two years ago. capacity in Prince Rupert," well. TERRACE B.C. 
When completed next spring, Clinton added. He said it is too early to say if wa 3E9 (604) 635-4931 
the former Wedecne mill will be The new mill will employ 55 jobs will be affected in Terrace FAX(604)635-4287 
able to custom cut different size peopl0. Some already had jobs because milling is required in 
logs for a eatery of customers, there through the chipping opera-. Pdnce Rupert. 
West Fraser senior vice presi- 
dent Russ Clinton called the plan 
a way for the company to find 
ways to mill the broad variety of 
wood it has under licence in the 
northwest. 
The plan was approved by the 
provincial government last week. 
It also essentially frees up the 
ability ~.~!~er  to ship,: 
can get the best value. 
wood to the plan from which it 
'That comes close to what West 
Fraser originally wanted from the 
provincial government. 
The company promised to open 
the Wcdecne mill by late 1992 
when it bought the plant and ac- 
companying wood liccncc. 
But it asked the province late 
last year to be relieved ef that ob- 
ligation because it wouldn't have 
enough wood to run the Rupert 
mill and keep its Skccm Saw- 
mills here operating on two shifts. 
Forest minister Dan Miller 
turned own that proposal, saying 
West Fraser had to meet its 
original commitment to operate 
some kind of mill and to provide 
work. 
The new plan for custom cut- 
ring and log chipping "shows 
good potential," Miller said last 
week in a press release. 
The mill will custom cut 
100,000 cubic metres a .year and 
chip 125,000 cubic metres for 
pulp use. 
R'II take wood not oray from 
West Fraser's forest llcence on 
the north coast but from other 
places, said Clinton. 
"We plan to use a head rig op, 
oration and that means we'll be 
borer able to adap.t for the wood 
profile," he said. "The Wedeeno 
mill was very restrictive in what 
could be cut." 
Net income for 1992 was 
$674,000 while a loss of 
$737,000 was recorded in 1991. 
A Smithem lawyer is represent- 
ing his northwest peers for the 
iloxt year:on the executive of the 
~c l ian 'Bar  Association's B.C. 
branch. 
~ :Mark ~ h i  assumes those : :  
UU~•i~ end of August 
I 
- .  
log tdbute. Please send Your i 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIF IED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Ka lum St reet ,  
Ter race ,  B .C .  
638-0241 
TOLL  FREE - -  1 -800-661-2676 
_11 
Receive a War,  TM 2000 Ib winch with the purchase of a 
4,wheel drive Big Bear TM or Kodiak Bear TM. 
DoNor RIDE. 
Buy a new current or noncurrent Yamaha YFM350FW Big Bear or YFM4OOFW Kodiak Bear and receive a Warn 2000 Ib ~,r ' 
• elecffio winch. Installation of the winch is the respons~ility ofthe purchaser. Proper installation iscritical., if instal!ing Winch oil 
an ATV we recommend an authodzed Yamahadealer-perform the work. See your dealer for ~..mplete details. Yarnahs 
,~ommends that all ATV dders take a CA.T.V. training course. For your safety always wear a helmet, eye protection and 
,. protective clothing. Never carry passengers. Rese. -., _ ~ the environme nt. The A'I'V' pictured above are for adult use only: 
" • : : KEN 'S . : .  ::: ' 4946 treigAveMARINE Trover Gibson 
...... " :!~. 635  2909 ' "  " " . 
l 
#1 KILLER 
Box 22i ' 
Terrace, B.C. Major Credit Cards 
~:  VSG 4A2 Accepted 
Majorle Park ._ ,,  Your donation Is 
638,~' i67  ': " ": tax deductible 
No. 12 among publicly traded 
forest companies in B.C., accord- 
ing to a Vancouver-based busi- 
ness magazin0. 
Equity made its determination 
1992 revenue 
..Orenda had 
1992 revenues of $17.8 rnillion 
compared to $12.8 million the 
year before. 
im lL_  
~;~ IMPRO~I1,3 \'q,,, • YffOFI 
ODDS 
• mmr,~o 
• :: SMOKE .. AGAINST. 
FOUNI~rlON OF CANADA'S 
B,O, & ~JKON ' 
Your In Memoriam gin Is a lastly 
donation to the address above, along with the name and 
:: address and the name bnd addr~sS:of ihenext:of-kJn, for ~,n -. 
.. ):-acknOwlodgement .~ caid,~: . . .  : . . .  : '::( :~: . : / - ,  .: . . . . .  : 
. _ . -  L I  
I I 
ETTER 
A fishery flare up 
Dear Sir: needs to check his dictionary for 
the meaning of the word. After 
all, his organization supports 
dividing access to Canada's natu- 
ral resources along racial lines, 
not ours. 
As to misinformation, Mr. Oos- 
nell quotes a letter form the Min- 
ister of Fisheries stating that the 
aboriginal fishery takes only three 
per cent of the fish while the 
commercial fishery takes 93 per 
cent. 
What the minister and Mr, Gas- 
nell fail to say is that 30 per cent 
of the people in the existing com- 
mercial fishery are aboriginal 
people. 
Aboriginal people already own 
or operate more than $300 mil- 
lion worth of fishing vessels, 
about 30 per cent of the fleet. 
Aboriginal people don't need the 
patronizing hand of govemmant 
to be a suceess in the industry. 
On July 7, 1993 Joe GosneU, 
president of the Nisga'a Tribal 
Council, accused our coalition of 
_ engaging in "province-wide 
propaganda efforts" based on "a  
combination of fear and misin- 
formatten to mask economic 
greed," to fan the flames of 
racism. 
The B.C. Fisheries Survival 
Coalition stands for one main 
principle: equality. Our goal is to 
makesure that the commercial 
fishery remains open to all Cana- 
dlam regardless of race. 
Our coalition recognizes 
: abodglnal rights for legitimate 
=~ food purposes, butwe will never 
• accept: an exclusive commercial 
~- fishery/ for aboriginal people 
~ only. 
If Mr. Gosnell believes our 
campalgnTor equality is racist, he 
If you add up their catch in the 
food and commercial fisheries, 
aboriginal people take one-third 
(33 per cent) of the total B.C. sal- 
mon and herring catch - not a bad 
share for three per cent of the 
population, and a far cry from 
DFO's and Mr. Gosnell's claim 
of three per cent. 
DFO's and Mr. Gosnell's at- 
tempt to deceive your readers 
about the current level of 
aboriginal fish harvest is a perfect 
illustration of why all interests af- 
fect by land claims negotiations 
must be in the room. 
If we are not at the table, the 
only people left to protect our in- 
terests are those who have tried to 
deceive us in the past. 
Yours truly, 
Phillip Eidsvik, 
B.C. Fisheries Survival 
Coalition. 
Vancouver, B.C. 
[; aycare centre location 
r ot right for neighbourhood 
: Dear Sir: 
We have raised children and 
grandchildren on Harner street. 
We have scan this area expand 
f~om the farms of yesteryear to 
the beautiful neighbourhoods of
today. 
. We live hero because it is a 
good place to raise a family. 
.:Mr. Bromley's daycare centre 
idea-of 16 children in a homo 
business. 
The city fathers were careful 
when they established the zoning 
regulations for our town. 
It should be with care that the 
zoning is changed - not for one 
person's idea of change but for 
the good of all people who live 
here. 
We do not agree with changing 
the zoning by-laws in R1 to in- 
crease daycares from eight o 16. 
George Hamer, 
Terrace, B.C, 
'Fisher' rapped 
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IRLY BIRD'S 
SUMMER CLEARANCE SALE 
Wednesday, August 11 to Sunday, August 15 
While Supplies Last 
i~i~!~iii~i!iiiiiiiiii!iiiiiiiiiiiiiii~iiii;iii!i!iii~!~8i~E~E!~iiiiii~ii~iiii~ii~ii~ii~iiii~iii]iii!~ii~iu~H~i~i~iiiii~!iiiii~iiiii~ii~i!~iii!iiiiiiii~ii~i~iii~!g~ii~iii!iiii~iiiiii~iiiiiii[iiiii~ii!iiii!i~iii[i[ 
:(,plus his own) reminds us of the 
largo fa~nilies that people used to 
_-But that was then, and the 
Brom!~ys are not the parents of 
these dayeare children. 
:I.~rg~*families worked together 
and i;~d~:'a~i,sense of  order, the 
older helping younger brothers 
and sisters. 
Dear Sir: 
It's hard not to notice the media 
push to call fisherman - fishers. 
A fisher is a large dark brown 
American arboreal carnivorous 
mammal (Martes pennanti) re- 
lated to the weasels. Yes, in some 
~ferred to as a fisher. All the 
women I know who fish prefer to 
be called fishermen. 
It seems that only the media and 
politicians arc intent on pushing 
"politically correct" down our 
collective throats. If you don't iBoing, family, this worked. But 
a!! ai gO*dayearo is different. It is dictionaries a ~her is "one that like it speak up. 
n6 I,f ~i~i~,:children come and go, fishes". Thanks, 
carcgivors could be hired and I have not come across one Barbara Grccnc, 
~d Bromicv's davca~: 'i"\;a ~' / 'sing!e flsherm~ that wants t° be. ;;~:~i!. ~: Pfln~ Rupert' B'C ~ - G~PROCK , ~ SU NWO?LeDnDhECKtNG, I I' ; I 
/ ~:~ E~[~ E !ii~:!ii Hl~i~i .~.::~_~i:: . . : . . . : . . . i i i i~E~ ! i ;~ ~(: ~ E ~ i i ~ ~ ~ i i::::::':."-"~.::',': : ':"":~:! ~::'" : E ~ ~ i ~ ~ ~ !i ~i~ H ! h E ~ ~! h ~ ~ 
g 9 .  O0  ea I 
:::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::  ' ; "':"" : " " : ' : ' : ' : ' : "  :':+:':":':':':'i':": ':':" :':"":" :":':':':"" " " " "  ....................................... " " ' "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
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tl 
ONLY! 
aturday; 
Sunday, Monday/ 
• 50%Sale  Terms , 
~i I ' . . . . . . . .  . • i Smitl )RTWoRLD Terrace ~i: : 
' " ' '  7 )  Store houis: Fri,, Aug. 13 9am:Op~ 
1 1) Entire stock 50% of[ m, !i 6)Saieends Monday Aug, 16 6:00pm,: 
suggested retail price. 
:. ! ~ 2)A salesfnal, Sat,,Aug. 149arn-6pm 
'i: 3) No layaways, : Sun, Aug, 1511am-5pm 
! 4) Any labour at regu ar prices. - Men., Aug 16 gam-6pm 
i R~ Rtkns only at Terrace store 25% off 
IF" f '/IA I I  I F  
3711 Alfred Avenue, Smithers • Corner of King & Alfred • 847-9333 
4712 Keith Avenue Mall - Terrace • 635-9555 
CEILING FAN 
24.99 
IRLY BIRD always goes the 
distance to give you unbeatable 
home improvement values. Now 
we've taken that idea to new 
heights with the AlP, MILES'" 
program. As a proud new 
official sponsor, we'll reward 
you with AIR MILES'" travel 
miles on every purchase 
over $15. 
Start collecting AIR MILES'" 
Travel Miles where you're ~ '  
always miles ahead .., 
at your neighbourhood 
IRLY BIRD Building 
Centre 
BEVEL GLASS BEDROOM FIXTURE 
1 8.99 
WALL SCONCE 
39.95 
~!~i~i~i~:.::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~i~!~ii~!~i~i 
NOW AN OFFICIAL 
V f'~ AIR MILES" SPONSOR 
LY  B IRn  
ram=,..= ~ ' 'Tv  Join AIR MILES" Todayl 
CALL NOW FOR YOUR .,. 
MEMBERSHIP  
1-800-567-6230 
Or p ick  up  on enrothnent  Io rm e l  
your  loca l  IRLY BIRD Bu i ld i~g 
Centre• 
'Co l lect  AIR MILES  v" Travel  M i les  a l  par t i c ipat ing  IRLY BIRD Stores 
g2x 
R LY  B I R 
BUILDING ~ CENTRE| ~-'~ ,~---, ~ 
m 638-8700 Hvq 16 East, Terrace 
I 
OPEN Y"~ 
P---L SUNDAY- -~ 
PageA8-'Fhe'~er,~,,c~:.~t~nd~rd, Wednesday, August11 ,1993 Mayor won't 
run again 
TERRACE - -  Stewart mayor She also feels the NDP govern- 
Darlene Comell has announced ment doesn't readily acknowl- 
she won't be running for office edge programs introduced by the 
again, former Social Credit admtnistra- 
After six years as mayor, three tion. 
years as an alderman and five But Cornell is happy with an 
yeats on the school board, improvement i  relations between 
Comell says it's time to take a municipal and native govern- 
break, merits in the northwest. 
"I want some time for myself. ~d  she says SteWart is in a 
i've got two grand children and I good position to cope with 
want to enjoy them," Comell 
said last week. 
Cornell also said it's important 
for new people with new ideas to 
take a hand at municipal govern- 
ment. 
"I 'm also tired of the hassle. I
think if more people supported 
politicians at the federal, provin- 
cial and municipal evel instead 
of being critical, we would get far 
more people running for office," 
she continued. 
Comell said one of her biggest 
disappointments~ is the slowness 
in which the provincial govern- 
ment responds to municipal is- 
sues. 
change now that it knows it can't 
rely on large industrial projects 
for employment. 
"In the long term, I don't think 
we'll suffer so bad. I think the fu- 
ture is in a mixed economy. Mega 
projects come to an end when the 
resource is gone," Comell added. 
Recognizing that factor is  an 
important step toward attracting 
smaller businesses, he said. 
Comell credited former mayor 
Gary Hubbard with organizing 
the push for a hydro line into 
Stewart in the early part of the 
decade. 
Its presence wili help draw 
businesses to Stewart, she said. 
Road Sense 
will prevent 
accidents and save lives. 
./.I" Baby" Name= ''~''-~ 
• Dam;m C. Comeli 
Date & Thae of  Birth, 
February 12/92 at 11:15 p.m. 
Wd~bt= 6 Ibs 5 oz Sere Male 
Parents: Shakina Sheryllynn 
Comell & Luong Luc 
o¢ Iov 
i ':,, Baby'a Name, /Alfred Korey Stewart Jr. Date & Time of Birth, 
• July 28/93 at 12:19 p,m. 
WelghU 8 Ibs 6.5 oz Sew Male 
Parentsl Alfred Stewart &Leona 
Willie; another brother for four 
brothers 
~ Baby's Name, 
/ i  ~ Dakota Douglas 
[.'~.~ Date & Time of Birtht 
l l i  July 26/93 at 8:44 p.m. -/ 
Weishtl 7 lbs See= Male 
Parents, Bernadette & Daniel 
I!.. "°° :°"  
Baby's lq~aet 
Rayleue Courtney Joy Johnson 
Date & Time of Bh'lht 
July 27/93 at 6:42 a.m. 
. . . . . . .  Weight: 5 Ibs 7 oz Sezt Female 
Parents, Rebecca Mowatt & Nell 
Johnson; a slster for Brandon 
Baby's Name= 
Emily Jane 
Date & "time or Birth, 
July 29/93 at 1:50 p,m. 
Weight: 9 lbs 7 oz Sex= Female 
Parenls. Shawp. & Suzanne 
Krienke 
Baby's Name, 
Cory Robert Barber 
Date & Time of Birth, 
July 31,/93 at 3:34 p,m. 
Weisht: 9 Ibs 1 oz Sexl Male 
Parents, Bob &Alice Barber 
ALJ. ABOARD FOR HOLIDAYS 
off vehicles, planes 
August 11 - 17 
1-800-661-2990 Skeena Mall ese.sss6 
• .  . > f )  . . . .  , 
SENSELESS VIOLENCE:  
. Jan Mason .sdrveysi' tile : 
.damage at.her Park::Ave. : 
home, :where ,~. vandals 
destroyed :.hanging i;fl.oweri.: • '  
i baskets ~ and: rii3ped::lol~ts : 
out of their beds last Tues- 
day night,: Mason, who is i~,~,~~,:::,, 
legally blind, takes great ~.~:~< ~ : :i,~:~: 
• pride in beautifying I her 
home. 
tiXTllAT . cT,o. : COR i : ' 
The tollowl~ errors have :occurr~i In this: " 
,~..?::::i!"~. ~,::: g:!; : :T : i :  • ' : : '.~: !~' ~ ~:.:::~!; 
:, ~ i~" :~:~ : 
~he description of the Sega Game Systems 
i~mel system |eatured Is the w'w ==~ ~ 
~'~Nl~/S aNi~x~= t~s,~Sonk; IM.Hedgehog II" ,. . . . . . . . .  
gsme. The Sega *Game Gear" syslem does nor 
include "MLB Basebal' game. ~ 1 
1~ copy for the "Huggles' Dlapem mUnCh on RIVERSIDE 
page 12 should rea d ,$15.99 v~th =upon" and 
"$17.~) wiIMut coqx~'. :
The copy~ the "Head & Shoulders' etmmpoo 
featured o~ page 12 should read ,350 mL 
We apobolze for any ~convedence this may 
~.~.  635-2800 i :' ,:, KmartCanadaLImlted ' , ' 
I 
,. : " i '  ' ; '  : . . . . .  
GROCERIES 
1998 Queensway 
% P TOTEM'S COUNTRYWIDE 
FURNITURE &APPLIANCE I 
TOO HOT TO! 
SLEEP SALE! 
These Savings Will • 
Cool Your Pocketbook! " i 
Are  You' in teres ted  in Post -SecondarY  EdUcat ion?  
The K i t sumka lum 
Nat ive  Public 
Admin is t ra t ion  
P rogramme 
is now accept ing  app l i ca t ions  fo r  s tudents  who wou ld  l ike 
to  upgradeLthe i r leducat ion  in the  area*o f  bus iness  and  
publ ic  admin is t ra t ion .  
The Native Public Administration Programme (N.P.A.P.) is a first year 
'college progranlmewhich is accredited with the Vancouver communlty 
College in Vancouver. The purpose of the N.P.A.P. is to  train students 
to assume administrative posltions within either business or 
~governmental organizations. . . . .  . J 
iThe N.P.A.P, offers seven courses per semester.~: These include: 
Rrst Semester ;.second SeineS tel" .. 
• Native Legal IssUes • Native Self-Governmeht 
• BUSiness Mathematics , Business Law : " ~ ~ ."": : 
• • Business Communications . Introductl0n tOPubii¢ Speaking 
• Intro. to ACCOUittlng * Applied Accounting In a NatiVe ', 
• PUblic Administration and :Setting :' i/~"i;~:. ~ . 
IntergovernmeBta, Relations * Effective Supervls on ,  
• Intro. to Computers ,~APplled compttters -. ' ' 1~ 
~lWordperfect,. ' • (Lotus li2-3, 'BedfOrd, 
• Intro. to Cdn. Business , Communit Y Management Skills " 
All courses are ¢ollege-level,~and~are v ry Intensive. In addition, 
students are expected to undertake a four*week work experience 
practlcum each semester. " ' : r~ ~ =~ .:' '~ d : ~ "~r ' " = 
ENTRANCE REOUIREMENTS; "' 
The Kltsumkalum Native Public Administration Programme Is open to 
students of Native ancestry who: 
• are 19 years of age or older; - - 
• have completed grade 12 or equivalent, or meet the Mature Student 
entry requirements; . , " ..~ 
• have atleast a c average in GI;ade 12 English and Math;  ' 
• haveapersonalintervhew and academic assessment; , , 
• haves  career intQrest•~.ln;~ttsiness~!fi,a~ce,-•admlnistrati0n, 
• management, ¢om,,erce, 0P a ;elated field; ~...i: ~.-= }•> . "  ::: 
• have a stable:finan¢lal;.soclal, and economic situation pr ior  to 
• entering the programme; . . . . .  ~{  " :~ ~ 
• have no difficulties/problems with substance abuse. 
If you feel thaiyou meet theie'requlrements, an~ ~,re Interested In {he' 
Native Public Administration Programme, Information and application 
packages can be obtMned by contacting 
:",. at - .  
ALL Starting'Frona 
B DROOM- $559> 
SUITES 
. (4 P iece Set) . . 
On Sale 
% : i~: :  
. CHARGE PLAN 
, •~ ,•,:% • 
: . , : , .~  
COUNTRYWIDE 
III I ~ I I I I  
FURNITURE & APPLIANCES 
S INCE 1963 
4501 Lakelse 
Terrace, BC 
638-1158 
t 
," Ownedand Operated by Totem Furni!ure &Appliance Ltd ..... .~-~ 
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River trip provides trio 
with a scary experience 
aware that the meandering motres to the logging mad and creeks or rivers you're committed ment, it could have turned out 
Lakolso ~ which looks like a 
p1¢asant float from maps ~ is in 
fact choked with log jams that 
make a canoe trip on the river a 
gruelling slog of many portages. 
"They had no idea what the 
fiver situation was going to be," 
said Tony Toriglia of the Terrace 
Water Roscuo Team. 
The water rescue team was 
called out around 9 p.m. that 
night aftor the canoeists failed to 
return on time in the late 
afternoon; 
At about 2 a.m. the team lo- 
cated the trio about four Idle- 
metros upstream from the bridge 
wh¢~ they planned to end their 
trip. 
"We found them in a back eddy 
slough," Torigiia said. 
then we had to walk back down ~ you can't get back out," hc very tragic," he said. 
Tat river slated for nomination 
TERRACE - -  A month after the 
NDP declared their intention to 
make tho Tatshenshini a provin- 
cial park, John Cashor¢ said the 
Tat Rivor will bc nominated to 
the Canadian Heritage Rivers 
System (C3-]~S). 
The environment, parks and 
lands minister made the aanounc- 
cmcnt at the end of July. 
"Government wants to ensure 
that we recognize and protect our 
rivers, and joining CHRS is an 
important stop in this direction," 
h0 said. 
The CHRS is a national pro- 
gram that aims to raise apprecia- 
tion of national rivers and to 
ensure their conservation. 
In order to be accepted into the 
CHRS, rivers must bc judged to 
have historical, natural or recrea- 
tional value, 
Provincial governments am 
responaible for thn nomination 
and management of CHRS rivers. 
The Tat river will be nominated 
when B.C. joins the national pro- 
gram later this year. 
C.ashore made the announce- 
ment on the recommendations of 
an eight-member committee 11¢ 
appointed last year. The group 
consists of native, business, con- 
scrvation and government inter- 
ests that examined B.C.'s partici- 
pation in the CHRS. 
Nominations from across Cana- 
da will be submitted to the com. 
mitteo in December. 
According to a recent survey 
fi'om the Outdoor Recreation 
Council of B.C., the Tatshenahini 
fiver is the most endangered dyer 
in the province. 
In June, the NDP declared their 
plans for the Tatshenshini 
watershed, thereby cancelling the 
proposed Windy Craggy mine. 
~ ~ A  k ~ A  k~Ak~vA kvA k~ k~A 
SHOW & SALE 
George Cameron Antiq ues 
presents 
"THE BEST DISPLAY EVER" 
at 
Skeena Mall - Terrace, B,C. 
August  16 - 30 
Solid Oak Heirloom style reproduction 
Canadian & European Antiques 
The Selection is GREAT 
The Prices .... GREAT 
See You At The Marl 
"~:!!~ !::~!~:)!:;T!:i~';~'~:,:. : :~• ED BERNEY . . . .  -, .- - . . . . . . . . . .  
::~ :::~!~i':i~':i:::)~::GENERAL MANAGER FOOD FLOOR MANAGER 
i:Ed: B0roey i~ the new General Manager at the Co-opin Brad Tait is the new manager on the food floor at the 
.:,.Terracel Ed has 14 years expedence in the Co-op Terrace Co-op. He comes to Terrace with 15 years 
system. He spent 11 years at the Vanderhoof Co-op and experience in the Co-op system. Brad has seen 
serving the members of the Terr~.ce Co-op. 
i: *.Cafeteria 
"r' I * • 
, ,~:~ :. Family Fashions 
I 
: 
• * Full Food Floor :~ .... 
Fresh Meats, Bakery,: Dell 
FreshProduce . . . .  
• Farm :,& Garden : ::~:: i.; .... . 
• Hardware & Sporting Good~ 
• Gas Bar 
We also have a Home Centreand Bulk 
Fuel Depotconveniently located nearby. 
,.o,a., 35 o,,.o .a,her. 0,o*.0 Coo. EO and h,. n amerou..oct,coo ,.rou .out"o' n oo., 
wife Carol have one son. Ed enjoys golfing and recently with the Davldson Co-op. Brad and Dorothy , ~ W e ' v e  Got it All - For You! 
• spending time with his family and friends, He is looking have 3children, Brad enjoys sports and family activities. . .......................................................... 
• ' '~ "~t .H:: i,'~t :=s= "'; iii]i] ;~ ~'::i:: " : .  ~t!.'.', : . . . .  " ~ :" : i: : : : i : :  :t q':~ q'" "': to  :. = . flt ,;. .::==':m: =: =,., =.:: =;. : • ": =: : . . , f l  forward becoming actve in the community and He looksforward to serving you on the Food Floor and l!h-,!t~ i ~ J l . , , ,~==n~!  i 
1 e bers o ~the Te ~.¢ ) Co op. has finally caught a "real" fish. I,i~iill~.,=~!lllil,,,,.¢¢:.,~¢~.l~;U,~.ttti!ii.,~.,~l~=~.=::.~i,.~..! 
. . . .  : _ . . . . .  . _ . . . . . . . .  . ................................... il,i!'il.~,~i" .=.~.',=.Ji!J~,~,~i,''~l,'~'i':i~''',~,'''',~! :.,::":='",!:!=~ 
re=m, . - -  Fash ions  .,. , 
i i! . 
~;~,~]' McCalls & I Selected. I Selected i Lawn Green l ! l~d  
' r" k Summer  Wear  ' " I ~  But te ,c  I, Fabr ic /  ' ' " .......... "s  IJl Liould 1,1 Ornament i~  Patterns / : [ Apparel  I!~ " i :  / i1  (Flamingo's; Sheep, 
!k~~ll l i  Bu,, 1 Get / : = I in our Ladies. Men's [,ill' Fertilizer" ,i!l; Co.,.~oor) 
[~gl~/ - " - - ' - -  :/25%- 30% I &Children's Wear lill (Appr0x.C0verage5300sq, ft) 2 0 %  
t i~-~l~ o]e ~all~r~lles~ser / r '  off  " ' 1:25%'30% of f  =i, Regular$23.99' t1 ' 
1 1 [ ~ ~  f q value / '  ice ' / Reg. Price !' 5.'iS 9.9'ii OFF  
I ~  Our new fall lines are growing dally come in and ~ ~  .~~, , , .  ~ 
et.ready for th [iilCU. ,V~iO ~,1, a I ~  seer G ose back to school day ii ,I Cedar 
The.Ga nters At  s Bar..  i r :Pi nyl Insul (Aerates Lawn. Mu.lches d,, Selected$izes&Styles. l iE  I~# 
V I - -  : ,:~,~,:: : ..... Promotes Growth) t, ,4F !i ' ~/'il~ 
Wads, andS0d. ' II m.A .* '  - 
iCH Regular $16.49 if' I r==v .~i=~ 
l y  s2 .99 ,  : '13.99 OF " ii 
t i i ~ ! ~ : i l I  
*Wi th  Every  Gas  Fill [ 'i ' : , . ! , ,1 . t~, i~~~.~w~M~i~a~ 
. : ." : : .  ( . . . .  
TERRACECO'OP HOME CENTRE TERRACE CO-OP DEPARTMENT STORE co-oP FARM & GARDEN CENTRE GAS BAR & BULK PETROLEUM 
/~2912Molitor st, 4617 Greig Ave, 4617 Greig Ave, , 4821 Hwy, 16 , 
i I ~ • Groceries STORE HOURS: . Lottery Centre STORE HOURS: GAS BAR: , Hardware & STORE HOURS: .Cafeteria uon,-Wed ...................... 9~.m, .6 p.m, Mon..~ur, .................... 9a,m,- 6 p,m. 
MONDAY THRU SATURDAY Famlly Thurs.. Fd ....................... 9 a,m,- 9 p,m. Houseware Monday - Friday. ........... 8 a.m, - 6 p,m. -- , Friday ............................... 9 a.m. - 9 p.m. 
8 a.rn. - 6 p,m. Fashl0m Saturday. . ....................... 9 a,m, - 6 p,m. . Sporting Goods Saturday, ....................... ;,9 a.m,- 6 p.m, Saturday. ....................... 9 a.m. - 6 p,m. 
I :CLOSED SUNDAYS • Post0ffice Sunday,,..,,: .................... 11a.m, -5 p,m, ,Appliances& CLOSED SUNDAYS GAS BAR: SUNDAY,,..11 a,m, - 5 p.m, 
. . . .  ='"-'-'~==_a==o== 635-6347 ,=~,~o,~. 635-6.347 635-7.419 __  
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Council shorts American returns home 
Projects to be contracted out fterove stayi g permit FOUR RECENTLY approved sewer and road construction projects a r n 
will be contracted out by the city. 
The entire Westvicwfl-Iillercst ewer project will be contracted 
OUt. 
Three other projects ~ sanitary sewers for Twedle Avenue and 
Munroe/Dairy Avenue, as well as Cooper Avenue drainage and 
road construction ~ will be managed in house, but three-quarters 
of the construction work will be contracted out to private com- 
panies. 
City council made the decisions at last week's council meeting. 
Decisions on contracting out or doing work in-home were pre- 
viously made by staff. 
Criticisms last year of the cost of some in-house projects 
prompted councillors to ask that in future decisions on whether to 
contract out or not be referred to council. 
City administrator Bob Hallsor said councillors decided to con- 
tract out the Westview sewer because smaller pieces of equipment 
are needed to minimize damage on private property. 
Contracting the project out also gets the city off the hook for any 
possible liability, he said. 
No break  for assoc ia t ion  
MEMBERS OF the Skeena Home Builders Association won't be 
getting aspecial reduction in the fees charged for residential build- 
ing permits. 
But non-members could be paying for reinspeetion fhouses un- 
der construction. 
Council rejected an administration recommendation that associa- 
tion members get a special rate because their homes require less 
reinspeetion than others. 
Councillors decided to instead investigate whether they can levy 
relnspeetion fcas against builders whose projects require xcessive 
numbers of reinspections. 
Car allowances hiked 
COUNCIL, VOTED to increase the allowance paid to anyone using 
their own vehicle to tnivcl on approved city business. The rate has 
been hiked to 32 cents l~r kilometre from 28 cents a kilometer. 
People travelling on approved city hminess now get a standard 
$50 per diem payment for travelling on city business. - 
,. t " 
Projects apprOved 
FOLLOWING OVERWHELMING support for the projects from 
residents, the city will proceed With local improvement projects 
(LIP) to install sanitary sewer service on Weatvicw Drive/I-Iillcrcst 
Ave and pave parts 0f Walsh Avc. and Pcdrini St. on the Birch Hill 
bench: " - 
Nearly 90 per cent .of owners o f  cffceted properties voted in 
favour of the sewer line.while the support for the paving project ex- 
ceeded 94 per cent. 
Total cost for the sewer will bc $140,346 with residents of West- 
view/I-Iiilerest paying three quarters of that amount. A provincial 
grant covers the rest. The paving cost is estimated at $96,000 and 
here the city WIU pick up the lion's share of $69,000. 
Under an LIP, the costs to individual property owners, including 
the city, are based on frontage on to the road where the service is 
being installed. 
The dty approved the projects at last week's council meeting. 
Travel plans approved 
FIRE CHIEF.Bob B~ekett's req~st hat $500 be released from his 
' ~e ax'tment's_~dul bttd et to cover part of tl~ expenses of a,trip . P ......... .,,.,~g,-' .... g , ,. 
to Phoenix;AiSzona has been approved. 
Bcckett said he and flrefighter David Jephson will spend a week 
with the Phoenix department observing their methods "at their own 
expense". He did ask council to endorse the gaining value of the 
exercise by approving the $500. 
Also attending the 'Ride-A-Long experience' will be airport 
flrefi~terKclly Ollday, who is also local co-ordinator for the 
Provincial Emergency Program. 
Council has also approved travel plans for engineering director 
Stew Christeasen and public works operations director John 
Colongard, butwith arider. 
In requesting permissi0nto attend this year's Public Works Asso- 
ciation conference in Karnioops, Christensan i dicated expenses at 
$1,600 each for the four-day event.. 
While agre6ing to the request, councillor Me Taldmr queried the 
high cost estimate.Given the'conference didp't take place until 
September, he suggested the duo look into what savingscouldbe 
made through advance bookings. 
Rescue plans approved 
CITY COUNCIL approved a request from the Terrace Water Res- 
cue Team to conduct training courses at the pool 
The team will benefit from training from Aug. 16-23 during 
which a U.S. firm will offer high-quality instruction. 
Council agreed to let the team use the pool free of charge, 
Council also agreed to waive the rental fee for the use of the 
A~m banquet roomby the Terrace Child Development Centre. 
Leg ion ' looks  for  he lp  
THE ROYAL Canadian Legion wants financial help from the ,Mty 
to help Branch 13 stay afloat. 
The Legion is looking for a property tax break - -  or technically a 
grant-in-lieu of the $3,900 the branch pays in taxes. 
Legion vice-president Maria Thomson said the branch provides 
donations of more titan $25,000 ayear to needy individuals as well 
as institutions like Mills Memorial Hospital and Terraceview 
Lodge. 
Nasty surprise 
TE, RRACE ~ A new tenant was 
burned out of her new home be- 
fore she slept a night in it. 
Susan Jepsen had just moved all 
bcr Imlongings into suite 3 of an 
elghi-unit mw house at 3330 
River Drive on July 31, but de. 
cided to spend the night at her 
previous apartment. 
"We saved a few minor items, 
but nothing substantial." 
Hill had praise for Cathy Ken- 
nedy, a passer-by on the street 
• who spotted the fire and alerted 
building residents. 
TERRACE ~ The northwest's 
only private sector audiologist 
has been sent back to the United 
States. 
Chris Johnson, an employee of 
G.R. Ross Hearing Clinic, and 
based in Terrace was found to 
have overstayed his work permit 
in early July. 
Yet Glenn Ross, Joluason's 
employer, also says the Canada 
Employment Centre here is to 
blame for what happened. 
From Colorado, Johnson was 
admitted to Canada under a 
temporary, three-month work 
permit. 
That's because there is a 
shortage of audiologists in Cana- 
ds and the federal government 
does make exceptions to allow 
foreign workers in if Canadian 
citizens can't be found. 
Johnson's permit was to fill out 
the final three months of a one- 
year permit given to another 
American. That person also came 
up here to work for the clinic, but 
then transferred down south. G.A. 
Ross has five outlets in B.C. 
The three months was consider- 
ed sufficient notice by the local 
Canada Employment and Im- 
migration Centre for the company 
to look for a qualified Canadian 
employee. 
Three months is also the s i~-  
company must advertise ex- 
tensively in search of a suitable 
candidate before lining up a for- 
e~gn worker. 
Johnson was spotted going to 
work one day ~ the clinic is just 
across a parking lot from the 
employment centre here ~ and 
Local employment centre man- 
ager Shirley Kimery said Ross 
never did contact her official in 
charge of the file to let him know 
what was happening. 
She said the official instead had 
to contact a lawyer who 
represented Ross to inform him 
immigration officials informed, that Johnson's permit was ran- 
Ross concedes that Johnson ningout. 
should not have been at work. 
" I  called him and said go fish- 
ing or something until we could 
get a new permit. I thought he 
was fishing," said Ross. 
"What can I say. He's such a 
conscientious guy." 
Johnson's return to the United 
States leaves the clinic here being 
sewed part time by a person fly- 
ing up from Vancouver. 
And it may eventually lead to 
the clinic's closure simply be- 
cause it is impossible to find an 
audiologist o move here, says 
company president Glenn Ross. 
That's despite a salary offer o1~ 
$40,000 ayear and benefits. 
If that happens, Ross is predict- 
ing a return to the days of lengthy 
waiting lists because the Skeena 
Health Unit has only one 
audiologist. 
He's blaming federal officials 
for Johnson's departure, saying 
he's never had this ldnd of prob- 
lem before in importing an 
chard time period during whicha: audiologist. 
i 
 nml c m 1 nm 
As it turned out, the lawyer 
doesn't represent • Ross anymore 
in immigration matters. 
Instead, Ross took over im- 
migration matters himself and 
dealt with federal officials in 
Vancouver and not in Terrace. 
What he Wanted was a permit 
allowing Johnson to work in all 
of his clinics if required, not just 
the one in Terrace. 
He said he had completed all 
but what is called a data entry 
form tbr presentation to a Van- 
couver employment official in the 
expectation of getting that 
broader work permit. 
And Ross said he had not 
bothered to advertise this time be- 
cause he !mew there was no 
chance of finding a Canadian 
audiologist. 
Lucy Allegretto, a Vancouver 
federal official said she had been 
in contact with Ross and !re- 
quested that data entryform. 
0 Native Crafts 0 
Mexican Clothing 
Imported European & 
Middle Eastern Jewelery 
• - . ; '~ eL i t~ ~ ~,  
• ' ' " Leather Goods 
...... 4650 B Lakelse Avenue 
:: Terrace 
:: ,::  635-3900 
': " (Beside Tim Hodon's) 
Caledonia Senior  Secondary  
10 Year 
Grad Reunion of the 
Class of. '83 
would like to thank the following 
businesses for their donations and 
discounts 
Carters Jewelers - 
set of his & hers Bu/ova watches 
A&W 
K-Mart 
Northern Motor Inn 
Overwaitea 
Gemma's 
Northwest Sportsman 
Wedges 
Shefield & Sons 
Kelly's 
Safeway 
Head Shed - Rainbow Embroidery 
Herb Yehl Marine Ltd. Bert's Dell 
Sight & Sound , Chop Suey Gardens 
AGK Terrace & District 
Skeena Beverages Credit Union 
Spee-Dee Printers -,i. 
• I I 
"Unfortunately they got back to 
~h " " s " , " " 
Hill said the 1~ apparently 
started at about 1 a.m. tkat nlghL 
Her apartment was gutted and 
the other seven untL~.had Water 
andsmokc damage.' ..... ' ,i. 
At least five l~7Ople were living 
in the bullding iit the time. : " 
Although the cause has) not 
been dctemllncd, Hill said 
flreflghters uspect, a piece of 
cardboard or other flammable 
tutorial, left up,  against a 
Imoboard h~ter may have b~on 
the culprit. : '. i~ : ,  i . .  ':/ "," 
totally destroyed," Hill / said. 
FORSALE • I l - l " '  
o le ' l ..... 
• ... .- , . / . . .  , ..,..,...' 
< :i: : 
That would have provided her 
with the needed information to 
begin checking with Canada 
Employment Centres in places 
where Ross had clinics to 
determine if there were available 
audiologists. 
The problem was that all this 
took place very close to the end 
of Johnson's work permit and his 
subsequent departure from the 
country. 
Allegretto said she didn't have 
any contact with the Terrace 
employment centre because she 
was waiting for the dala entry 
form to arrive. 
"It's over. There's no point in 
sending it in now," said Ross 
who still has that data entry form 
in his desk drawer. 
He says Johnson is mulling 
over an offer in Colorado. In any 
event, Johnson can't apply to 
work in Canada for one year ~ a 
penalty for overstaying his 
permit. 
Shirley Kimery says Ross could 
have applied for the province- 
wide permit through her office 
here in Terrace. 
And she said Ross should have 
started to act a lot earlier than he 
did and would have been required 
to advertise for a Canadian 
audiologist. 
"A  WICKEDLY 
MISCHIEVOUS, ENTERTAINING 
SUSPENSE THRILLER." 
• Y lncem!  Canbys TH| N|W YORK ' t iMES 
" '  "•""  I " 
.: ~. ., .~,~,~, 
4721 Lakelse Ave.  
V;DEO 
FREE KID'S MOVIES 
AMY OTHER RENTAL 
635-4333 
QuickStart 
Courses by 
Distance Education 
A total of 58 courses are being .offered byUNBC thisfall and winte,, 
prior to full bpen!ng it~ 1994. While the majority are being tat gl 
teaching centres in Dawson Creek, Fort St John, Prince George, or 
Terrace, the following are also available by" distance leaming, either at a 
local centre or from your own h0hae. " 
COURSE TITLE " - TIME 
Arts and Science . " All times Pacific 
ENGL 203 Selected Women Writers. . . .. - Wed 12-3 pm 
ENGL 314 Modem Prose Fiction :" ./Men 6-9 pm 
ENGL 404 20th Century US Literature ". - Fri 3-~ pn~ 
HIST 301 History of Women'in Canada I ". ~ Men 3-6 pm 
Management and Administration [ Sat 9-12 ptr 
BAdm 200 Canadian Busiriess 
BAdm 304 Organizational Behaviour 
POLS 200 Canadian Government and Politics: 
Natural ReSources and Environmental Studies 
ENVS 205 Environment and Society . . 
FIRST DAY OFCLASSES - SElrr, 9 
If Sufficient demand, exists in pattiehiat areaS, UNBC will make 
arrangements for lOcaltuloring and proVlsiOn Of telephone conveners. 
For more infort~tlon about these courses, 
or about how to apply Or'registe¢, pleasecall 
the Office of the Registrar at 960.5555 or 
toll free i-800.667-UNBC. 
U Be. 
U~~~rslfy ofNorthern 
British Colurn, bla 
• /  
New cruiser in town 
THE FIRST of the new-look all-white RCMP cruisers has arrived in town. It's the first one sta- 
tioned here since RCMP officials announced in February a plan to change all patrol vehicles to 
the white colour scheme. Although there will be no mass repainting to change colours immedi- 
ately, the familiar blue and white RCMP cruisers will eventually be extinct. Officials expect the 
changeover will be complete within live years as RCMP vehciles are retired and new white 
ones take their place, The new vehicle made its first official performance dudng the Riverboat 
Days parade, 
In brief 
Gold cry 
MORE THAN 15 sites con- 
taining gold concentrations 
were recorded in a recently 
released provincial mineral 
survey of the northwest. 
• Results from the survey of 
7,500 square ktlometres bor- 
dered by the Takhini River on 
: the west, Atlin Lake on the 
,east, the Yukon to the north 
and the Alaskan Panhandle tO 
!theSouth should boost expl0m- 
don and claim staking, says the 
provincial government. 
I--Iigh levels of copper, lead 
aad zinc were also recorded in 
the area which has seen limited 
exploration. 
~" More than 35,000 chemical 
determinations:-were made 
!:fr6~n stream sediment and 
:water. samples .collected from I 
~4i Sit~s ~t~oughout :the ~,",i~i 
yeys hhv9 been going on since I 
19;'/6,and are part of the mines I
mihi~'s%~'i'~ to ~'i~romotc I 
~mi~eml exploration. 
New to gov't 
THE PROVINCIAL govern- 
ment has named a person to be 
its connection with native 
groups wantihg control over 
protection and care of children. 
Mavis  Henry became the 
deputy superintendent of fam- 
ily and child services/director 
aboriginal services last week. 
Although natives make up 
less than five per cent of the 
~opulation, almost 35 per cent 
of children in state care are ha- 
live. 
Anti-test 
THE NDP candidate for the 
Skccna riding in the next fed- 
eral election is circulating a 
petition against an American 
scientific project. 
3oo Barrett said plans to tow 
air guns ernitting sonic-type 
booms up the Portland Canada 
will hurt fish and'other crea- 
tures. 
Instruments will measure the 
bounce of the booms off of the 
ocean floor and that'll help 
scientists in efforts to under: 
stand more about he make up 
of the earth. 
Barrett's also be in contact 
with Port Simpson, Stewart, 
Nass Valley and fishormon's 
unions about the planned test- 
ing. 
Hunt draw  
THERE WAS lots of op  
portunity for anybody who 
wanted to hunt moose in the 
Spatsizi, says/he environment 
ministry. At least that's the 
message from this year's 
limited entry hunting author= 
tzatton draw. 
Limited entry hunts are used 
o.control how many antmais 
shoL Hunters enter their 
name into a draw for a limited 
number of permits. 
There were 12 moose 
perndts unclaimed of the 125 
available when the first two 
rounds of the draw were hold 
last month. The ministry then 
found people tO take the 
permits by ~fcrri~B to lists of 
alternate choice, s
i i 
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UNBC chancellor 
backs match plan 
SMTrHERS ~ The pmvinciai 
government will match monies 
raised to help develop the 
Univesity of Northern B.C., says 
its chancellor. 
lena Campagnulo, speaking to 
the Smithers Chamber of Com- 
merce recently, said the pmvlnce 
has set aside $10 million for 
matching. 
"It's good to note that both 
governments have supported the 
development of UNBC--  the last 
university to be built in British 
Columbia was 25 years ago," she 
said. 
"The opportunity for north- 
emers is excellent, but it won't 
happen unless we lta~e 
community-based support. We 
have to reflect 280 diffe~nt com- 
munities with a diversity of 
people and it's a challenging 
prospect. We're here looking for 
your support." 
Campagnolo and her coUengues 
have visited various northern 
communities to spread the UNBC 
message. 
" I  think it is important to em- 
phasize that we are not the Urd- 
versity of British Columbia and 
Tourist numbers dip a bit 
but it's no cause fear alarm 
in this regard, we have been 
moving around the area." 
Campagnolo also emphasized 
that UNBC "must be a 21st 
Century university and it's got to 
be a university breaking some of 
the traditions in the past." 
UNBC vice-president of aea. 
demics, Ken Coates, agrees. 
"The fact that we are creating a
university when universities are 
in such a transitloq is an in- 
credible opportunity," he says. 
"We have a mandate to do things 
differently." 
He says the UNBC board will 
not only try to address the quality 
of teaching on campus, but it will 
try to deal with equity and north- 
em issues as well. 
"Some of these issues include 
the Tatshenshir~, aboriginal 
resources, and environmental pro- 
tection," says COates, "There's a
lot of innovation and new ideas 
coming from the north, and 
UNBC should be part of that pro- 
co&% 
"UNBC will arm students with 
greater skills, will arm our society 
with new ideas, will arm our cul- 
ture with a greater sense of con- 
fidenee and aggressiveness." 
Joining Campagnolo and 
Coates on the visit to Smithars 
were UNBC first nations studies 
director Margaret Anderson, 
regional operatiom' director 
Dennis Macknak, and Mike 
I-lamer, the director of develop- 
meat, 
As well, Dean of Arts and 
Sciences Deborah Puff, program 
chair of history Robin Fisher, and 
first nations tudies faculty mem- 
ber John Duma attended the meet- 
ing. 
TERRACE INN 
A visitor stop can either be one 
person or a group of people. No 
record is kept of how many 
people stop in at the infoccnt~. 
There were 1,068 visitor stops 
in June. That's down from the 
1,163 in June 1992 and the 1,177 
in June 1991. 
Total visitor stops for May- 
August 1992 were 4,855. That's 
higher than the 4,609 recorded for 
the same period of 1991 at the in- 
foeentre. 
There we.,'¢ 1,863 stops for all 
of July 1992. 
"The number of people going 
to Alaska could definitely have 
affected our numbers," said Phil- 
lips. 
"We're ~,,ory, very close this 
year to our 1991 figures and I do 
remember there worn more motor 
home, s last year," she said. 
Rendezvous 92 was heavily 
promoted around North America 
as a way of attracting visitors. 
TERRACE ~ Tourist numbers 
in July are down compared to last 
year. 
But the Rendezvous 92 
campaign i  honour of the Alaska 
Highway's 50th anniversary may 
have provided a spurt last year, 
says Terrace District Chamber of 
Commerce manager Bobble Phil- 
lips. 
The tourist infocentre on 
Hwy16 recorded 1,589 visitor 
stops for July. 
August 12 - 13 & 14 
in Augies Lounge 
"Eliza Fran" 
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635-6630 
TERR. CE INN 
rBE'I'I'ER HEARING IS BETTER LIVING, REMEMBER, EARLY 
'~L DETECTION OF A ~ERING PROBLEM IS IMPORTAN[ 
"AT BELTONEWE SPECIALIZE IN', "~:" ~"~;~ 
* Professional hearing Evaluations & Counselling 
* Famous Begone quality in a complete product line 
* Full co.operation with your doctor 
* We service all makes and models 
* In office repairs available CHERI L FOWUE 
B.C, Gomrnrn~ * Ustening Devices for'IV & Telephone k~.~d 
* Custom Molds & Swim Plugs LH,S., H.LS. 
HEARING TESTS SET FOR TERRACE 
Wednesday, August 26 
Beltone sewing the Hearing Impared for over 50 years Toll Free 
WCB, DVA 1.800-667.9077 
Taps Card Accepted "Heating Aid Dealers & Consultants PIx)fle 562-2422 
Intended Sale of Eurocan 
Investments Ltd. to West Fraser 
Timber Company Ltd, 
Forests Minister, Dan Miller, wants your input on the 
proposed sale of Eurocan Investments Ltd. to West 
Fraser Timber Company Ltd. 
The intended sale involves six forest licences located in 
the Kalum, Lakes, Morice, Prince George, and North 
Coast Timber Supply Areas, as well as Tree Farm 
Licorice #41 and timber Ilcences m the Prince Rupert 
Forest' Region. 
For further information contact: 
Larry Pedersen, Prince Rupert Region 
Ministry of Forests 
Prince Rupert Forest Re 
Bag 5000, 3726 Alfred A 
Smithers, B.C. 
V0J 2N0 
Phone: 847-7.= 
Written comme' 
Forest Region 
( ~  rovince of Brit ish Columbia 
M nistry of Forests ' ", ~ ~: :: 
SCALE 
1,"'~ 
I 
1 
I 
. 
L .]J 2 ) :,"~" 
OMtEY 8rRE£T 
WEST RIDGE 
Phase I - 1993 
Newest, most exclusive 
subdivision in Terrace now 
accepting offers to purchase. 
: View property, completely 
~ serviced, large city !ors 
overlooking downtown, 
For more information 
638-0660 or 
635-1310 
FRED NEEDS 
A FOSTER HOME 
Fred is a 13 year old boy whose history has been characterized by 
family turmoil. A foster home is needed for Fred in Terrace. 
Fred enjoys playing hockey, football and basketball. He collects 
trading cards and likes to go camping. Fred is an honor roll student 
who has acted as a peer counsellor. 
The following describes the type of home that Fred would do well 
in: 
1) Skilled caregiver(s) with either older Children or no children. 
2) An environment in which Fred's individual needs can be met 
and where Fred can be involved in decision-making, so as to 
avoid power struggles. 
3) Caregivers will need to convey unconditional acceptance and 
be willing to negotiate with Fred as he can be strong willed and 
manipulative. 
Pre-placement visits will be arranged to introduce caregiver to 
teen. ~ ...... : ~11 
If you think you:can help •Fred or 
would like to know more about him Foster Care 
please call your Ministry of Social 
Services area office at 638-3527 ~ ~  
and ask for Lee or Jackle. a d i f ference.  
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Check Out The Selection 
Wicker  
Sa le  ~OFF  
Regular Prices 
13 Piece 
FRIED IV Family ~_  
~ .  MARGARINE °""" I r CH,CKEN 454 Gram, Reg. $1.19 
2 Drumsticks, 2 Wings, 2 Thighs Reg. $12.99 
$2.13kg 
97 ¢ . ~. lb 
Gram, Reg, $7:78 for 2 
Save $2.65 
2/s,5; 13 
s10.13 
Western Family 
ITE OR PINK 
LEMONADE 
355rnL, Reg. $1.19 
73 = - !  
12 Pack, Limit ; ~ ~  398 rnL, SlicesOnly 
Reg. $4.49 ~ "Great in Co,age Cheese" ' 
Reg. $1.69, Save 86¢ ' 
,s 3 . 13  
Green Giant 
CORN 
Kernel•or Cream Style -'~ 
;:~"341mLMinWt ~.~ ~;~ii~i ' 
Reg:~$1:45, save 62¢ ;i 
3 " 
r 
Value Priced 
White 
SPORT SOCKS 
6 Pack 
Reg. $9,~ ~9, Save $4.86 
s5 .13  
73 
Old Dutch 
TORTILLA-CHIPS 
l_ Restaurant Style; Nacho; Tostad0s .... 
I 175 Gram, Reg. $5.90 for 2 
SaverS2:77 . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
12ff3.1"3 
Cortina 
OLIVE OIL 
3 Litre Tin 
Reg. $8.89, Save $2.76 
=6.. 13  
F_ .  T!N POP o... 
Orange Crush, Grape Crush, Hires Root Beer 
(Reg. & Diet), Scheppes GingerAle,Sheppes 
Raspberry Ale, Mountain Dew (Reg. & Diet) 
6 Packs, Reg. $4.29, Save $2.36 
s- 1 .93, 
Plus Deposit 
n Foodsl °P" I M0n.- Fri. 9 am- 9 pm 
O BE A SPONSOR AND THE.OFFICIAL FOOD SUPPLIER FOR THE'CANADA GAMES sat, & Sun.9, am-6 pm 
Skeena Mall 
,,PRICES IN EFFECT THURSDAY, FR!DAY, SATURDAY, AUGUST 1,2, 13 ~ 14 
• ~. i  _ We Reserve The R i g _  htTo Limit auantit=es - We Honor All competltorsC0upon s _  ......... ~ ,~ 
t 
What 's .  
.Up  .... 
"]he Ten'ace Standmd offem 
~t ' s  Uu as a nubile service to 
its readers ad commmitv 
~mmizatlons.  
"Ibis column is Intended for non- 
I~lotlt omanlza-t iom and those 
~yents for which them is no 
Items will run two weeks before 
~ch event. 
W e ask that items be submitted 
I~Y noon on the friday befoR the 
|~see in which It is to a~.ar._ 
~'or other contributed articles. 
the deadline is $ v.m. on the 
'I]3wsdav befoR the Issue comes 
out. 
~tdTmlsslons should be typed or 
printed neatly. 
AUGUST 14~ 1993 - B .C .  
Seniors Games Society Zone 10 
General Meeting - Last meeting 
before Games in Cranbrook. 
Plans to be finalized. Everyone 
please attend. Happy Gang 
Centre at 2 p.m. lp17 
AUGUST 25, 1993, B.C. 
Special Olympics of Terrace is 
having a organization meeting, 
i first meeting of the season. All 
volunteers welcome, in the Li- 
brary meeting room (basement) 
at 7:30 p .m.  
MONTH OF AUGUST - T & 
K Singles, Aug 8, Picnic and 
swimming at 1:30, Aug 15 Dou- 
glas channel charter 8:00  a .m. ,  
Aug 19, walk Japanese garden 
8:00 p.m., Aug 21 Nit out at 
Northern 8:(}0 p .m. ,  Aug 29 
Baseball and Picnic., coffee 
meeting every Tues at Mr. Mikes 
at 7:00 p.m. 
OCTOBER 23, 1993 - The  
BCOAPO Branch 73 is having 
an Annual Tea andBazaar featur- 
ing!year-rbui~d practical gifts 
iand baked good& It is held at the 
Happy Gang Centre, 3226 
I~ lu~,  Street, 'at ,1-30 "p3~. , 
LIVI~IG"~TH CANCER self- 
for help Support cancer patients, 
family and friendsi share ~ l~er- 
sona l  experiences, and con, 
cerns, information sharing 
meetings, 1st and 3rd Tuesday 
each month at women's centre 
4542 Park ave, Terrace B.C. 
:A PLACE*;; *G; ;~n pregnant 
and needing ~ support, 
EIRTHRIGHT offers confidential 
and non-judgemental help to any 
woman distressed by an un- 
planned pregnancy, come in for 
a f~ee pregnancy test, baby or 
maternity clothes, or just a 
friendly and sympathetic lis- 
tener, office at No. 201, 4721 
Lazeile Ave; (in the Tillicum 
Building), open 11:00 a.m. to 1 
p.m., Monday to Friday, 24- 
hour heipline 635-3907 
TERRACE ART ASSO(IATnON 
Summer workshops for July and 
August, all workshops are held 
in the Terrace Public Art Gallery. 
4th TUESDAY OF EVERY 
MONTH - Alzheimers and De- 
mentia support groups hold 
meeting at the mental health 
centre at 1 pro. on Tuesday. 
:THE HERITAGE PARK MU- 
SEUM is now open to the public 
from Wednesday to Saturday, for 
more information regarding 
tours, weddings ere, please 
phone the museum at 635-4546 
or the Terrace Regional Museum 
Society at 635,2508. 
EVERY MONDAY evening at 
7:00 pm Northwest Alcohol & 
Drug Services present an on-go- 
Ing Relapse Recovery Group, 
call 638-8117 for more informa- 
tion. 
3RD THURSDAY OF the month 
B.C.P.A Advisory Comm, is 
having a meeting at 200 A - 
~1630 Lazelle Ave at 7:00 pm. 
,: *********, 
CRISIS LINE is open 24 hours a 
day for anyone in crisis. Call 
635-4042.fin 
: * * * * * * * * * *  
EVERY WEDNESDAY from 7:00 
Pm to  8:00 pm Terrace Nat- 
eotlcs Anonymous "Steps to Re- 
coVery" meets at the Kermode 
~ Friendship Center. 
~! ! **********  
: B~/ERY WEDNESDAY - Terrace 
Ladies Kermodle Lions Club 
;meets at the Inn o[ theWest. For 
,tlm~. and more info contact 
Domihy Bartsoff at 638.8183. 
'E~/ER'Y T~IURSDAY at 7:30pm 
:Overeaters Anonymous at 
~ ~V~omen's Resource Centre. Call 
::6~5,6446i ~ . . . .  
'~ ;~ i~ : ~Li~ ' i :  ! ' ' 
i 
; /  
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RIVERBOAT 
DAZE: 
AND FROLI!C I ..... 
SUN burst through the skyand e, 
• ~!:'~ ~ downpour let up just in time for a spec, 
. . . . . . . . .  tacular weekend of Riverboat Days ac- 
tivities July 29-Aug. ~ Steve Liffie(top ~r ! 
left)was one of literally dozens o f ,  , 
musicians from Terrace and Pr ince 
Rupert who kept pumping out the.,tUneS 
from the bandshell in Lower Little Park. 
Whether it was the music, the food and 
fun in thepark, or the many other River-i 
boat Days events, there was something 
for everybody. Festive-minded folk had 
their pick of the everything from the 
Heritage Park ladies pink tea to the~slo- 
pitch softball tourney or the radio- 
controlled car race, from the mouth- 
watering Kitsumkalum salmon barbecue 
to the glass-smashing slingers' race. 
i: i ili;i • ~.~:  i~::;~.~ ¸ 
/ . . . .  i i l ~i ~ ; : , ,~  
4 
1 
/~  .. i ' J / : : !  • 
~, : /  %:;¸,¸! i~, }: ~=11== 
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THE TUNES were flowing on Riverboat Days weekend with 
everything from this Prince Rupert band's brand of jazz-blues fu- 
sion to local country songstress Karen Ljungh. 
MUSIC 
A DIAMOND BACK is rooking' Up oig{'s:~iitho ~'orta~::Inn,: ' 
LI'rTO will be: playing easy listening :and din. icing music on his 
keyboards in Augies Lounge Wedaesday-Samrday starting at 7 p.m. 
VA3RIOUS LOCAL TAI:ENTwili be piayidg at Augios cdffee 
Home Thursdays at 8:30 p;m, - " 
A KARAOKE NIGHT is every Thursday (9 p.m. to I a.m.) and 
' ,  . . . .  L . 
8 p.m. only at the Ttllicum Twin Theatres. JURASSIC PARK, 
directed by Steven Spielberg, plays at 7:00 and 9:15 p.m. 
Starting Friday 
, .A  IN THE LINE OF  FIRE, starring Clint Eastwood, plays at 
7:15 and 9:30 p.m. Also playing is FREE WILLY at 7:15 and 9:30 
p.m. 
ET CETER, 
Sunday (8 p.m. to midnight) at George's Pub in the Northern Motor 
Inn, every LFdday night (7 p.mi:to I a.m.) at the ThornhilINeigli- A RIPPLES, a celebration of water, is the summer membeis' 
bourh0od Pub, a'nd everySunday (8 p.nt to midnight) and MOnday sho w now on display at the Terrace Public Art Gallery. Gallery 
hours are noon to 3 p.m. Tuesday to Saturday, 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. from (10pro to 2 a m ) at Hanky Panky's in the Coast lnn of the West. : . . . . . . . .  
. . . .  luesoay [o inursnay, and i to 4 p.m. ~unday. 
I\:/I ( : )  \ /1  I-_'~ I" " ' : " I ' : I ' . Make the :Scene! Call 638-7283 or.f~, to 638-8432 to odd 
" " ;' I ' . . . . .  . t ' : -~. . ,  , . "  ~ ,]. , : - " , ' ,  • . ;  ~- Y,~,,  ' !~.'.~'~ ,,, . . . .  " ~ ' . . :~  I . . . . . .  ~ . . . . . . . .  , ,  L .  . . .  ". 
1 4 t 3 /  "X 1 A ~E~FIRMfstarrinf Trim, Cruise 'andO0nd ,HaCl~man; plays ~t' ", . . . . . .  ': dea"dlin6ia 5 p.m. Tkursday for the follo~#-i)i~, #v~ek 'Spi~p~F" ". ""-: 
A n n i v e r s a ~ .  ~ ' : : " ~ : ' 
August 29 ' Fiona & Robert Omtcin ~ 1 year 
• . ..... - . .  . . . . . . . .  . S@L2 :Ra~nder&SonnyKunar-4yeam 
.August9 Cathy&Dale:Creek-3'years - Scpt`i4 Monica&AhnlI~Fl:2years 
August.10 :Lisette & Lionel C-onealvea - 2 yearn 
Augus !14 Brenda-Lee'. ~ & Keith Olson - 5 years 
August 15 Betty & Neal Nordstrom - 40 years 
August !6 J0yc¢ & Joe VanderKwaak - 30 yearn 
.August 20 Terry & Rick Miller- 5 years 
.Aught2! ~ Phyllis & John Mayne r - 22 years 
.Augmt*' 2~"Pa~ &Brian Hone- 12 years 
.August 28 Lonnie & Simone Aloisio - 12 years 
• Oct  6 . Tina Homer & Kevin Legros -2 years 
Nov 9 SyMa Nicholson & Dean Homer- 1 year 
Aug. 14 
Aug. 28 
Sept. 4 
Weddings 
Cindy Koopmans &.T~rry Zaporzm 
Allison Kcnmuir & Troy Kayo 
Melanie Mayner & James Andemea 
To register IPur spec~[ . . . .  . 
'"Ea~ ~or ~ublicatiOn / : : : . . :  
: " K;G. Clark " 
,, , , , , ,  , ,  
I I I ,  I 
: - ,  . 
Central : 
Flowers 
• Plusl~ToyS::.~ .... . . ,  
. B~loon Deliveries ~'~ 
. Worldwide Service 
Custom Designed 
Engagement Rings 
Wedding Bands Anniversary Rings 
4624: Grelg Ave, 
Terrace, BC ,. 
% £ 
{ 
' : ; , i  n 
635.2533, .  
::! 
en ing  ' 
ia~i0n II 
;[race I1' 
• . )~  h 
~:: • tad-  Even ing  
~:.i.: ior.any occasion 
" - "4605 Lazelle Ave, Terrace 
~h: 635-6966 Fax 635-4740 
CFNR RADIO 
BINGO 
The House of Simolghats, Northern Drugs, Sheffield and Sons, Northern Health Care, 
West End Chevron, East End Chevron, B & G Grocery, W~ydde Grocery, Terrace Shell 
• trod Carwash, Hilltop Grocery, Copperslde t~ree, Jerm & Gold, as well as, Sybil Morvenof 
Terrace, Rhoda Seymour of ~selas, and Della Scodane at Nodhem Native Broadcasting. 
In New Aiyansh at the Ne~v Nyansh Co-op Store, tn Kitlmat from Darelene Starr, In 
Kitimaat Viltage from Roberta Grant, in Greenville from Non Ssrnpare, In Gitwinksihlkw 
from Merci Moore; . 
/i 
Played every Friday at 9:30 a,m. on 9,90 AM Radio 
i in Terrace and 96.1 FM Radio in the Nass Valley 
I VARIABLE GAME FORMAT - TICKETS ONLY $1.00 
2 games with $1,000 3-up tickets 
Jackpot every week for $2.00 
Every Friday I ,  your ¢hsnce to win thouutnds of dollars on CFNR 
Rndlo Blngol Pick up your cords todoyl In Terrace at: 
r 
Call 638-8137 for more lifo. 
Hire a Student  
to help with 
your  homework!  
Wash the windows. Cut the 
grass. Build a fence. Paint the 
house. 
There is only so much you 
can do yourself. Why not hire 
a student to help? 
Contact  the Canada Employment  
Centre for Students at 
635-7134 
or visit our office a t  
4630 Lazelle, Terrace 
~HIRE " 
,~/ / /  A STUDENT 
Canad~ '03 " 
G / 
i , . l l  M,,~ster Ot State IOt Youth M,i~istre O~tat Ii la Jeur~ssu D I Js ~ .~/~k~ ' 
L "  . . . . . . . . . . . .  - V :  ~! ,~ ' : ' : . - ' /~ ' ,~£~ I ' 'd , l~v  , , v  , 
, , 'Rk ,  4 ,  ,~,7,:~,;,;,.;:. " (  : . . . . . . . .  'i, ? , 'U  v;zlt~, " . ,  . ' . J 
 '#'lltl 
/! / 
/ 
Ib 
LY! 
Friday, Saturday,~ 
Sunday, Monday 
B 
: :  .> i'. 
. . . . . . . .  ,~11 111,111;;I ~ ,  ~,,71-,~,,n i 
1) Entire, stock 50~ 6 :off manufacturers j 
suggested retsil price, . 
21 All sales final, 
s,o e 
] /,, 
smi thers  iSPORTWORLD :Terrace 
-. - ,  : !5 ,  
I i  ,,.,,)~iLl/ I 
s% 
3711 A l f red  Avenue,  Smi thers  • Corner  o f  K ing  & A l f red  - 847-9333 
4712 Ke i th  Avenue Ma l l  - Ter race  • ( ;35 -9555 
J 
J 
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Take Ji=n's trail to treasure 
There"  
by Yvonne Moen 
• y OU'RE PROBABLY 
asking yourself, 
"Where are those 
Jim Ouigley treasure 
trails?" 
Well, simply drive up to the top 
of Kalum Hill drive and take a 
left turn at the old Terrace 
cemetery. Park your car and walk 
to the sign that reads "Frank's 
Trail." 
Here you will find a treasure 
not of money or gold, but one of 
beautiful nature. 
Near the old cemetery, ou will 
find a well-groomed walking 
trail. Some people may think of 
Frank's Trail, but that's not the 
one that will warm your heart. 
Turn directly to the right of the 
Frank's trail entrance, and you 
will find the start of a magnificent 
nature trail that is like no other. 
The first thing that strikes 
someone as they walk the trail for 
the first time is the feeling of 
peace and comfort it holds. One 
immediately notices the trails 
have been built with care and 
loving thoughts of nature. 
The lovely little scenic paths 
take you along the hillside by the 
old cemetery overlooking the 
beautiful Kitsumkalum valley. 
Lovely little benches adorn the 
paths, giving walkers a place to 
sit, relax and be one with nature. 
Wildlife and nature take away 
any thoughts of stress. The trails 
can overwhelm you with their in- 
habitants. Tiny squirrels chatter 
away busily. Wild fox.es dart 
through the undergrowth. Birds 
sing beautifully and a deer may 
even wander by. And all of this is 
within a 20-minute walk from 
downtown Terrace. 
How can this magnificent place 
exist righ t in our backyard? All of 
this is thanks to that one special 
man and his love of nature: Jim 
'Ouigley, of course. 
Over the past six years, Jim, 
who works full-time : at Skcena 
Sa_'~i'lls, has built W~Ill ~ over a 
Jim sa'~ he Wanteda nice p lace  
to walk. One thing led to another, 
and stiddenly Jim was paeldng 
lumber on his back to make the 
little steps and benches that are 
built right into the hillsides. The 
trails are now used by many, and 
are Seen as the perfect nature 
walk. 
But now the time has come for 
main$ining the trails. This 
maintenance is becoming a full- 
time job. Jim is hoping that a 
group "d/ill get involved and help 
preserve the trails. 
As he said, "They are not mine. 
I 'm just a man who started some- 
thing that now everyone is talking 
about and I don't really know 
where it's going to end." 
I[ you haven't seen these well- 
groomed trails, maybe you should 
take a walk and have a look. 
Them are a few people who 
would like to get busy and help 
.lim on this project. But first they 
must talk*to tbe owner of the 
land, and then approach the city 
people for help in some way. 
The potential for a lovely park 
is there starting down at 
Frank's Trail, then walking up to 
the "Jim Qulgley Trail, and up 
cn top, a beautiful Heritage 
cemetery, a place where all our 
pioneers are laid to rest. And all 
Calendar 
holders bag 
winnings 
Hero are the R.E,M. Leo Foun- 
dation Cash Calendar draw win- 
hers for the month of July. 
$50 winners included: Stan and 
Fie Kinkead, Joyce Baker, Bruce 
Andrews, Linda Foreman (Vic- 
toria), Larry LeCletr (Houston), 
KelIte O 'Br ien  (Srnithers), 
Charles Melnts (Tofino), C. 
Girad/B. Gomes, Philllp Parker, 
Kevin]ones, Charles Porter, Zina 
and Mike Wood, :Scan Kirk, 
Linda Foreman(Victorla), Bill 
Watson, Carol Apoleer, Audrey 
Morgan (Kitwanga), Martin 
Kester (Williams Lake),. Lucille 
and Al Storbsen (Chase), Byron 
of this overlooks the beautiful 
Skoena River and Kitsumkalum 
River. What a viewl 
If you think you can help, then 
call Devon Kuiper at the Terrace 
Standard office, or give me a call. 
-k -k -k 9r ~r 
I'm a little disappointed this 
week, because I thought only Ter- 
race had a beautiful lady asleep 
on top of a rnountain, which we 
call the "Sleeping Beauty." 
Well, I have just found out that 
she has a sister (but not a twin) on 
the Queen Charlotte Islands. If 
you look west from queen Char- 
lotte City, you will see another 
beauty - -  but ours is far more 
magnificent. 
Axe there more sleeping beauty 
mountains in B.C.? If so, please 
call me. If you know of a dif- 
ferent kind of mountain, like the 
Rabbit, or the Boat or O.K. 
mountain, then give me a call 
also. 
! 
I 
¢ -::  Jr., .... 
¢y . • 
V%. t  , ,  . ! ~ . '  • , 2 ' " ~ "~ 
: ~,: ' " ~"~~-: .... . ~ -  "~ '~:=,~' ,~  "~ " I  ., ..., ~,,..<, 
WALKING THE trail built by Jim Quigley takes the traveller on a 
scenic and peaceful tour along the hillside by the old cemetery, 
overlooking the beautiful Kitsumkalum valley. 
- - - - i ; ] , [ I , ]  ~l |d  :i il;] ~ i 1 PINK 
Gr~en~kdBPyEs~ntui' F R E  E 
5 lb. bag , 
With this coup.o~"and the.purchase.of ne 5,1b,b~g of Pink .. ~-,: ...... 
Grapefruit you will receive the second' one FREE Limit one coupon ..... 
per customer and one bag per coupon. Not to be combined with any 
other special offer. Valid until closing Saturday 
Aug. 14, 1993 at all B.C. Safeway Stores. PLU #30016 
LUNCHEON 
Lucerne. Thin Sliced. 
All Var eties. 70 g. 
With this coupon and the purchase of one 70 g of Lucerne Luncheon 
Meat you will receive the second one FREE. Limit one coupon per 
customer and one pkg per coupon. Not to be combined with any 
other special offer. Valid until closing Saturday 
Aug. 14, 1993 at all B.C. Safeway Stores. PLU #90043 
FRESH " - " -  
OlMeri. Flat Style. 
7 Varieties. 350 g pkg. 
With this coupon and the purchase of one 350 g pkg of Fresh Pasta 
you w receive the second one FREE. Limit one coupon per customer 
and one pkg per coupon. Not to be combined with any other special 
offer. Valid until closing Saturday 
Aug. 14, 1993 at all B.C. Safeway Stores. PLU #90025 
TRULY FINE 
DIAPERS 
Boys or Girls Stages 
24's- 40's. 
With this coupon and the purchase of one Pkg. of Truly Fine Stages 
Diapers you will receive the second one FREE. Limit one coupon per 
customer and one pkg. per coupon. Not to be combined with any 
other special offer. Valid until closing Saturday 
Aug. 14, 1993 atall B.C. Safeway Stores. PLU #35011 
DANBY FREEZER 
J ohn  Warren  
of  K i twanqa 
McAvoy, Dorcen : Halfyard, 
Tracey~i. and Oregg Halfyard, 
Cheryl Lewis (Coquitlam), Perry 
~oyle (P~n~ Rupert), ~im and 
Odny Irvine, Margaret Livadr~y, . ~  
Edna McConachy (West Van, 
L. couver), Lynn and Howard Alaric (~o) ,  ,womon's ~u~l~ary, . to ........ ~ ..... ~ I  I~CA (Kitwanga), : : 
S'K'Hq'C'A'R'E 
MATRIX, 
ESSENTIALS. 
U N BELl EVABLY BEAUTIFUL SKIH 
That's the promiseof Matrix Skincare, the exclusive salon 
system that steadily releases Sl'Complex ® moisturizers, hour 
after hour. Fresh' Uncomplicated. Remarkably effective. 
Nothing works harder to capture firm, radiant, youthful- 
looking skin. Call today for a complimentary analysis. 
Hair Gallery. 
4711 D Keith Ave 
635-3729 
HAMBURGER ,u . ,  
or Hot Dog. Skylark. 
Pk.q. of 12 
~/i~ this coupon and the purchase of one pkg of 12 Skylark Hot Dog 
or Hamburger Buns you will' receive the second one FREE. Limit one 
coupon per customer and one p.kg. per coupon. Not to be combined 
wlth any other special offer. Valic[ until closing Saturday 
Aug. 14, 1993 at all B.C. Safeway Stores. PLU #6182 
BEL AIR 
LEMONADE 
or Fruit Punches. Frozen 
II :]_li'|,] ~ 1 I r ]  :t I[,] ~I :l 
I :REE  
Concentrate. 355 mL tin 
With this coupon and the purchase of one 355 mL tin of Bel-air Fruit 
Punch or Lemonade you will receive the second one FREE. Limit one 
coupon per customer and one tin per coupon. Not to be combined 
with any other special offer. Valid until closing Saturday 
Aug. 14, 1993 at all B.C. Safeway Stores. PLU #6140 
FACIAL 
TISSUE 
Kleenex. Regular 150's 
BUY OrJE.GET ONE, 
or Ultra lO0's. 
With this coupon and the purchase of one box of Kleenex Facial 
Tissue you will receive the second one FREE. Limit one coupon per 
customer and one box per coupon. Not to be combined with any 
other special offer. Valid until closing Saturday _. 
Aug, 14, 1993 at all B.C. Safeway Stores. P'I.U #6!_4_4_ 
STEINFELDS 
• ' " ' "  FRI [ Assorted Varieties. 375 rnL jar. 
With this coupon and the purchase of one 375 mL jar of Steinfelds 
Relish you will receive the second one FREE. Limit one coupon per 
customer and one jar per coupon. Not to be combined with any other 
special offer. Valid until closing Saturday . . . .  - - -=  
Aug. 14, 1993 at all B.C. Safeway Stores. P ,u  a=ouog___ 
WINNERS AT  
SAFE  WAY 
MOTORIZED TRUCK 
Ruth  L indwa l l  
of  Ter race  i J 
f , t  
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EAL 'E STAT 
Wightman & Smith Realty Ltd. 
3227 Kalum Street, Ten'ace, B.C, 
635-6361 
INOEPENDENTLY OWNED AND OPERATED ............. 
A quiet 
location 
A quiet setting among 
evergreens and fruit 
trees is where you will 
find this lovely house 
situated • on a large 
107'x131' lot. 
Now this home looks 
small but once inside it 
opens to a spacious 
comfortable home. On 
the main floor is a 
lovely kitchen with a 
bay window that was 
installed in 1992. The 
li~dng room is 13'x17' 
1 ,~2'and i s  very  
attractive. There are 2 
bedrooms• and  a 4 
piece bathroom :on the 
.main floor. 
With: a full basement 
comes : 2 more 
bedrooms, a cozy [] 
family: room and a 
large laundry room: 
For,the person who 
tinkers there is a 24 
1/2 x22 1/2 ft. garage. 
Giveme a call today 
and come and see 
this lovely home. Call 
Ted at 635-5619. 
Listed at $117,900 
, l l l l l  A 
• • :: if! ¸:  i:!i 
ii ~i~ i 
/ 
• ' i ~ Padtk H~nes is ;he leading manufacturer of qualily homes 
in BC We have complele home p~oges to 9o - d~ven~ to 
your sile o n,/v/ne~. Stock plom'or ~om d~n. You build or 
~e'llarrange common. For dofa~ and a colalos,e, cull 
Daiq Delorme, Pacific Homes Represenlolive, 3700 
HowIhome St, Terroce V8G 5E2 Phone 635-5794 '10 PACIFIC HOMES 
" J 
Salute  To 
Our Bestse l ler  
-' ' JOHNCURRIE 
PRESIOENT OF NItS PRUOEN a CURRE (1976) LTO. 
Wishes to extend congratulations to 
SHEILA LOVE on attaining the posBon of 
"lOP SALESPERSON for the month of 
JW, ~g~, 
If you nm thinking of buying or swiflng your 
und would like acurr=nt evaluationof 
the I:e~ont real estate market In Terrace, 
contact Shells, she would be very 
plea~d to asdst you. . . . .  
mn menaCE WnH ~YOU, 
REAL ESTATE REQUIREMENTS, CALL 
OUR BEST SELLERS TODAY. 
NRS PRUDEN & ¢URRIE (1976 LTD.) 
635-6142 
I I  
i • / ' " :  • : 
and hot water, lots of storage and 
;dosat space throughout. Situated on 
a 72 x 132 lot. For morn information 
call Dave - =king $74,500 MLS 
NEW ON COTTONWOOD 
Joy MLS 
LAKELSE LAKE VIEW 
Enjoy the view and serenity of the 
west side of the lake, This. lot is one 
lot from the lake. Ask for Darlck 
OPEN HOUSE 4634 SCOTr AVE 
AUG 14,12.2PM 
New listing $88,800 Well maintained 3 
bedroom bungalow offer= .a bdght & 
cozy livingroom end large counW style 
Idtchon, Yard Is fully fenced & offers 
cherry trees, Features lndude natural 
gas heat, wliad shop, frldge & stove, 
Located In the' horseshoe, Call 
Suzanne today on this EXCLUSIVE 
tieing at 635.6142 or 638.6198. 
#7.2 bedrooms 
.~ .  . ~ .  : : i  
" " #5.3 bedrooms 
2 baths, appointment toview - Joy o¢ 
Shells 
SUCCESSFUL RETAIL BUSINESS 
In the mall, Including Edues& 
equipment - $37,500 - See Dedck for 
details. 
SPLENDOR OF THE NORTH 
Tatogga Lake Resort $390,000 - fu 
Info and plcs. Call Shells 
LOTSI L01S! LOTSI 
Spectacular view lots on Terrace 
Mountain, 72 x 115 sen'iced lot In cul 
de sac. 84 x 185 serviced lot on Mills 
Rd. 33 x 100 C1 lot on Gmlg. Call 
Shells or Joy for details. 
Juszus o 
3 bedroom full. basement condo 
located close to schools and to town, 2 
bathrooms, good condition, For more 
Informatlon call Dave. EXCLUSIVE 
$53,s0o 
$69,900 2 bedroom Call Sheila 
IMMACULATE 
4 bedroom - Stmume Ave - Call Joy 
ROSSWOOD 
A-frame home situated on 150 acres, 
One and a half miles offthe pavement, 
at the end of Cedar River Rood, Good 
fishing e~l hunting area. For more 
information ceil Dave - asking $4.9,500 
MLS 
H 
WHY PAY RENT? 
Just listed a 2 bedroom corner unit, 
with axerdes gym and racquetball 
court, Close to hospital and shopping. 
Phone and ask for Derkk 
ACREAGE 
12 acres on Merkley $32,500 
10 acres on Merkley $32,500 
12 acres on Anna $36,500 
Call Joy 
NRS•PROMISE  OF  SERVICE  
.~,~ 
John curds Joy Dover 
635-9598 635-7070 
Dave Reynolds 
635-3126. 
~.i~, : :~!;~ . 
Suzanne Gleason Dedck Kennedy 
638-8198 635-3042 
Wands Waiberg 
635,3734 
~ . ~ ' i  ~:~'!~ . . . . . . .  
Shells Love 
635-3004 
OPEN HOUSE 
at 3672 Balsam 
August 15, 1993 
2-4 p.m, 
Unda Bayce Host RO•YAL ~ - -  MEMBER []  -- Associate Broker Network 
IMMEDIATE POSSESSION JUST MOVE IN BRIGHTAND SPACIOUS 
" SOUTH SIDE DELUXE Ms basement entry homswlthdouble Prime location. 3 + 1 bedroom, 2 1/2 3bedroomhomswlthnsturaigssheat 
Velyattreottve4bodrcomhome 25 gar~geand75xllSft.lotisodyminutes I~the, 2flreplacas, totelofa2OOOsq, tt offarslO92sq, ftonalarserloLNew 
b~,sldltleWl, total of 2,500 =l "~ ~ fromtown. 3bedrcornsup, 2ful baths on 2 levels, Imrnedlate-possesslor, i roofandguttersthislSysaroldhomels 
living specs plus. flnlsho; 1/2 HP,,oakk~.henc~inets~,d°u, bled°,°~ to a.v_~,~ai,~14~,~OOC~rl~LS ing°nmalnlaval' IlstodMLSfor$109,951 .. 
,,.a,..,. m,,~ fatally OSCK owa n~ng area, w.,K.~n ~y wmcow ~1.~,~ , b=m~t, 2~,.,..-.- ...... ~oor .. . . . . . . . .  u~as - -  ' FAMILY HOMEI roemolue .q~nv extrafeatur~ Extra in=w~ngmom. Many aaoea mar arts = . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
~ IoL  ~d~,~lng ~179,900 EXC ' : qualityfidshlng. Ustod ML.S $139,900 UUUIJ LIVIPI~i • r/.UH I"111~ P Thomhelghts full basement, 5 bedroom 
....  ' ~:.~ : . ~ Ov§rl3OOi|q, oflivlng, naturalgasheat, homeonBalsamwlth2x6corol~,'tlon, 
- :  , . .  ~ :  , : ' "" :" ' .  large bedrooms located on Stroume built-lndlshwashor, carpod, g=Bhe=d& 
, r . " *1  COPPI=R~IDI~CI._&.~SIC Ave GaragelntherasrlSx32ftwlrad kltchenldandl$116,500MLS 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  As~ o5oo : ~ ,  : ~ L' : r " :  " " "  l A must o vlewl over 120o aq, ft. of a~dol'm =x)crote floor, ng $7, 
BENCH HOME ON ACRFJ~GE I GREAT FAMILY HOME Indudas 4 ' . . . .  ' " , '  " NEWLISTING 
Full basement home, 2 x 6 constn~on, Veq ~ full besem~ ~ ~ ' BI~sEDReOO~Mw~h t~ "~h'~:wnoJs'of t~ , . ~T~k ?naNofGl~OUbo~t ~ ;~' on mundsckoff dinlng room, ,replace In 
I mostly treed 4,85 =ore parcm on meat I~udes of an OAK K]ICHEN, uonlov . . . . .  . . .  
M¢Connell.Someax~aslr¢ludedouble ~unkan living room and famly/dnng t~ey.smarketlp, asn eara~u..eer~,m., I~ngrcom, pa~allyflnlehed basarne~. 
carpo~ 18' x 25' patio, 24' x 17' log rooms FIREPLAC= ~ectml tub BAY ~,bathroom, ooUOle-WlOeonaoeau|J|Um/ Including femlly room and apz, 4 
bulldl~l and afultyfenced anln~l pen, WIN~WandLO'~l~OREICall'today treed90'xl14'lotlnzquteta,'~e,= .Fwnl~ loedroon~r,, 2 washrooms, att~hod 
garage, Listed Exdudve $130 000 " $159,000 MLS 
.... I I IIII I 
Ralph Godlinski Usa Godlinski Rusty I.jungh 
' ~L~g.4g-~O 635-4950 635-5754 
n 
Christel Godlinski 
635-5397 
I ORSESHOE BUNGALOW I 
Very spacious 1300 sq. ft. 3 bedroom MORE THAN JUSTAHOUSE 
i home on 87 x 122 ft. lot, Very private,, Quality built basement entry horns. 
t°tally fenced, fruittn~s,24x16whed I Located in an excellent area In the 
end Insulated shop with double bay I horseshoe this 5 year old home offer= 5
doors, All this Is located right In the I bedrooms, 3 baths end beautiful open 
ho~h°e listed MLS br $89 '900 '  - -  I MLsldtohon with many added features. L i s ted , ,
I LmSOFSPACETO , l i  " 
• ' DEVELOP 
1 & 1/2 ¢rea of industrial ~ard on 4908MEDEEK 
Hlghw~/16West, end alNgetwo storey 1260o¢i. ~ 3 bedroom bungalow, Good 
older I'~me glat has been used as a qualityEumpesn=~4ek~honcablnats, 
fatally based business and homo. House bay window in living room, eliding lass 
has3bodrooms, part basement, natmd doors to patio, 3 piece enaulte off 
gas heat, retail shop e.ma, storage and master bedroom, natural gas heat and 
of parking. Ideal for Industrial hot w~er. Only 6 months old, Affo~lably 
business and a place to ~ Price pdcedstS11~OOOMLS " 
Lynda Boyce 
638-i073 
I 
Lyle Baker 
635.1277 
I I I I iii 
Sylvia Griffin Joe Barbosa 
638.0484 ~ 63~4 
2651 1TIORNHILL ' 
3 bedroom modular home has nat gas 
heat, 1056 sq, ft. new flooring In main 
living are=. Vinyl siding Is 2 yrs ol Id, 
24x24 detached garage/shop. All on 
82x182 A, lot. Listed F..cL $74~900 
REVENUE PLUS 
Spsclous side by ride duplex offem 3 
bdrms, nat gas heat ! full basement x2. 
Hardwood floor= throughout both sides, 
listed MLS $136,951, 
VIEWHOME 
Pdvacy ~ one of the best panonun;c 
vl~r~9 ms #1 attractions of thls spacious, 
4 bedroom home, Built-in ap~lian=~, 
cerard© tile kitd'~n floor nnd countm,: 
flreplicaa and numem,,,, eundacka m 
SOME ofth8 
m 
: COUNTR~'SETTING | 
Double.wide situated on a nlcelynl 
landscaped 90X130 ft, lot in copp~sldeU 
Estatem, 3 bedrooms nat. gas heat, 5n 
ice, bathroom, Inund~/on re=In, full n 
basement for future development. Prk~lll 
=t $78,500. 
Ric White 
635-6508 
- - ~ -  ~,  ~ d ~  "~i '~  ~ '  %"~ ~ +~++ 
+ +++ ++++o F ,+O+,  
WIDTH: 38 '0 ' (11 ,6M)  t , ' ~ ~  , t t J, , + . ,, 
i DEPTH:  53 '0" (16 .2M)  ~ / l ~ i ~ " ~  
• ++ . 
1540 SQ FT  (143  O M ~ :~" --. ~ : '- ,~  "-1 "--1 "-I -1 
• . • ) m ' ' 
o [pLA ,o. 
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House Plans Available ThrOugh 
3207 Munroe,~ errace 
MEMnER OF TIM-eR-MARTS LTD, 6 3 5 - 6 2 7 3  
1Y$ x 12'2 
, ,~- . - - LY . , , t ; J ;~  I-. 
rollla+ ] +o 
ROOM 
11'4 X 17'4 
plus b=/ DINIHG 
• ROOM 
tt*4 I 10'2 
FAMILY 
ROOM 
14'Z 11' 
i i  .:+ +,++ + , ,  
I u.m,m~0 
,, h" , 
J r,l ~' U--~"~--~ • :: .U ,  ,~ .., ; - ' " " ] :  
: l  ~'igr;L,...~'- ~ I NO-CAR 
] ]  D IN  ~ . 'GARAGE 
' T - ;  1 +. , 1 
: :::i!~2,, WER FLOOR PLAN 
• + 'P : :  : • 
~i~IOLLOW the three ru;es ! +" 
!+' r ;Sf's+if6t~, in thesuf t :  . . . .  . 
71 
• i ii~ 
: ; B,C. M N STRY OF HEALTH 
1. Stay in Ihe shade. 
2. Cover up. 
3. Use sunscreen. 
For more information: 
1-800-665-4347,  
1,5 years 
experience in 
real estate. 
635-3833 
[ olga power J 
I 
4823 Twedle MLS $350,000 I 
• : .;:i ~'~ 7~;~' '  
2315 Kalum EXC $ 1 0 ~  
1 4 years 
experience In 
, real estate. 
m -7om 
d ick  evans  
OF TERRACE 638-1400 
verne  fe rguson  
.... . . :  
Bl+.~+..~:+! ~.+ :+::'. ; +:;~+! 
2240 Spruce MLS $112;500 
L 39O8H  
I 
/ 3916 Thomas MLS $129,900 
4946 Cooper MLS $154,000 
• "" -  7 years 
experlenFe In 
real estate, lJ 
635-4773 , 
er ika  langer  
5 years ~ ;~ 
experience in 
real estate. ~~ 
638-1721 
brenda  er i ckson  
[+ +, m,+ 
3801 Eby MLS $152,500 
Bornite Mountain Rd MLS $48 900 
4703 Loen EXC $85,000 
4812 01son MLS $119~500 
#2- 1753 
g '+ ' i+ . '  , - '+m + + ,-. ' 
5223 Mountain Vista EXC $164,900 
I experience In 
I real estate. 
I 638-0047 _ 
I s teve  cook  
o~,,.o ~m++ 
3502 Hanson MLS $89,900 
Excellent Investment - $1,100 per me 
Tnornhill Duplex & Commercial 
$119.~.~0 MLS 
4605 Lo~.n MLS $89,900 
Basement Suite 
+322+Mo~nla+n: msta EXC *991+++ + 
I iii++++ ..... ii 
3604 Eby MLS $119~900 4941 Twedle MLS $159p500 
L  +'21 
~ r+. T+ ; +" j  , " -~- - -  
• • ~ + ' v+~++~+s'++-+,+£ ,~.~+++++..,~+.+:+. :? . - ' . , .  • 
+;.~ + :'. : ..!:- :. '+:4' .+L£ :.- .:+ 
" ' .D ..... " ; ' i : "  :: i + ++++.:;~.~,,+,+;~ 
CLOSE TO SCHOOLS I +.+ 
I'~00" fl 4 bedlooms ' ~  
".=~,27".  ' heat "80 x 200 lot SPECIAL HOME 
Asking $115 000 MLS Check out this unique home in a pdme 
" location in the Horseshoe. 4 bedrooms, 
PRIVACY WITH A VIEW 
Attractive large fully ~nlshed famil~ 
home with panoramic view of the 
nountolne and river, approx. 3/4 acre 
landscaped lot located on quiet no thru 
street. Call Gordle Cleon for more 
details end make your appointment to
view. Priced at $194,000 Exclusive. 
AVAILABLE FOR QUICK 
POSSESSION 
Attractive 3 level split with large 
'detached gerage~ Nicely landscaped, 
' C,,11Gordle Olson for your appointment 
to view, Reduced to $124,900 MLS 
STARTER FOR HANDYMAN 
This 765 sq, ft. home has 2 bedrooms 
on the main md 2 bedrooms In the lo~ 
It b on • 62 x 120 lot and does need,= 
lot of work, Sale as Isl Open for offers, 
Call Ted 635.8610. Lldad $48,500 MLS 
2 bathrooms and much more. Cell 
Shaunce for dctaits. $124,900 MLS 
PEACE AND QUIET 
Attractive 1200 sq. ft, 3 bedroom 
bunpIow located in town on a park like 
setting of 1 1/2 acres, Vadous fruit 
trees, large garden ares, and numerous 
outbuildings, Call Hans, Asking 
$119,000 MLS 
JACK PINE FLAT ESTATES 
Lot g on Socksye Creek Road, 2+ 
acres, 70 ft. ddlled well, piping In, 
vendor states lust need~ pump, power 
pole hooked-up to me~ meter box, no 
septic, build your house or put your 
mobile on this lot. To view call John 
Asking $33,900 MLS 
Jim Duffy 
635.6688 
i 
8tan Parker 
!135-4031 638-1945 
W,gh,m+,n 
3227 Ka lum Street,  Terrace,  B.C, [ , ~ , 7 ~  ~l l~/  
ND PE R-~-~mRE-~R 1ERATED E ~E~TL~OW TA~D ~P ; .... ' 
THE ULTIMATE 
This 3103 sq. ft. home Is of quality 
finishing end comes with 5 bedrooms, 
family room dining room, living roo~ 3 
bedrooms and Including 4 pace 
emuite. Full basement, double garage 
and many more extras. Call Shaunce 
for more Information MLS 
RETREATI RETREAT! 
qlce and dean, rece~y renovated 12 x 
68 mobile on it's own lot. Call Sh~unce 
for more Information $44,000 MLS 
I 
,, ~ +'%,: ~ " . ~:~'s~, + 9~ 
+ ~i +++ 
-+- -  - ~ REDUCED 
, i ; . . :  A lovely 4 bedroom home located in 
MOBILE the Horseshoe just minutes from 
downtown. Full basement, a large lot, 
and large garage are lust • few of the 
good features of tHs home. For more 
QUIETEST PARK IN TOWN 
3 bedroom mobile In Park Ave Tratlar 
Park. Includes gas cook top, gas watl 
oven and dishwasher $23,900 MLS 
Call Dennis 638-8093 
Get away for the weekend. Check out . . . . . . . . . . .  ~,,++, 
this be~lful cottage on 10,52 acre, A 16~.: ~ :, ~ ,~ ,~d l i l  
shelf distance from town, make, it • l~ii~!p+; ; ~ ~ I  
terrific home away ftom home. Call l ~ i ~  ~ ~ I  
Shaume for more information $25,9001 ~ i i l l  I 
• JUSTLIsTED I 
A well looked ~er and malnt~ned 12 x I CENTRAL OCATION 
68 mobile on • pad In • nicely treed I 4 bedroom split level family home In 
mobile home park. Has a 9 x 18 I Horseshoe. New natural gas fireplace, 
addltloRCatlTad rK:w635.6619,'LImd I fenced private yard, $124,900 EXC 
~t $28,500 M.$ I Cell Deeds for details. 
I 
information and appolntmeht toview 
call Ted now 635-5619. Listed at 
$1171900 MLS 
IN TOWN LOTS 
11~ese 4 lots are within city limits on 
the Bench. City water mxt city sewer 
at property line, Each lot is 80'x100' 
and are priced et $27,500 each. Call 
Shaunce for more Inform•tlun. 
EXCLUSIVE 
LAND 
10 acres In Rosewood. Good building 
site, south exposure, creek, view of 
goat mountain, $11,500 MLS Call 
MOVE IN TODAY 
TNs 3 bedroom Horseshoe home can 
be yours for the ~ce of only $7a,000. 
MLS Call Dennis Lisslmore for further 
details 
i i i'lr |1 
5.45  ACRE HOBBY FARM 
Excellent modular home with full 
addition sitting on cement posts. Patio, 
flower garden, 2 green houses, 2 
vegetable gardens chloken coups, barn 
to accommodate horses, New o 
fumam and cement septic tank set In 
nice park like seffing minutes from town. 
To view call John Asking $109,000 MLS 
CLEARED ACREAGE 
1,98 acres, Cleared within city limits. Call 
Ted e35.~619, Usted $33,000 MLS 
CONTRACTORS 
5 bay shop, (2) 12 ~ arKI O) lOft. door. 
All cement floors, grease pit, 2800 sq. R. 
office, storage and parts rooms, Can be 
run as wrious home businesses while 
living In attached 1200 sq. ft. residence. 
Vendor could take small home on trade. 
Call John, Asking $144,000 MLS 
MANY EXTRAS • 
GOOD VALUE 
1981 manufactured home well 
malnt•lned and with addition and 
covered eck, All app!larces Induded, 
bulIHn chine cabinets, fireplace, nicely 
setup on a large fenced lot Including 
storage buildings and wired shop, new 
trussed roof, and lots of parking, 
Private setting, Listed at $68,900, Call 
Lauds for Viewing 
WANTED. HOBBY FARMERS 
If you've ever given any thought o 
owning your own hobby farm or wouJd 
....... Hans $tach • Shaunce Kruisselbrink Ted Garner John Nagy Dennis Lisslm0re 
635.5382 635.5739 635.5382 635.5619 635-9312 638.8093 
i i 
NO QUEST ION ABOUT IT . "  
I II I II I • I I I 
" .... ?~i !i? i!~! ?!+'~i i! +ii i ~'~ ''>~ 'T  +':i'~ TI ~ ~, ~ ..... > '  ~:~ ' "  ~' ~ +~:~' +1 . . . . . .  ~ . . . . .  > ~,/ ....... • . . . . .  ;' '!~!i'~?::! +~ :' : : : '<'++++ii! i ~I i~':? ~ ? ?i /'?"~'~i ~"i : i  !~' ~u~i' '~i ? " '"~i i  ii i/~ i 
t 
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Enjoying fruits ofl  no ugar Ii  /i lassesA Day ummer  wee t wit s ' WaterFacts 
c a n  be s l ~ ' '~ ~ ' D ~, ! /  ~ VARIETIES OF WATER sugars will be sufficient 
esther, fruit a ~ T r y  There are many different ypes of water available for 
sugarless recipes, canning with consumption, the most commonbelng the following three: 
Many of the pectins available juices. Use white grape, 1) Mineral Water - drinkable water taken from an 
in grocery stores have very pineapple or apple. White underground source with not less that 500 mg per litre of 
good: recipes included in their grape does not discolour the dissolved solids. : 
packages, (A  good example fruit, but is quite expensive. 2) Purified Water- water produced by distilling, deionization ; 
Pineapple gives a good colour, or reverse osmosis or other suitable methods where a bottled would be Slim Set by M.C.P. 
Ltd.) 
The following recipes use Makes about 3 cups at 5 Manual ofNutritionalCare: 
Certo powdered fruit pectin: calodes per tablespoon. Fruit Spread ~ 
You can also try this un-. ' 
Diet Strawberry Jam cooked jam, which will keep " 
(freezer]am) in  the fridge for up to six 1/2cup pitted ates 
i weeks, It uses plain gelatin: cup prune nectar 
:4 CUpS (1 L) strawberries:. ~ ll .~.m/r'ess Uncooked ~ram 1/2 cup figs. : 
1Pea:kegs C, erto Powdered • " - r , .  , l " ~ cup raisins ': , , ." 
. . . .  F~it P~tin " '  i xen.v¢[°l~., a nuav°u,r, Cu . ,  .1 1/2cup pitted :prunes : 
1 Tablespoon (15 mL) getatin (1 tbsp or t3 mL,) -:', : . 
lemon juice 1/2 cup (125 mL) crushed Simmer the dates and prune 
3- ~ teaspoons (15 - 20 strawberries nectar until the dates are very 
mL) liquid artificiai ~ 1,tablespoon (15 mL) soft, PUt the. mixture in a 
sweetener lemon juice blender and add figs, raisins 
5 t~poons (25 mL) liquid andprunes, Blend to a smooth 
Crush the strawberries in a artificial sweetener paste. Store in the refrigerator 
saucepan. Add the pectin and 1 1/2 cups (375 mL)  to use on toast crackers, or 
lemon juice, and place the crushed*strawberries even ice cream or'frozen 
saucepan on the heat. Bring 
the mixture to a boil and boil In a small bowl, isoak the yoghurt. This spread also acts 
it for one minute. Remove it gelatin in 1/2 cup of:crushed ass gentle natural laxative. 
from the heat,, and stir in the strawberries :for 5 .minutes. To can fruit without sugar, I 
liquid sweetener. Continue to Heat in a small saucepan until got this advice from our local 
stir for two more minutes, gelatin is dissolved. Mix with Seventh Day :,: Adventist 
Pour the jam into freezer con- other ingredients, pour into a Church members: 
miners. Cover and freeze, suitable container, and chill.. Try using very fresh, fully 
Thaw before serving and Makcs about wo cups. ripe fruit. Pack it into jars, 
store in the refrigerator once A delicious fruit spread can pressing it down until some of 
but changes the flavour some- 
wha t. Apple juice is the least 
expensive and does not affect 
the colour much. 
Or, you can make juice from 
pureed ripe fruit, with or 
Without added water. 
Because sugar helps stop 
bacterial growth in canned 
produce, you must use a pres- 
sure cooker when canning 
without sugar. You should 
process ,your friut in sten.'lized 
bottles for 5 minutes at 10 
pounds pressure. 
Enjoying the fruits of sum- 
mer is a sweet experience, and 
these recipes let you do so 
without adding any sugar. 
Gerry Kasten is a nutritionist 
at the Skeena Health.Unit. 
water product contains no more than 10% of dissolved solids. 
3) Distilled Water - meets the same standards as purified 
water but has been boiled or vaporized and condensed. 
Of these three, the most appealing for drinking water, has 
been purified by Reverse Osmosis. Combined with pre- 
filtration and steri zation, it produces a superior tasting 
product, especially compared to the 'flat' taste of disted 
LUCKY DOLLAR BINGO 
1AUGUST 1993 PALACE AUGUST 1993 the-jam has been opened, be made from namrslly sweet the juice "bleeds out". Then 
• :. . . . .  .. ,dded  fruit, too. ' I got this fill the jars with boiling water, 
recipe from the BCDNA and can as usual. The natural 
Pw~tt Co~liUon IW ~l " 
2 ~[~:Cr q. Terrace I ~ [,,~r I~1 Brotherl& 7 s~::;o,v4'" 
e Kermode " pe i~- ;  I Cadetl BigSletere KIn~ 
Advancement Hockey Friendship Gymnastics Terrace Kit=umhlum Shame= Me,at.in 
of EductUen Club "r,,r,= Association Society Anti.Povedy Slslerhood l Elders Skt Club 
8 9 Terrace 1 0 11 l l  2 Terrace 13 1 ~" TerraceAd • Utile Canadian "-r  Association 
Pwl,tzCeal]lioafw Be Minor Kermode Terrace , Theatre Paraplegic Terrace Soccer, 
Advtacomeot Hockey ' Friendship Kitimat Shrine Terrace Nlsge'aTdbal Terrace Figure 
• cfE~cau. Association Society Club. " Anti.Poverty Council-Terrace Skating 
15 .... 16Terrue 17  l 18 19 °~'o';¢' 20  c,,,,,an 21 Terrace 
p j ~ b C o ~l ~o n l Purple Paraplegic Terrace Minor : ~,  Minor Kermode Terrace ' Softball ' :  
Advaecemeat l Hockey Friendship & District Terrace Nlsga'aTrrd Terrace Rgure 
~I~T~,,= Educ,en Association Society S,P,C,A, Anti.Poverty Council.Terrace Skating 
'#' J~- ~ ' Elkl~.;, ¢1~ Totem 
~I~ IAIlI~ III=IIIUU,,' " ' " " * ' i~ ' " '~  ~ ' i  Paraplegic , -~-- . - - .~,  . . . . . . .  l , f=*e Minor: ,. Kermode Terrace . . . .  :l "::'~ . . . . .  ;~  ' '  ':'~ : ' : Klnette Club : 
: .This basket.holds I ^dveacemeet Baseball Friendship Blueback Terrace Nlsga'aTrlbal Terrace Search' el Edacetlen - 
: . ~lTlrrml: . I , ] informati0n and.: l ' I : CHRIS  CHIGUINP- .  l II Association Society I SwlmClub Anti.Poverty C0undI.Terrac. & Rescue 
' l gifts especially, l l ". l I ~n  C '~m =~e e " . " helpful for you, : '1 Terrace Motors Toyota is p leased  to announce the I I  J 30  Terrac i 31 ' = " 
l " Cally our ' '  . I ;  addition of Chris Chicoine to their professional II ra Minor K'san 
Weloome Wagon I l ' automotive sales team. Chris hasbeen a residentNorthemOf IIII r Community House Baseball 
.hostess today; • I Terrace since 1975, and previously managed Band Association Society 
Ph~neEiaine635-3018 I/: I Computer. Chris Invites h is  l fdends and business II , ' 
i /l=acqtlalntancestoseehimf°rautheiraut°m°tivenesds' I /  SaL lA f te rn°°neames  I I ' " Doors 11:30a.m.. Games 12:45 
PhoneOil l lan 635-3044 . • j' " I [ : ,~" '~ TER ORS ToY // ' "  . ill RACE MOT OTA Evening Games ' Doors  4 :30  p .m.  Games 6:15 
I 'l" / : : i~ '~,  r I I IU ' t 'T ' )  :'Canada'sOIdestToyotaOealership" |~ Thurs,eFrl.eSat. Late Night Games Doors 9130 p.m. Games l0:00 p.m. 
T.V. MONITORS SMOKE REMOVAL AISLE CONCESSION 
"1~f#~'/t~~f,,~..~ , ~ ~  ~ , B C I  D.1.59~ &1$~,S8 4410Legion, Ter ra©el  ' " I " " 635-2411 
o 0 0 
YOUR GUIDE 
TO FINE 
DINING IN 
TERRA CE AND 
THORNHILL 
4736 L~,e~se 
s~e.ooeb, 
! 
I 
95 "ERRACE II "~;;~"':,, 
s~s:ss~e T~ ~~CI - - I  F '  
I ]  " 
"COME AND.TRY" ~,~ 
From 11:30  a ,m.  to  2 :00  p In. Monday  to F r iday  
Fr iday  is  Baron  of  Beef :$5 .95  ,~:.., ' 
I II [ I II I qUla 
: ,., .YOUrHo~/s 
' l~k ,  . ~L. /~ff , , . ,  
',B.C 
K~ i 
~c 
-y l'.akelee ~,,. Lake 
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MALCOLM BAXTER 638-7283 
Sports 
Menu 
Page B16 
Riverboat Days a sporting event! 
1- 
+ 
i 
The 1993 Riverboat Days festi- 
val featured all sorts of sports, 
from running to baseball to race, 
• car driving. Here are just a few 
pictures from the many events 
that took place from July 30- 
August 2. For more info and 
results, please see the inside 
Sports pages. 
Clockwise from upper left: 
i i EVERYTHING'S A BLUR as 
i Dan Faganrzooms down the Ter- 
race Sp~lway on a sweltering 
Sunday afternoon. Right behind 
ii ~ him is Dan Thickett. Time trials 
i, i land ra~ were held on July 31 
ii ~ ~:~!..i and Au~g, ~i ~rcc.~d~ ~e~e set. and". . .. 
~: ~ i~ ! the'~'+50"lap Morn orial!Race+ once 
+ilii again :tested the skills and 
il ,~.a,,.~.,.~. -fthe drivers. 
,I' AFFAIR ,-- Paul 
in the sunshine after 
place (wheelchair) in 
Seniors' Mile. Also 
:brate the victory is 
Thomas who towed 
nd his Dad for a 
)ruing ride. Like fa- 
ll 
 G'THEm STt  " 
d Riverboat Days Pa- 
~mbers of the Terrace 
~er Association. The 
7as one of many floats 
Lakelse Avenue on a 
t~uq~u~ oaturday morning. 
BALL MEETS BAT as one of 
the many Sic-pitch participants 
takes a huge swing at an incoming 
pitch. The annual sic-pitch 
tournament ran from July 30-Aug. 
2, and ended With a seven-inning 
thriller that saw the SKB Wr~k- 
em defeat heir arch-rivals, West- 
point Rentals. Sic-pitch league 
standings and playoff times are 
listed inside. 
ON YOUR MARK, get sot, 
GO I Pit boss Brian Bailey stands 
between a couple of cars rarin' to 
bum some rubber on the Speed- 
way track. A sizable crowd turned 
up on ihe long weekend to cheer 
on the speed demons as they ne- 
gotiated the curves and fiats. 
SENIORS' MILE SMILE - -  
A triumphant Evelyn Francis 
crosses the finish line in fi'ont of 
'city hall, She ended up coming in 
second place in the 55and up 
walking category. Energetic 
entrants rolled, walked and ran 
the mile-long course that 
stretched own Lakeise Avenue. 
Photos by Glenn Drexhage 
*4  
Rob Brown's "Skeena Angler" 
column was unavailable this: week. 
He'll be back next issue with some[ 
gi igh~ more anglin ns , : ,+ • 
+ 
, i ¸  
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Wreckers take .: ,.- ~ ':~!.~ 
tourney title 
Speedy ' ..... ~ ay ' • 
~:~. ~.t~.v~.~ 
B Hobb£ ........ :,.. Finally, in the bottom of the Mgnday afternoon final .with a " 
Dash: Ken Hawkins(114) ~ ~ ~- perfect record, while Westpoint seventh and final inning, SKB 
Heat: Dan Fagan (48) iiad lost a game to Dillon's. . 
i. The-final was a double knock- 
IVlaln: Oord K la~n (77) 
A Street 
Dash: Major Craig (7??) 
Heat: Major Craig (77?) 
Main: Major Craig (777) 
B Strut 
Dash: Shano Meier (841) 
Heat: Mark Hogarth (717') 
ONLY! 
aturday, 
loaded the bases and managed to 
tie the game. 
out 'round - -  the first team to lose And when Danny Bealac came 
two games would finish as the to bat and nailed a single, the 
toumeyrunner-up, while the .vic- ninth and winning run crossed 
tor would claim top spot. Thus, home plate and the final was his- 
Westpoint couldn't afford to lose tory. 
anothermatch. A sizable and sun-worshipping 
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Sylvia Mitchell lucky winer of Gemma s Boutiques Gas BBQ 
Draw for Riverboat Days celebrations, 
All BBQ accessories and acrylics on sale for 
20% off 
%1. !!!i!ii i! ll!ii  iiliii!  
Main: Charli¢ Ellis ( 6 5 0 ) '  :,'~:'" Sue Simpson Marilyn Earl :, 'i't310 outlook was dismal for thc crowd turned out for the August 2 ~,,~-::; 
Dash: Dawn Tomas (97) " . i " - ...... :: Rentals squad after SKB batted in final. The exciting outcome pro- -",:,.,~.~:~; 
Heat' 12,alic Lynch (66) • • • ....... three runs in the bottom of the vided a great finish to the four- 
' . " - 41-54 WOM~N We Sh ip  Anywhere  ~.:El,==~oio~o~e~ Senior Mile . . . .  : , : firstimling.']31e Wreckers]ooked day tournament, which featured '::'~:;~" 
u~tre~t IR  z- maruyn v.arl " i :7 . :~. . :'; ~ ~'? ... " . poised for victory as their defencc ii teams, including two f rom %~::~/.-I~!~,. 1 -800-563-4362 
. • WHEELCHA 2-. Ines Lopes i~-i:' :~ :. i. ididn't allow any runs for the first Prince Rupert. ,,.:"::~ Dash: Jennifer Darby (650) • .. ~ . . . . . .  . , .~:~,:~:.,... ~,, o,:::> 
Heat: Jenn!fer Darby (650) . . ~,~ *3-qu ~,usr~ :: ., . ! three innings. For more .slo-pitch action, 
Main: Jennifer Darby (650) " 1- Paul Clark 1- Lyle Baker ::! : . : : .:However, Westpoint bounced check• out  the leagtm playoffs r ' '~"~:  ......... 
Aug. l raceresu l t s . .  W O M ] ~ N M e m o r t a l  Rae Wi,ors. " - . 1- Dclphinc Percvcrsoff UNDER1" Sue Simpson15 ' -: ~ ,  --!"~"*i i:i:: ~ i":ithe f°urth" And f°ll°wing a °nc" Riverside ParZ ' ' ° .  .'." ', .'. :;! leash the ball during the final game against Westp°int Rentals' i ~ The  Nor th ' s  
Sportsman: Albert Weber (6, . . . .  CH:~DREN 1- ,o .~.o ,  :: = Fagan blaze to record times I i cOnlyL g [ Hobby: Wes Patterson (36) 1-. Diandra Oliver WALK . ' " : i : :  ~ - -  ::.:~: ! i , - . . .  ~p  " " O 
Str¢¢t" Ma jor  Cra ig  (7?? )  r . : RUN. . . .  ~: . . - 5,.,,US,N. ~I: LaTrance 
S~rtsm~ ' . . . .  55 -PLUS:M~N : .  .:~ '1 .  A l lanDu~au :- : ~1 | abln Pub... .." 
Dash: Ron Harris (69) -. " 1-~Ted Earner " , " 55 PLUS WOMEN . . . .  :r : 
• , . . . . .  z, ~veiyn ~rancm - . tE~M ~, ta  the temperature seined during to start the race. . events on Saturday, . and Street (Saturday) and then the I , 
A]-]obby ~ .. :-:: --: 1; Ron~.=l', " ~ e ~  15  " "" r J : ~i:'" the Memorial ~ Weekend Taking top spot in the ~pcatcd with a Heat win the AStmetMainmc¢(Sunday). I • GREAT FOOD, GREATATMOSPHERE • | , | 
D=~:go°nnt~=~nn!3 ~ .  ( ) . . . . . .   . . . . .  KenRadford . ., 1-. EdenOliver : at the Terrace Speedway. " S.ortsmant~ class was. Albert next day.. Shelley Reinhardt Car 48, belonging to Dan I • The Norths on ly  log cabin pub offers good times, | 
Men S[ Pitch s ~f::ll[~ ~)  ~ ~;~ ~[~ we . I | fnendly service and a great menu to choose from. [ Main: Btcnt McCarron(81) ' S  0- oftball League i- - : -Fagan claimed the fastest ime and Major Crai took the che Main events first for the Saturday B Hobby BHobby : : ,  i . . 0:~'i";"-:' i~..-[~ ~ "~ O:i~i'~'i.[:.~ [' i~ ~"" ~]  ~',,' ~ . .  : :• Jules LaFranc~ and Sharon her, while Wes Patterson took the Sunday Dash and Fagan, crossed the finish line ] " . . . . 
Dash: Dan 'I'hickett (97) r ~  "~ ~'~ ~ ' : . . . . . . .  " g " " " " [ [ Heat: Wm Patterson (36) ....... " . . . .  " : i ' " o 'S  : " "~/: :! " ' ' ; - :~ :  ii! i: , : : -  trials yet for their respective qucred, flag in the Hobby and Dawn. Tomas took the C heat while taking the main title The perfect place for fun .... anytime! 
I ~ . . . .  . ,  50/o  Sa le  Term : • .  " . - - :  : : ..!:i categories. St~eetentries. " HobbvTrophvDashbothdavs. Aug. 1.. . . . I 
Main: Dan Fagan (48) " 12  Back Eddy Pub 3 [ i -  "~ :Smi thers  " .,:.i I.~France shaved three- Dfiving car ?77, Craig ran up while ElizabethClcakey did j,Total.polntst~dlngs.as.ot I i ~ E ] 
- % ..SK]3WRcckers 11 ' i: ::::ii i{! ' hundredths era second off the other victories during the long thesame for thcHeatmces. ~y  31 snow E.mic Per~as m I KARAOK 
• ~hJ . ,  ST.auND]NGS. : "  : ;!:-:i- ' , :~ I~) ~nUre .stock 50/o off manufacturers : 6' Sae eiid:sM0nda", Au"; i66 :~ i  m:i C / • u v. . . . . . .  • ' previous Hobby course record ]rst pmce m me. ~pomman FRID.AY~ 
I sugg, est,e,d retml pr, .e, " ..... , .-7)iStore lieuis:: ' I:r Aug 13 9am:0prn-  " ::, i i when he completed a lap with Street rophy" events on July July 31 A Hobby Trophy Dash , class, . . . . . .  while BmntMcCarron. . is I 
: :~  " . " ::... ":.~ .:~," ; 'W L GBL'  2 All saes ~ na . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I ~.,).~." sales final . . . .  - . . . . . .  : :  .... . ,  ,- :,. Sat. Aug, .14 9arn-dpm . . . .  ~,, while ta~ng the A Street and Main zace, s, while also . a°nnd'°PMai~)o:necrHa°D°Y uivlsion I | 8 pm to Closm 
::W.tpointRentn]s - .'. ,':,:' :~.": J.3 :6 0 13.), Nolay, aways: e Uiar irices : : : : / / : - : ' i " : :  : Sun,,Aug, 1511am-Spm : . : ,  :atimeoflg.99seconds. ~ g leads the . . . . .  4 Any aDour at r g . . . . .  i ii:: And Fagan lowered the C Heat he following day. blazing to victory during the _ . . . . . . . .  I l | 
Heat:Jo~Bo~-(777)" :',r"-!.SKBMo]s0nWrcckcrs : ' :  12  7 1 Ig{/BnYelsaD°~yra~erracestore 25%o[f . - '  . : i::. Hobby time ~om 19.57 sec- o,.~,,,~=. I~ ]V~in:Jo¢-Bolz(T/7) " ,. !/:' ,:::RudonEnte~dse, s , ' :  i9 ,  8 1.5 ) " 'o  ' , -  ': - Mon,Aug169am-dpm ' : xx.- . . . . . .  i. . . . .  .~... ~ '~[  class. Je~ter uaroy I The triple-seven auto proved . . . ,, , ,,,,.~,,~,,.v.. holds flint nlace . --,, r-, | Please Don t Drink I 
. o=. . . , .  1, 7 ,$'# ¢ 1K i a l l  : ..: ends to,,.48. S |land Drive.,.Take Our II 
H~t:SharonFagan(48) ::~ ~'tiic 50-lap Memorial Race; B Street Trophy events on g" ' ' day event ale-. . . . .  *h. n .0,~,0:.% . ~ , . ~  
. . . .  : .:_Howe~/¢r, only eight entries Sm~daywiththesamecar. On July 31, Shan¢ Meier S~rcboard'un~]~a;:B(~ . . . . .  I | 638-8404 | 
MaJmEliza~thCloak,yC/?)CStr¢¢t TO get your reSultS on SCOREBOARD : :~:~ : managed to finish the event. Another dominant v¢]dele blasted to victory in the R ~i .dd ias  :Da~ t ta~es  place at I .... "=  | 
Heat:JenniferDarby(d50) ):) !.):):!:::: ? lap39due to stopped cars. In She drove to.victory in the next regular races are held . . . .  " ~ ' ~  Main: Shelley Reinhardt (919) 3711 Al f red Avenue,  Smi thers .  Corner  of  K ing & Al f red • 847-9333 i:.,::!ii ' :., :_: :i:~ ingtheAStmetDashAug. 1. | 
FAX= S3g.S,~2 PHONE= 638-7283 4712 Keiti'l Avenue Mall - Ter race .  635-9555 =.,. . . . ~ :!i: -i!:: :i!i; :i:!,.'!!i!i. "- addition, seven cars with me- Dash, Heat and Main.,.. categod- Char]ie Ellis had similar Aug. 29. |s.nmnmm.wn,..HpmHn.m,n,.,.ws.,.....,.n...~.nThe Fun/ 
UNDER 12a DMSION 
coop ~o ~"aing 4 
Bradya EC. 6 Sight & Sound 4 
Cedarlandbt Ban~tm bY default 
" T 
To make th~ f0Howing w~k 's  paper, results must reach the 
Sports Desk by 5 p.m. the p~/tous Friday. 
• : ; : : 'h '~"::  
. '  , .i i~, ~ . ,~.~:~ :::.,. . 
0% • 
[ OUR K IDS 
TO SCHOOL!~ 
i!iii iili i, ! i :i I )i:! i : ::!i • ~i::i::,~ 
:,: N a5 Vlace: :::: 
Giant Nutra Crossbike 
Cromoly main frame and forks. 
Shimano altus C-10 components, 
Araya alloy rims, 21 speed 
hyperglide shifting. 
Features Lifetime Parts Warranty 
BRC Trail B lazer -  
Men's & Ladies' 
Frame sizes 16-22", Araya AP 21 
alloy rims. Shlmano SIS index 
shifting, [3lack or taupestone, 
Kona Fire Mountain 
Complete Chromoly fi'ame and fork. 
Shimano Exage Derrailleurs and 
crank. Deore Topmount shifters, 
Race light package. Blue er titanium 
colour, 
BRC Trekker SSP 
Suspension value. Complete Tange- 
Chromoly frame. Shimano Altus A- 
20 components. Araya AP-21 Alloy 
rims. Alloy fast track suspension 
fork. Quick release axles and seat. 
Midnight black or red. 
- , ] 
2=:':-: 
• 7:  ! 
' " i ' l  ¢ 
Rocky Mountain Stratos 
The Best 
Value 
l 
7005 Alloy tubing. Full Shimano 
Deore DX component package, Top 
mount shifters. Ritchey Z-max tires. 
DT spokes. Wolber AT-18 rims. 
Sizes 18.5" and 20" 
Made In 
Canada 
The McBicycle Shop 
McBike  - Smi thers  Sport  Wor ld  - Terrace 
3704 A l f red Avenue 4712 Keith Avenue 
847-5009 635-5225 
3 Piece 
SOFA SET 
New Colors 
Regular $1,649.00 
Now 0nly 
'89 
/kt Xx~cvedibXe ~49.~0 
£)oubXe , t2~,9.~30 
Queew ~ASO.OO 
Solid Pine 9 Piece 
BEDR00M SUIT 
A~le le 4 ~on P, eg~ $1,700,00 
Now Only 
29" Stereo 
T,V. 
'599 °° 
-- -~ __-- - - -  - i 
MATTRESSES 
ON SALE 
"Spring.O-Matic" 
Single =297.00 
Double '359.00 
Remember At 
Terrace 
Furniture Mart 
We Pay The 
GST And The 
The Guaranteed 
Lowest Price! 
VISA 
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CALL 
638-SAVE 
:TION AD 
V' BUY F SELL ~ RENT ~ TRADE 
VISA 
ACTION AD RATES 
638-SAVE 
DEADLINE: FRIDAY' 5 P.M. 
Classified and Classified Display 
ADVERTISING DEADLINES: When a stat holiday falls on a Saturday, 
Sunday or Monday, the deadline is Thursday at 5 p.m, for all display and 
classified ads, 
TERRACE STANDARD, 4647 LAZELLE AVE. TERRACE, B.C. VSG 1S8 
AJI classified and classified isplay ads must be prepaid by either cash, Visa or Masteroard, 
When phoning Ineds please have your Visa or Mastercard number ready, 
20 words (first imertion) $5.62 plus 13¢ for additional words. *(Additional insertions) $3.68 
plus 10¢ for addltlonal words. $12.00 for 3 weeks (not exceeding 20 words, non-commercial). 
Pdces Indudo 7% G.S.T. Birthday end Anniversary $21.40 up to 3 c01. inch (,~dditJonal inches 
at $8,89 each)~ Classified Display $8.89 per inch (335¢ per line), 
OVER :30 CLASSIFICATIONS! 
1, Real Estate 
2, Mobile Homes 1 
3, For Rent 
4. Wanted to Rent 
5, For Snle Misc. 
6. Wanted Misc. 
7, For Rent Misc, 
8. Cars for Sale 
9. Trucks for Sale 
10, Aircraft 
11; Recreational 
Veh]des 
12. Motorcycles 
13. Snowmobiles 
14. Boats & Marine 
15, Machinery 
16. Farm Produce 
17. Garage Sales 
18. Business Services 
19, Lost & Found 
20, Pets & Livestock 
21. Help Wanted 
22. Careers 
23, Work Wanted 
24, Notices 
25. Business 
Oppodunitles 
26, Personals 
27. Announcements 
28. Card of Thanks 
29. In Memodam 
30, Obituaries 
31. Auction Sales 
32. Legal Notices 
33. Travel 
The Terrace Standard ,e=arve= the right to 
dasilfy ede under apprapdate headings and to 
sat rates therefore and to detarrN~ page 
location. 
The Te,race Standald reminds advertisers 
that b i= against he provlnolal Human Right= Act 
to dl=ulmirmta on the basle of children, marital 
It~tul and employment when placing "For Rent" 
Ida., Landlords can state a no-smoking 
Feference. 
The Tenece Standard resePte= the ,Ight to 
revbe, ed~ dasslfy or reject any advedlsement 
and to retain any an=were directed to the News 
Box Reply Service, and to repay the customer 
the aunt paid for the advertisement end box 
[er, taL 
Box replies On "Hold" irmbuctlons not picked 
up w~thln 10 dayl of expiry of an edvettbement 
wil be destroyed r~s  e rn~lJIng Insbuctlons are 
le¢elviid. 1"~se amwedng Box Numbere are 
requested not to send odglnal document= to 
,we didos, 
AJI dalml Of erronl In advedlsementa mu=t be 
received by the 10ublilhet within 30 day~ -tier the 
• st pu~¢aUon, 
It 141 agreed by the edvertleer requesting 
space that the liability of the Terrace Standard In 
the I~lnt of foilure to pubneh in  advortliement 
as p~bllahed ehel be limited to the amount pa;d 
by the =dve~,,ar fo~ only one Incorrect Insertion 
kh the podion glebe advertising space ~¢cupled 
by the In¢orract ca omitted Hem only, and that 
there shell be no liability In any event greater 
the amount paid for such advertising. 
1. REAL ESTATE 
I 
CLEAR TITLE WATERFRONT Property 
1. REAL ESTATE 
FOR SALE BY OWNER: Cheerful family 
home in desirable Horseshoe location, 
recent renovations feature bright spurious 
kitchen, large family room, 2 baths, 3 
bedrooms and more. Fenced yard 
excellent for children $128,500 638-1292, 
3 BEDROOM House on 1/2 acre, fruit 
trees and garage with attached recroom, 
View at 5114 Medeek 635-9354, 
$65,oo0.o0. 
HOUSE FOR SALE in Horseshoe, natural 
gas heat, 1087 sq. ft. full basement 1 1/2 
baths, 22 years old, asking $105,900 caJI 
after 6pro, 636.4996. 
33 ACRES 1/2 North lot 1712 off the nasa 
river, asking $19,000, ~1 (313) 725-6363 
(Michigan, USA) 
2 SIDE BY SIDE Lotsat La~else Lake, 
814,000 obo, or will consider trade, phone 
635-2862. 
wi~ fully services year round cottage NEWLY RENOVATED 5 Bedroom house, 
home and large garageh~orkshop near the shop and fruit trees, n/g heat and water, 
Red Bluff Prey. Park on Babine lake, 4511 Graham, call635.5745. 
f..~,i:~lake ~u surrounolng-moun~ns, new Thornh'ill. 4 ~Dliancos. lY~I wooi:l "ii'eat, . 
'~"'~f course unddr'"ea~] dev~lo']~merlt'" v .... s~d~'" 16x2" " o g new iny] " 'ng' 4 work sh ps with I 
1. REAL ESTATE 
NEW USTING: House for sale in Houston, 
1139 'sq. ft; 4 bedroom; garage; all 
appliances Included, finished basement; 
good legation, easy access to school call 
845.2079, 
REDUCED 6 Bedroom, 2 bathroom, ranch. 
style, house in Thomhill w/garage, natural 
gas heat, fire place in living room, full 
finished basement, has large rec room 
with pool table (optional) all situated on a 
large lot with fruit trees includes frkige and 
stove 120,000 or will c~ns!der partial bade 
for mobile home. 
2 ACRE IN GOSSAN Sub, witt~ 3 bedroom 
house, quiet and private, asking $79,900 
635-7657. 
SPACIOUS HOME IN HORSESHOE, 
Carport, fruit trees, daylight basement, 2 
baths, 5 bedrooms, vaulted ceiling in living 
room $124,900, to view 638.8421. 
2 ACRE LOTS IN Jackplne flats off Old 
Lakelse Lake Road, asking $20,000, 
phone 635-5913. 
320 BEAUTIFUL ACRES, ranch style 
home on private lake. Lawns, hay, 
pasture, mail at gate, school bus, outside 
heating, all buildings wired, 694-3693- 
4 BEDROOM HOUSE on 3/4 acre in 
South Hazelton with large shop. $80,000, 
842-5310.. 
RIVERFRONT PROPERTY' 3 bedroom 
home on 1.01 acres near Smithers, Great 
view. Small barn, Cedar playhouse, Must 
be seen to appreciate, 847.5799. 
CABIN ON BABINE LAKE at 5 Mile.Water 
access, back road access. Propane lights, 
fddge and stove. Comes mostly furnished, 
$27,500. Will also rent, 847.3555. 
3 BEDROOM 2700 sq. It. house on 6 1/2 
acres, 3 kms, from Sn~thers on Boyle Rd. 
Gravity fed spdng water, spectacular view. 
Monthly income from trailer pad. Reduced 
to $142,000,847-4704. 
ADAMS LAKE STORE LOCATED AT 
Adams Lake, B.C. 1/2 hour from Salmon 
• 45 m[n. from Kamloops, 10 mln, 
~orn Shuswap Lakes, Fully renovated 
with very at~actlve living quarters. Show. 
Ing excellent retJrn In an area of growth 
and terrific limate. Start the New Year on 
a positive note. Phone 1-679-8904. fin37 
IN TOWN 
12x68 mobile home In the Park 
Avenue Trailer Court, (located at 
the bottom of Lanfear Hill, off of 
Pheasant St). Has open 
kitchen/living room area, kitchen 
has island with n/g stove, n/g wail 
!Yqt~ P~rld=dlsl]wcF~herti.~ ~bedr.ooms 
,iI ? - . ,~  l'~d~y~i,oom .r~Indudgs. 
iryer; .H~. aclditi~.'and'screen~l 
In porch. Trailer court is "No Dogs 
• stages within 3 km. Asking $59,000 cement freer, Informs'ion 635-7495. , Allowed"Asking $23;500 obo. 
Inquiries please phone 847.2808. 14 ' . . . .  ' I 638-1507 
3 BEDROOM, 2 BATH ROOM home on I • large lot in town. Close to high school & 
• shopping. Must be seen, $119,000. 635. 
3965 or 638.8797.. 
3 BEDROOM HOME on comer lot in 
Horseshoe, 1263 sq. ft. Natural gas heat, , 
4842 Lazelle, $81,000.635-3254.- 
4 BEDROOM Bungalow, 0.9 acres i n  
Kliwanga on school road, nice vieW 
$30,000 for fudher information phone 847- 
3494, 
1973 BOISE CASC, N~E 12x56 ft.hoUse 
trailer, 3.bedroom, includes stove & ,ridge 
with 12 x 16 ft. addition &Kozi wood 
heater; on large treed lot; • drilled well in 
Richfield cr. loop; ! 1/2 mile west of 
Topley $24,500 call 696.3367. 
GRANISLE. 4 Bedroom home, 2 baths, 
finished: basement; semi finished, Fenced 
yard. Paved driveway, 16 x 30 garage, 
Power concrete fleer. Large storage loft 
692-4172. 
2 BEDROOM HOME ON 5 Acres in quiet 
subdivision in "fintagel, paved to driveway, 
ddled well, full basement, appliances, 
good steer home asking $69,900 phone 
692-3834. 
-"" ,11¢'"-"  " 
I i i I ~[ell re I i'r~]ll lg~[~o~Vl~hB~;Iq=,~=.l t , I  
Ts~ax River 
160 acres touching the Tseax River in 
the Nass Valley - old homestead 
overlooking a creek, Selectively 
logged, there remains a majestic 
stand of cottonwood. 
Good access road. Creek, * 
$55,000. $13 750, down 
$872.34 per month, 60 months/, 
Kltwanq~ F INer /  
~: 59.5 acres:wlth approx, 1650 ft. 
of fi'ontage 0nthe KItwanga River. 
Excellent Sa]monfiShlng. Covered 
In Cottonwood, Aspen, and Birch. 
. Very scenic,, 
$¢3,300. $10,825. down, 
$686.77 per month, 60 months. 
Port Slmpson 
One acre lot. 1/4 mile east of Port 
Simpson, In Cunnlngham Passage, 
Small cedar, hem ock. Meadow 
$4,500. $450. down, lease.purch. 
~F E I Leave Message 
OR SAL ..... 
I !  1200 sq. ft. house With full II ~ I L E  12X68 mobile in Woodland 
Ilbasement. Fully renovated, II Heights. European kitchen, 
IInew features include: roof, II newer flooring, 3 bedrooms 
IIsundeck, floor tiles, carpet, II and natural gas heat. 6 
IIdoors, counte.rtops & sink, I| appliances included. 
IImedicine cabinet, picture II Asking $26,500 MLS. 
llwind0w, all electrical outlets I I  Call Lisa Godl inski  at 
II bmeboard &trim, etc. ' r ; I I Terrace Realty 
Ii Located on corner of Ovde II 638-0371 
I[ 11 
 Phone 635-4348  
Now Selling 
~ Re/Max 
of  
Terrace 
1) 5 acre parcel on the bench. 
Subdivision potential MLS 
$118,000 
2) 0.64 acre parcel with 117 ft. 
Highway frontage- su=table 
for Shop and residence 
MLS $41,500 
3) To Lease - 10,500 sq. ft. 
office space in downtown 
core MLS " 
4) Lake se Lake lot, on Kroyer 
• Rd, EXC 814,000 
5) Also 4 lots on south side 
65, 70 or 150'frontage MLS 
Call Olga Power 
Re/Max of Terrace 
638-1400 
Residence 635-3833 
I I 
1 
B.C, Government Offer For Purchase of Building 
offers must be received on 'OTP#1858 by the Purchasing Commission, 4234 
Glanf0rd Avenue, Viotoria, B.C.; VSV 1X4, tags mile:number 387-0386, 
teleL~ne 744-4413,not later than 2:00 p.m. August 31,1993. 
Api~ox. 960Sq, ft 2 bedroom panabode 3 piece bathroom, oil furnace, shingle 
. roof with wood siding exterior, ,. 1 I 
: i~a l  de.~dp~on~* Lot 11Distdct Lot7, C, assiar District, Plan PRP13663 I 
• "~t~ ohan is!a~; access off c#darvale Ferry Road, Ced~rvalo, B.C, I 
VieWlng:;Wedne~l~ust 18, 'i9931::11 a.m.-2 p,m, For further Information I 
'.andcopie~:of ~ ,~ io fsa ie ' ,  please contact Nahcy Greenwood, Minlsby I 
Triple E 
Manufactured 
Homes 
In or Out of Park Sales 
Call 
635-5350 
%" 
!1 
I 
1. REAL ESTATE 
I 
BEAUTIFUL LOG HOME; 3000 square 
feet, 117 acres, 3/4 mile lakeshore, zoned 
for subdivision $250,000, 694-3317 4p14 
WANTED TO 
BUY 
A Lakelse beach frontage 
property, with or without 
cabin. 
624-5151 ~ TERILACE STANDARD 
~OREMIUM COND ~ "Your newspaper is the most reliable way 
I1'~1 FOR SALE  '-'lime to reach your customers every week!" 
Be T°P fl°°r' 2 bedr°°m' c°rner In 638-7283 
Ilunit with bright southemll 
il exposure. ExceUent II 
Ilcondit~on, goodlocaUon wit~ll -_ ~ I : c - - - - - ! 
I I lots of parking. $50,000.00 I I  
Phone 635,5460. )~ 
WATERFRONT 
PROPERTY 
Large lot (,65 acre) on the Skeena 
River. Ready to build. Cleared lot 
with panoramic view of the Skeena 
Rlver and Sleeping Beauty 
Mountain. $35,000 EXCL. Call 
John Evans NOW at Re/Max of 
Terrace 638-1400 or 638-8882, 
Re/Max of Terrace 
Joyce Findlay 
Your Residential 
Spedalist 
638.1400 
9:00 - 5:30 
635-2697 home 
FEATURE OF THE WEEK 
~4 E6~ STREET- NLS 
Owem are moving and would like to. see 
offera REDUCED to $119,900 
LOCATION & LOT: centred Horseshoe. 
Well set back from Eby Street with treed 
front yard (Lot: 61 x 190) Back yard Is 
co'nplotely fenced with g~len area, green 
house and fruit treas. The side ddve b 
)aved around to the rear of the house, 
where you Will find a large deck (20 x;11), 
}addng room underneath for small 
HOUSE: 1200 sq, tt. very well laid out 
Living Room: 13 x 18 with brick fireplace. 
Dining Room: 10 x 9,3, i~tchen: 16.6 xl0 
- e~tlng area plus lots of cabinets lind 
;)entry area. Bedrooms: 3 up, 1 down, 
Baths: 4 piece (up) 2 place (down) 
Rumpus Room 17 x 12.9 with N,G, 
firepla~, Also: small room off rumpus 
room (14x9) and atora0e room (24x 10), 
V~od =ash windows, N,G. he~t and hot 
w~er. Taxes: $1,832,85 (gross) A good 
house in good condition 
ALSO 
Still ooking for new owners fen,, 
MLS listings: 
4403 Birch. view home 
4918 Graham - small, older home 
Creech Street -hedtsGe home 
EXO UsUngs: 
2606 & 08 Evergreen - 2 lots - house & 
ehep 
4413 Maronsy • new home 
5223 MountsJn Vim - view - .,, 9ood as 
new 
For fudher Informatlon on these and 
any other homes you msy be Interested 
In, please don't hesitate to call me. 
A second home 
at beautiful Babine Lake 
from as little as $20,000. 
CANADA LTD 
NORTHLAND COMMUNICATIONS LTD. 
( i~.,~ , Autetel Rental 
, Marine Security 
• , Home Automation/Security 
....... No, 4- 5002 Pohle 638-0261 
RAMUS BROTHERS 
MAINTENANCE & REPAIR SERVICES 
/ Total Renovation & Maintenance .~.  ~=~,,"<"~' ---- 
"~',,4[ SK'EEIV.4" I / Cladding & Sheet Metal Specialist Home Builders' 
British Columbia .~ i~eSl~d~n~al & Commirciai " Association el 
ip.. 638-8822:i x 638-0878 
* Certified Tradesman 
When you gotta' have it, We'll deliver~tl 
"Our expediting sarvlce will save your company money" 
CHIM0 DELIVERY 638-8530 
MACKAY 'S  FUNERAL 
SERI / ICES  LTD.  
Terrace Crematorium 4626 Davis Ave, Terrace 
Directors:  
JAMES WESTERMAN & DOUG MAC FARLANE 
JEANETTE SCHULMEIS.TER 
--e plaq~ee 24 HOUR /'A ~°;; °°"e°'' IA Answering and Pager Service 
Terrace. Kitimal. Smittlers 635"2444 '°°°'" .... 
& Pnnce Rupert A~so~,u~,o~ 
Cowlicks Country Salon 
$ 
Short Hair Perms ............ 49 
~" Bac~ TO'~ * Long Hair Extra 
~" R~hnal ~ .  . Price Indudes Cut 
;~S.p.ic~a'/~,~ Kids Cuts (12& under) ...... '7 
" r /WV~"  3945 SaMe Avenue 
By Appointment Only 635,4143 
TOLSEC 
LOCK & KEY 
CERTIFIED 
LOCKSMITHS 
3238 Kalum Street, 
Terrace, B.C. 
638-0241 
TOLL FREE --  1-800-661.2676 
, Situated atCranisle, incentral British Columbia. • 
° Ideal for fishing, hunting and year-round recreation. 
o Longest natural lake in B.C. 
° Less than two hours drive from Smlttiers'mport, :;~::, :~ • 
* Excellent marina f cilities, 
aAlllotsfully.serviced, ...... ,,. • " . . , ..... • ....... L
, Two and three bedroom odern homes with full basementsl 
~ TERILACE STANDAR D . 
F ~ , ~  ..--. _-.~_ 
Serving Terrace & Thomhill 
* home delivered to every household * sale ads 
news, views, events .business directory 
t • letters to the'~:flt0r Classified advertlSlhg 
Published Every Wednesday 
ne  638 .7283 ~Fax 638-8432 ,~* ' , ,  .~: 
The Terrace Standard, Wednesday, August 11, 1993-  Page B l l  
3, FOR RENT ~aw 3 Bedroom Executive Duplex 6. WANTED MISC. 
Includes carport, 5 appliances, 2 
2 BEDROOM BASEMENT Suite, fddge, balconies, skylight, window IF YOU ARE BUYING or selling chil- 
stove, washer and dryer, 638.1505. coverings, built In vacuum, security dran's fumJture, check wtih the Product 
system. Projected rental date Safety Branch of consumer & Corporate 
2 BEDROOM APARTMENT, Fddge, September. $950.00 month plus Affairs Canada (604) 666-5003 to ensure 
stove, drapes, Isundry facilities, parking utilities. Phone 638-8084 It meets current Safety Stendarde, "111o 
included. Avail Sept 1st. No pets, . . . . . . . .  eats of non compliant produ0te not only 
$485/month, 635.2556. could result In a tragic acddant but also Is 
FOR RENT: 1 Bedroom apaxtment suite. For Lease ~ ~=.tion f =e H,~s  re, c= 
Immediately and Sept 1/93. 635.6428 or or Rent  ~ 
635-5136 . . . .  - -" - - i 
ROOM AND BOARD $275, ~itles Large Warehouse Space 
included, leave messageat 635.7202. good location, good zoning. Local  Mushroom Buyer 
ROOM AND BOARD For working person, Formerly Copper Mountain wants  
call 638.8293. Electronics Pine Mushrooms 
Also 
2 BEDROOM TRAILER WITH 2 bedroom Office/Warehouse Space 
addition on private IoL In Jackpine fiats formerly. N sga'a School Board Office Also 
ge/a ax  $500/month plus $300 security, 635.5913. Good for Store front on Grleg Yellow Chaterel[es 
FOR RENT: One room, student preferred, ' Call 638-8398 Blue Cluster Chaterelles 
o f  computer ave,able, 638-0514. . ....... King Boletus 
1 BEDROOM APARTMENT right Red Tops &Yel low Caps 
Terrace do.town,*~ge~stove,,~u~ en.,=ce, FOR LEASE su i ,us  Varieties 
paved parking, cn site management 635- Sweetoo~ 
Lots  7957. OFFICE - RETAIL- CLINIC SPACE 
Central Iocatlon, off street parklng, Lobster Mushrooms 
Corner. of N. Thomas and 3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES featur. 1,4o0 sq. ft. ground floor Bearsheadtooth 
Halliwell, 3 lots R-2 zone: ing 1150.1300 sq. ft. plus basement, 2 
62.4 x 142 ............. $29,900 ba~s. pdvats yard, carport and satel l i te AVAILABLE Cauliflower Mushroom 
60. 4 x 142 ............. $29,900 W Houston. Phone 845-3161. 31tfn and o~ers 
66.6 x 142 ............. $32,900 ROOMS FOR RENT, Includes femlture. IMMEDIATELY 
hydro, gas, cable, washerl~er, paddng, Depot open on Kirkaldy 
All services have been paid about 10 minutes ~om town. Singles only CALL: 3:30 pm ti l l  8:30 pm 
for. $400/month, 556.5537, 2, references 635-2252 (days) 
required, t~ Open times might 
2906 Molitor 176.82 x 100 1 BEDROOM APARTMENT dght down 635-5531 (evenings) change depending on 
town, fddge/stovel secudly enVanoe, 
zone - M-1 paved parking, on site manegernont 635. weather 
Call Joyce 7957 tfn 4, WANTED TO RENT -.- . . . .  i 
Re/Max of Terrace CENTRALLY LOCATED 3 Bedroom N/9, N/D, Professlonal adults seeks to rent 
townhouse, w/w carpet, fddge, stove, 3 bedroom accommodation i  Terrace, 7. FOR RENT MISC. 
638-1400 fenced.yard, 2 bedroam-basement suite, needed by Aug 26/93, call 638.8822 or 
fridge, stove, washer, dryer, 638- ROOM FOR RENTWIth use of kitchen & 
2. MOBILE HOMES 1505 31)16 (work) 635.6924. WOULD UKE TO RENT A 2-3 bedroom laundry facilities, food not included 
ROOMS FOR RENT, includes fumiturR, house with shop for oezpen~ in or out of $325/roonth, 635-5228. 
NEW MOBILE HOMES FOR lease on our hydro, gas, cable, washer/dryer, parking, town, references avagable, call 635-6277. WAREHOUSE FOR RENT. With retail 
site. Work and [esidenoe references about 10 minutes from town. Singles only ROOM AND BOARD Needed for college shop, 635-1570 after 5:30 p.m. or leave 
required write Mountain view Mobile Park, $400/month, 635.5537, 2 references re- student, Sept 93- Mar 94, 638-1463 after meseage.- 
545, c30 RR//2, Smithers, Attention: Cord qulred. 6 p.m. 8. CARS FOR SALE 
Polsom. 3 & 4 BEDROOM TOWNHOUSES , 
I 
10X55 2 BEDROOM Mobile home cht featuring 1150-1300 sq. It. plusba.dement, 5. FOR SALE MISC, 1987PLYMOUTH Voysger.697-2720 
stove & ~dge, $9500 obo, will consider 2 baths, private yard, carpo~ and satellite 
renteJ purchase with reasonable down TV Houston. Phone 845.3161. 243 WINCHESTER RUGER M77 with 1985 FORD TEMPO L 6rey 4 door 
payment.638-0632. ONE BEDROOM top floor of house 5 leupold 3x7 scope, also Shamano G.R.C. dependable cars, $2300 obo, 635. 
14XTOMANCOMEADOWBROOKMobile appl., ~ge sundeck, gas fireplace, canediancustomrodcc10511engthlO'6", 4378. 
home expando living room large addition, suitable for prof. couple, in Horseshoe Ambassador 6500 C reel level wind, 635- 1979 UNCOLN MARK V, also 1981 
fddge, stove, washer, dryer and $650.00/month, heatlncluded, phone 638- 7714 or635-1685. Lincoln town coupe, open tooffers, phone 
dishwasher., Natural gas. Excellent 1026available Aug. 1/93.. SAVE WITH BULK Freest bags 200 for (message please) 638.8289. 
condition, large comer lot at Timbedand. ; $22.00 size. 8xlo or 10x12 with ties. 1990 TOYOTA TERCEL, 4 speed. 
Milman mfg Box 113, Roxboro Quebec, Excellent cend~on, $70,000 kin., $5900, 
$32,500,635.1493. I HeY 3E8 0rder for 94.. 638.1511.. . 
FOR SALE 19712 BEDROOM Satewsy I FOR ,,. 
:~ Tialier, N/G heat, laundry room, Woodland I 
~ '~. J :Heights m, ,  e , . ~u , . .  I r . . . . . .  '16900. c.,=, : RENT ~!~'  | : sys tem wlth; ds~. er.'~950~.,~e i~635~. ', •silver, 5-Spdl, tilt~..fpb:: 170 hplr exceltent -. 
1''3" ~r COMPOTER vr~ hp 'colo'ur i~inter. 'N,Ite SR"J:42"/7 homs; SS2.~2T/work. ~:1968 10x50, 10X50 addition; Natural ga~: I ' 8 (  . . . . . . .  
~he~ ,ee~ s~e work. Rant, '481  Hwy. 1 6 west  I Modern mouse and some soltwara, call ~ OMEGA WITH 1984 motor, 
$350/month. Lots of potential. #18 Scott 635-2142. gas, good tires, winter plug, eJso shod box 
Houston TraJlerPark/$5,000.'OBO,' 847. BAR ROOM SIZE Pod table made by canopy, studded winter tires 75x15. 846- 
258~, Pate or leave rnessege.- Servlce/Lt. white valley, $1200, comes with cue 9751. 
1976:P,N:L~MOUNT 12X64 , 2 BR, 4 " sticks, new cloth, 849-5541. 1986 MERCURY TOPAZ Sport edition, 
appliances, must be moved, $12,000 f i rm,  Industrial 1 AI:ITLEY CLARINET, 1 Yamaha power windows, power seat, am/fro 
845-2449.. Bays trumpet, both in excetient condition asking cassette, 5 speed, e.r.c. $3,600, abe 638. 
1974 12x68, 3 Bedroom mobile home on $300 each obo, call Men-Sat days 635- 1115. 
pad in town. 8x10 addition n/g, 4 880 to 7200 sq. ft. 6924. 1989 CHEVY CAVALIER, Mint condition 
appliances, $23,O00 bo, call 638,8061. PREFASBED Utility sheds, garages, ed system p/w, p/I, sunroof, 5~,000 kin, 
1978 14X70 MOBILE with large addition, workshops, greenhouses, also traJler $10,000, call 635-3456. 
Asking $35,000.00. If interested call 692- skirting, joey shacks, snowroofs and deck 1981 TOYOTA TERCEL, Excellent 
7822.. Phone 635-7459 an~ fences. Oirk Bakker 638-1768 runnlngcondittenS1000,obo,638-0352 
3. FOR RENT Progressive Ventures evenings. 1985 2.2 L PLYMOUTH VOYAGER, 7 
RELOCATION SALE, Trucks, compsdzed passenger mini bus, 168,000 kin. G.C. 
SMALL ONE BEDROOM SUITE, no pets, van, used cars, auto pads, Chev Ford, $5500. OBO. Must sell. Phone 635.2880 
references $400 month, includes Utilities, ask-we may have, call 638.1977.- or 635.3669. Ask for DIck.- 
638~N82: 
FOR RENT, AVAILABLE SEPTEMBER ~ 2 GIRLS BIKES, PORTABLE Sewing EXCELLENT BUY! 1968 Mustang 302 
1/93, 3 bedroom home in the Hoiseshoe machine, shod box canopy, studded rebuilt, tout barrel holley-esrb, dual 
area in quiet neighbourhcod. Ser ious Manaqementr winter tires 75x15, 2 wicker hanging exhaust. Lots of engine chrome. Must 
Inquides only, must provide good lamps,846-9751, sell, $3900or offersl Phone 695-6607,., S Sq ONE 1926 "Howard" piano pdce $1,900 1992 GEO STORM GSI yellow 12,9801~. references. $750.00 per month plus" it uare 
utililJen. Call Ed or Chds 638.0241 (24 umm . goedcondition, phone 635.5205, • p/~, am/fro cassette, auto wman~/, 
"~)' Ap CASH 8, CARRY C,d)lnet Warehouse. $13,500. Phone 8474626 (home)Or647- 
FOR RENT, AVAILASLE September 1 /93 ,  artments Huge .vinos, w~rehouee pddng cabi- 2929.- 
basemanl suite inlhe Horseshoe area In a nets by Kltchan QOfl of Canada. 3566 1985 NISSAN SENTRA, 4 speed. G.O. 
quiet neighbourhcod. Serious Inquir~ One/Two Bedroom M=~y Dr. Rtnm(~orge581.2240, Fax But needs a new engine. 1988 Suzuki 
only, must provide good references. 561-,£250. t~ Quedrunner, 250 co 2 wheel drive 
$450.00 per month; plus uti~les, call Ed or Uflits DOUBLE BED, BOX SPRING, Matlreas $2100.00 or trade for older buck 635-4311 
and night table all in good condition, alter S:3op.m.. 
Chds'S38-O241(24hrs), Qu ie t  & C lean  250.00 call 635-2753 and leave rues- 1985GLSubaru Sedan, 4door auto.Low 
1640 SQ. FT, DOWNTOWN Retail store, esge~ tfn mileage. Asking $5500.00 Call 635.6205. 
$1500 plus GST. Also 1360 sq. ft. s tore  Racquetball Courts 
$13001month; eat and hotwater included, PRE-FABBED UTIUTY Sheds, garages, call 624-3434,. Gymnasium workBhope, aim Ixaller sldrting Jooy MUST SELL 1972 Chevy Vega. complete with Hooker Headers, Pesai, 350, 3000 
ehacke~ anowroof~, deck and fences, Dlrk stall, Tach, and much more. $2500 after 
ONE:~ BEDROOM BASEMENT Suite Warn Bakker638-1768eVanlnge, 6¢13 5:00 p.m. 635.9009.. 
aVaJl~le Sept 1st. utilities and I~,ndry Call Ray er  iN)vANcED ULTRALIGHT Aircraft ~ 1985 SUBARU 4 wheel ddve station 
included $475.00 month, 638.1283. rans high performance alroralt, build your- 
FOR A FAMILY. Very dean two bedrcoro 5968 ,ftom75hreaasanbllng,me.cont~'t wagon, 630001~. Goodconditten, great 
mobile. Large fenced lot in Pine Park 4 6 3 5 "  u . , .o ' , ,~ ,  41)14 family andwintercar,$4750.OOOBO635. 
appliances avail. Sept 1/93 $585/month, 1/2 PRICE SALE NORMA Msv's collect- 9035- 
635-2126. Iblee, Telkwa 848-9751 July ]~. to PaD it 9. TRUCKS FOR SALE 
197o/~BASSADOR Mobile home ask. 2607 Pear St. 31 .clearing out my craft things, 
Ing~10000535.4894 b~ he~dpalnted xmes card, old buttons 11)84 FORD F-600,15ft deck 370 cu in on 
Go. 41)14 pmpene, new radials good clean track, 
Outstanding Achievement $150.00. Swing set with slide $.50.00. 1989 FORD FLANGER Supercab 4x4 v13 doubts slnks with four sets aed arbodte tiated windows, boxliner, custom dms, $150.00. 632.5325. excellent running condition, $8000, call 
• FOR SALE • SOLID BIRCH China 636.2306 or 636.9264. 
Cabinet, new coedition, $1200.00 635- 1988 FORD BRONCO )Q.T 4x4 futly load- 
Re/Max of Terrace 2~,. BULKLEY VALLEY EARTHWORI~' ed, low mileage, tow package, still on war- 
ranty, excellent running condition $15,000 
congratulates .~ ,  ,=o~d, . . .=  h~ .o,8~.2~obo, er=8.9234, 
wigglers, soil improvement, breeding 
JOYCE FINDLAY =ck,~=,  castings, compesting, school 1986 FORD RANGER 4x4 c/w canopy 
projects, call Paul Coutier at 845-7783 fully loaded, 70,000 kin excsllent condition 
: :  on her (Houston) or tex 645-7793. $6,500. 1978 Okanagen camper good 
,, condition $3,500 as a unit $9,500 cal; 692- 
, 'Outs tand ing  8. WANTED MISC. 739o. 
' 1984 FORD EXPLORER F-150 6 cyl 4 
WANTED - SMALL /~iuadum snail=, speed, rod, no rust, excdlent running Achievement" phone =5.,,2z. WANTED: BOAT RACK To • box of mli condition $2,500, firm, phons 798.2228. 
for the months of June and July. In slmchevpickuplruck,638-1423. 1990 TOYoTA RCKUP 29,000 km, eye~ 
USED AUTO PAHI~ Chev ford and ate" extended warranty, Tonneau cover, 
recognition of this accomplishment, Joyce ~ buck, vans you ask, we may.have studded winter tires, excellent condition, 
is pleased to make a donation to the HAVE THADEFISFOR Mlckey mouse, 1984 SUBARU QL 4x4 good conditlon~ 
ronald MoDonald burger king bcludesCereo, roofrack, blkecarder, and 
Terrace Child Development Centre, m=~=uce I]46.9751, will else ~'ade chains, owner movlngtoun]verslty,$2500 
. . . . .  • blllle glass things for thes~ 41)14 obo, 847.4618, . 
. . ,  . . ~, .  
FOR SALE. 22FT Duckworth, 351 Ford, 
freshwater cooled, 3.stage Hamilton jet, 
V]-IF radio, compass, Bennett dm tabs, 
pump protector, reverse splash guard, 
heater, 370 actual hours, galvanized trailer 
$18,000, phone K~timat 632.2151 ask for 
Paul or Rene. 
1985 G.M.C. 1/2 TON 2 W.D. p/u 305 
auto, ps, pb, am/fro cans. limited slip diff, 
tilt steering 124,000 kms, odglnal owner, 
3,900 obo, c~l1695.6434. 
'78 CHEV PICKUP. In good funning 
condition $700,635.9069. 
Victor P. Hawed, 0.D. 
OPTOMETRIST  
#1 - 4748 LakelseAve 
Terrace, 8C 
V8G 1R6 
Appts 638,8055 
Fax 638.8087 
Modem 638,8697 
Amtic Cat 
Evlnrude 
Kawesakl 
Suzuld 
LawnBoy 
H.O. Waterskls 
& Accessories 
Certified Mechanics: 
Fred Dunn 
Wtllle DeHoog 
Neid Enterpr ises Ltd. 
The Recreation Specialists 
4925 C Kelth Ave., 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1K7 
Phone 035-3478 
5-5050 
I lu :  
ease Cosgrove 
ark Neld 
m Link 
EnviroShade 
All Envlroshade products are 
made of hlgh quality Solartex TM 
UV, a knitted outdoor fabric that 
will not fade, mold, mildew, rot 
or tear. 
Enviroshade Is the leader in 
Shadehouses for all occasions. 
BURDErr  DISTRIBUTORS (1977) LTD. 
4759 Hlghwny 16 W. Terrace, BoCo 
VOG 1N3 
PHONE .......... 635-2818 
FAX ................ 635-1180 
HElD ENTEBPRISES~UD':~'; ,~"~''''''-~ 
. . . . . .  l .q -~ . :  - , t I z , . .~  J * o 
SPECIALIZING IIV ALUMINUM WELDING' ' 
& MANUFACTURING 
CUSTOM BUILT BOATS - BOAT REPAIRS 
ALUMINUM FABRICATION- GAS TANKS- TOOL BOXES 
RUNNING BOARDS- BOX LINERS 
200 TON I~ETAL BENDING PRESS 
JIM NEID 
TEL (604) 635-4843 
FAX (604) 635-5050 
t5 LOWRIE AVENUE 
RACE. B.C. VSG 3Ye 
~,~ Windshield Repair/Replacement 
~. , , . ,  - • Auto a~sss 
~ ~,:~. • ICBC Replacements 
. ~ ~ .  ~ 1 ~  • Mirrors 
~ ~'~r..~il • wio~ows 
";" . 5 
- ~  VFAL  C S GLASS LTD 
_. ~:Td~, :632~f48001;!!nTerrace:638.880~l !, 
SAM THE WOOD MAN 
Call Sam 
Specialist All Types of Wood Floor 
Laying, Sanding and Finis/zing 
R.R. 3 Site 19, Comp. 7 
Ph. 635-5323 Terrace, B.C. V8G 4R6 
Business Directory 
ADVERTISING 
V' Present Your Card Every 
Week ; 
v' Highly Visible 
V' Affordable : ~ ii::ii~ ~~~ ~ . . . .  
V' Effective , 
i 
For only =25,55 per week 
(billed monthly - 3 month contract) 
your business can be part of 
the Terrace Standard's 
Business Services Listing 
Talk To An Ad Consultant 
Today 638-7283 
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9, TRUCKS FOR SALE 
1972 G.M.C. PICKUP Automatic excellent 
running condition, $1200 firm, 630-7203. 
1991 CHEVY S.10, 29,000 kin, $8,400, 5 
speed, 2 wheel drive, canopy, radio/tape 
deck, 638-1536. 
1989 CHEV SUBURBAN 4x4 tow 
package, rear heat, p.s.p.b., p.w., p.d.l. 
auto, o/d, barn doors, captain seats, 
$12,400,638-8413 
1989 FORD RANGER, S.Cab auto, 2.9-~ 
ire, 6 cyl, excellent condition, phone 635- 
5314. 
1986 DODGE 4X4 PICKUP, VS, auto. 
New tires, muffler and batten/. Ven/dean 
and well malntalned, $6,200. e38-0171.- 
1986 Pont iac Par is ienne 
Brougham loaded, 4 
door, low mileage, one 
owner.  
'1976 Monte Car lo 2 door, 
ow miles 
1986 Ford Ranger  4X4 
F lU6  4 speed, overdrive 
1975 Ford Supercab  
canopy, 3/4 ton, 250 $550 
1970 Ford  Van Camper  
is good transportation 
23 ft. Cabin  Cru iser  
Rienel boat command 
bridge, Model RV2250, 
good hull, no~ leg or 
engine. Price $5,950.. 
1992 Ford F150 XLT  
=lareside S/C loaded, 
17,000 kin's, $21,995 3 
year warranty optional 6 
years. - 
635-2655 
11. RECREATIONAL 
VEHICLES 
t976 SCAMPER 21' motor home. Ford 
rebuilt with 3000 miles, propane 
conversion self-contained roof, air, sleeps 
6 $8,000 obo, 635.2126. i
FOR SALE 1989. 30ft 5th wheel, re~ 
F b~rcom, a/c,..: mlorowave, .:anV/m;.,exc 
~ n ,  $24,000, can be. seen at 
sold as a package. 
!1 FOR SALE H 
II Aluminum River II 
II Boat II 
II 14 ~t. Lund $14 with 25 hp I I  
II Mercury/San Leandro Jet. I I  
II $3 ,300  i i  
II Phon. Kitlmat632-2151 II 
15. MACHINERY 
9U 06 CATWITH Electric start 12,000, D3 
cat with backhoe 16,000, 350 JD loader 
12,000, 410 JD backhoe 12,000, Granlale 
1-697-2474 or 1-697-2393. 
380 TIMBER JACK UNESKIDDER exc. 
cond. 4.25 tires, 2500 hr on motor, all 
wheels chained, spare tire plus spare 
parts, water tank $19,000 OBO 846-5803 
mornings or evenings. 
HOT AUGUST DEALS. 10 Backhoes 
$10,000 and up, water trucks, dump 
trucks, end-dumps, belly dumps, loaders, 
excavators, low beds, bob cats, tilt trailers, 
crew cabs, mechanics trucks, work vans, 
gen sets, phone 493-6791 
ALL STEEL SAWMILL Has hydraulic 
carriage, 52" blade, and 454 chev power 
planL Also backhoe attachment for John 
Deers 450. Call 638-0351. 
WANTED SMALL CRAWLER Tractor 
Caterpillar, John Deere, etc, 632-6510 
leave message.- 
[;6 9V CAT ~EEDS Some work, can be 
i" fixed on my property, come eee and 
". make me an offer, 694.3456 @14 
95 HP 3 PHASE GORMAN Rupp Sub. 
' merslble water pump c~ canl~ol ]
and 100 ft cable, suitable for irrlgafion or 
pond dewatedng, new value $25,000 ask. 
Ing $6000 ob o also honda portable for- 
esW pump c/w 100 ft, new hose $450 
695-6562 @14 
J.D. 350 CRAWLER WIth blade end. 
Winch, $12,500 J.D. 450 crawler !oader 
¢/w 1 5/8 yard bucket, $15,500 both in 
excellent condition low hours 695-6562 
Bums Lake. 4p14 
CLARK FORKLIFT For sale, propa~ ,
operated, needs some work, also pall I 
lack 635-1570after 5:30 pm. ::. ~1= 
t- . ARM,:PRO DUCE 
III 
HAY FOR SALE; Square bales; 45 to 55 
pounds; sold by the bale or ton, call 845. 
7867. 
1986 VW WESTFALIA Camper, automatic 
full service history avagable many extras; 
excellent condition $14,500, phone 635- '-HAY FOR SALE. New crop. Brome- 
7842 (evenings) . . ': .... . "Alfalfa, Timothy,. Alslke.Rome, Clover. 
PRICE REDUCEDt 1985 tripleE dass'C 'Timothy, Cummins Ranch, Hwy 18 West, 
m0toJhome, 28tt, rear bedroom, sleeps 6, South Hazelton, Dallveq Available, 842. 
two air conditioners, generat0r, i. ~ 10w. 5316 9p9 
: mileage. Ford Chassis, 460 motor, 847.- I WILL, HAVE SQUARE Bales from the 
.-9409. ::.{:.{ . . field for sale, order now, later I can 
8' FRONTIER CAMPER, Ven/clean s.c. deliver 694-3456 4p14 
17. GARAGE SALES 
I 
SUNDAY AUG 15, 9:00 a.m. - 5:00 p.m.; 
4842 OeJry Ave. We're selling a bt of 
items that we can't fake along. Toys, 
books, household items and more. 
18. BUSINESS SERVICES 
GHOSTRELDS WOOD DESIGNS 
well cared for, 3 way ffidge, stove, 
lumace, $1,900 635.9069. 
1981 BLUEBIR0 66 Passenger bus on 
propane, eli new rubber, excellent 
condition, $7,500,635-7250 or 635-7823. 
1977 ROAD RANGER 23' Travel trailer, 
air, awning, antenna $7,500 obo, call 638. 
• 1511;::' , "' : . . . .  
9.6' BIGFOOT CA~PER Deluxe. dw hot 
range, hydranllc contracting for log, conventional, and 
alternative homes.:. Roofs, restor~ons, 
,~kitchens, stairs and furnishings. Offer 
innovative weather-proof door and window 
installations for log homes. Computer 
video modeling call soon for 194. Frank 
Pesselt 1.694-3763 fax 1.694-3704. 
AUDIOSPACEMAN. QUALITY Sound DJ. 
Service available for dances, weddings, 
'parties. We play your kind of music. 1.699- 
8426 or 1.699-6934.- 
ATrENTION SMALL BUSINESSES, Why 
' pay high accounting fees for your book- 
keeping needs? For confidential, 
professional bookkeeping service, Manual 
or Computer call 635-9592. 
REBUILT AUTOMATIC TRANSMIS- 
SIONS & parts. We rebuild standard 
~'ansmlsslcos, lransfe~ cases and rear 
" ends. Bel.air Automotive Auto Parts and 
Service, Ph, 846.5101, Telkwa 8.C. 16tfn 
PILOT CAR, Fully licensed, thsuredl 
bonded, available one hour notloe. F..xpe- 
denced rivers call 638-8398 1 cb'n 
I 
|[,  ~ A NEW ME. 11 
I I  I dlsco~,ered an easy way. I lost I I  
I I  Inches, weight, feel great and have I I  
HI tons of energy.Naturally. I I  
i l  You can start oday by telephoning I I  
Dianne Rowe 638-1349 Jj 
I~,L~ - General Carpentry 
f r  and Renovations 
II 3o Years Experience 
t>~ Terrace, BC 
L .~ 635-3937 ~.  
water, shower, oven, 
Jacks, awning and more, phone 695.6334 
$9500.00 OBO, Bums Lake, NO GST.- " 
1989 DONAIR Tent Tratler ..sleeps 6, has 
3 way fddge, stove & ~rnace. Excellent 
condition $4500,00 BO, 627-7955.- 
1989 LYNX PROWLER 5th wheel, 18.5 
ft. 4 burner stove, oven, shower, queen 
elza bed. Uke new aeldng $10,000 842. 
5246 evenlng~.. @14 
MOTORCYCLES 
1990 YAMAHA YSR80 mini racer style, 
400 kin. excellent:condition, $1500.00 
Phone 842-5528 or 842-5513. 
1983 V45 MAGNA,' Excellent condition, 
$2100.00 or best offer. Phone 635-9587. 
1986 HARLEY DAVIDSON Low rider 
FXRs. Only has 13,600 kin, serious
inquiries only, ceil afier 6pm 635-7651, 
1979 HONDA (38 750K, Gcodcendition, 
yen/dependable, front faldng & tank bag 
Included, $1500 ebo,call Unda 635.6290 
SUZUKI 650, Temptation. Street Bike 
$1200, 842-5310.- 
FOR SALE. 1988 Honda Hawk GT647 
Model, immaculate condition, 1157 kin. 
Asking $3500 0. Caii 638-~411.- 
14, BOATS & MARINE 
12FT, RAFT ELECTRIC M~tor and batten/ 
$650 new, will sell for $350.00 like" 
;,~.n~, only,used or~e: Timberland Trailer. 
Park, Space CT2, 4619 Queenswny Drive. 
• IS.R":.SANGST~".-With.~ler & 30 
homep0wnr.new motor. 635.6461. 
23 FT BAYUNERWtth trailer, command 
~l~lge~ 350 engine with engine at=T~. 280 
ieg.'one ,pm'~ with housing; fully 
equipped./Z~so a-12:ft, eluminum boat, _ - -" - - - I 
ui~d for tou~ $1200~ ceil 635-.5802. "
1ST~JET BOAT, Almat Jet line, 3 stage, A' I [ ' rENTION 
H Uto. engine, to hoers o. I BAND STUDENTS l 
:r~guflt removeable cabin, 20 horse  EXCELLENT SALES 
: ix~/~r,: Idler, ~al ads, 80 gallon, fuel & RENTAL RATES ON 
~nkar, $24,800, 632-7310 6p12 BAND INSTRUMENTS 
i : "~'8"= 24 FT, F'II~IEFORM boat, loaded CallToll r,,,a 1-80G667-7888 
,and ready b go; ~11 cmdder 18 R to ~ iI..~lt!l!~l~fi~It~,~!t~l~.tl~ 
~184~-3299 bet~ 8.9 pro,. @15 ' 
Here WE GROW Again! 
~l f  you're a highly motivated, sales-oriented consultant seeking 
~career advancement, positions are now available for a new ~J 
~UNIGLOBE agency opening in Terrace, Minimum one year 
~experience is required. Salary negotiable. Please fax or send your ~J 
i~ resume to 604.681-1047, UNIGLOBE Travel (Western Canada) 
~lnc., #800-1199 W. Pender S~eet, Vancouver, B,C. V6E 2R1 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
ROYAL CANADIAN LEGION 
BRANCH 13 TERRACE 
The Legion has openings for the following 2 positions 
1 Part Time Bartender 
1 Full time Bartender 
Anyone interested In either of these positions should submit 
a copy of ~elr  resume to the Royal Canadian Legion at 
4425 Legion Ave. Terrace any day after 3:00 p.m. 
FULL TIME POSITION AVAILABLE 
We have an immediate opening for a full t ime 
Shipper/Receiver 
Appl icant  must  have a valid drivers l icense. Send 
resume to Irly Bird, 4425 Keith Ave., Terrace, B.C. 
V8G 1J7,  At tent ion  Shawn.  In terv iews wil l  be 
arranged. 
I 
i r  
~ establiL%'d l~J7
SALES REPRESENTATIVE  
The individual we seek must have the ability and self-motivation 
to sell in a very competitive market. Transportation sales and 
experience would be an asset. The successful applicant will be 
required to travel throughout he Smithers to Prince Rupert area. 
If this position is of interest to you, please submit your resume to: 
Van Kam Freightways 100% 
2140 Quinn Street, 
Prir~d:~0~ge, B~C.~'V2N~.t~(5 i -. ,:~-~': ~...B.C; owt~e~,:...! l ~,,~ ~.{'~  ,,,.,-,,"t,.~'*:/ . ., ,,., b~r~-~ l~ ~ . 
.56~3:0.! !_4 --,, ,.~,,,,~,.:,s~ce ~,,~/~:~.~]~ ~',~ 
i Louisiana.Pacific Corporation J ~P :" " 
Louisiana.Pacific Canada Ltd. iscurrently accepting resumes for a 
Part Time Scaler ! 
Applicants mu~t i'~ld a British Columbia Scaling Licance and be quaiified to 
scale timber east of the Cascades. 
If you me interested in joining a leading forest product company, please submit 
a resume along with a copy of your licance by August 20,1993 to: 
Loulslena-Paclffc Canada Ltd, 
Re, Box 2330, Dawson Creek, B.O. V1G 4P2 ! 
= • ~ Attn' Personnel Department " | 
¢OMPOI I IT ION 
MANAGEMENT TRAINEE 
An attractive opportunity for a management rainee v~h0wlshes to build • 
secure future in the challenging environment of consumer finance. 
IF YOU 
-have at least grade 12 educotlon. - 
-enjoy meeting and dealing with pe~ 
.are determined to earn a manager 
-willing to relocate. 
-have a valid drivers Ilcence. 
-previous sales experience. 
WE OFFER 
-a thorough on the Job tralnlng prog 
-advancement opportunities based 
-a good aalary and benefits packag 
Plan for aau¢cessful and rewardir 
diversified financial organlzal]on in Canada. : ' ; : . ,  : .~ .... ..:_ 
Barren M. Smith 
TRANS CANADA CREDIT CORPORAI'ION 
4548 Lakelee Ave., Terrace, B.C. 635-6310, VSG 1P8 
".4 Northwest Financial Company" I 
Largest Imp.ortDealer in the Northwest 
" requires 
REPREsENTATIVE  " 
Must be  neat  in appearance, reliable, must  have 
min imumgrade  12 education and able to deal 
effectively with the public. -. 
We offer a good benefits package and excellent 
earnings potential, 
Resume required; For appointment contact . , ,  , .... 
THORNHILL  MOTORS .. . .  =: 
3040 Hwy. 16 E: ' . 
Terrace, B.C. 
635.7286 ;--,., 
!J PREVENTION WORKER 
required by Prince Rupert Alcohol and Drug Services, 
, Dut es'. to work with .Pr nce Rupert Secondary. and feedei, elementary ~ 
schoo s to deve op and imp ement preventzon programs, ~ 
i~ Preferred qualifications: post secondary education especially in 
addictions or health serv ces, strong interpersonal skills, ability to work ;~ 
with a team and to take initiative and be willing to work flexible hours. 
Deadline for applicationsls August 18th, 1993. 
Applications may be submitted to Doug Marrie, Administrator, Prince 4 l 
Rupert Regional Hospital, 1305 Summit Avenue, Prince Rupert VSJ 
P, smart: set: 
I 
I STORE MANAGER I 
WEARE 
Canada's largest ladies fashion retailer with 600 stores from 
coast o coast. 
WE NEED 
A dynamic STORE MANAGER for:our Reitman's 
Skeena Mail location. 
YOU HAVE 
- , solid retail management experience and 
fashion awareness 
• excellent selling and merchandising skills 
~ . strong leadership and training abilities WE OFFER 
, competitive salary and benefit programs 
• generous discount privi ege and incentive 
plans 
• career advancement opportunities, training 
and development 
Please submit your rfeu~6 by 
August 18,1993, In confidence to: 
Reitmen's Inc, 
Skeene Mall - Deanna Cormeno 
Terrace, B.C, VSG 1Re 
Interviews will be held on August 24, 25& 26,1993 
We are ~ equal opportunity employer, j 
OFFICE ASSISTANT II 
MINISTRY OF ENVIRONMENT, LANDS AND PARKS 
BC ENVIRONMENT 
TERRACE DISTRICT OFFICE .... 
B.C. Environment in Terrace requires an Office Assistant If;, 
halflJtlmei~,Monday ~0 ~r~ay ~l~.is~h0urs per week); Sala~ 
~,ri~hge $4,73~23 ~tb~$ 5137,. 37.~Joi -~, eek~'~=~.:~ '"~ ~ ~.  ;"~"~:~.~ 
Duties include responding ~'~'t~i-ephone.inqui'fiesregarding 
hunting and fishirlg regulations.andproblem wildlife; typing 
correspondence and technical reports; issuing licences and 
permits; and other general office duties for the conservation 
Officer Service, Habitat Portection and Environmental 
=rotection'programs. 
Applic .ants should have a good knowledge of routine office 
practices and procedures, ability to communicate effectively 
with the public, and minimum typingspeed of 40 Wpm. Good 
word processing skills using Wordperfect 5.1 are desirable. 
Knowledge of and an interest in natural resource 
management and la.w enforcement are a definite asseL 
Those candidates wishing to apply are asked to complete 
a Province of  British Columbia Application Form available 
from the Access Centre, Terrace, B.C. Applications should be 
mailed to BC Environment, Ministry of Environment, Lands 
and Parks, 104 - 3220 Eby Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 51<,8. 
Applications must be received by 4:30 p.m, Aug. 25, 1993. 
For more information contact Marilyn Longridge or Martin 
Meldeds at 638-3279. 
NORTHWEST 
COMMUNITY COLLEGE 
,1"  
• ResUmes hould be sent by August 25th, 1993 to~ '~ . :  
!: ,B  
Northwest Community College has two openings in its management group. 
Assistant Director - Prince Rupert 
Reporting to the Regional Director, WesternRegion, the position is 
responsible for providing ongoing management of Centre operations 
related to physical resources, financial management, and support for 
programs, staff and students. You will liase with various regional 
communities to increase the visibility of the College and assist in building 
educational partnerships. 
A Bachelor's Degree in a related field is required together with at least two 
years administrative xperience, Preferably in a College setting,:Strong 
: organizational skills and a thorough knowledge of Up;to,date management 
oractices are required. Teaching experience would be an asset. 
Salary commences at $51,000 per annum. 
~ec~ive Assistant o the President- Terrace 
Reporting to the President, thii confidenUel~ positl0ni!~Wlii:iprovlde 
coordlnationand support services for the College shard o f Govem0rs, 
Senl0i~i Management Committee anti,rheA EdUcation:CounciL You will 
researd~ and compile data on specific' issue~ andpr0dtJc~e ieports~or 
correspondence aS required, in addition; you Will provliJe' active support in 
community relations and for the networking of northern B,C, institutions 
and agendes. ' ~ ' 
A Diploma or a Degree in Journalism or equivalent is preferred, together 
with relevant expedence. Strong organizafional skills and computer skills in 
Wordprocesslng, Spreddsheet and database are required together with 
experience inthe recording and preparation of minutes, 
Salary commences at $42,000 per annum. 
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18, BUSINESS SERVICES 
PAINTING 
Fast- Cheap- Fast / 
Residential- Commercial 
Kevin Turner. 849-5888 
I NO DIET MAGIC LoJ 
Call Melodie 
se 201bs in 30 days 
638-1671 
   KID'S ' '~".h.' 
~,t~,~:,~ CASTLE ~.~.,.~-~, ~ 
(UCENCED)  "~.u...~ 
PRESCHOOL & DAYCARE 
• . For children 2V= to 5 
638-8890 
Comlei Mounta/n 
I 
21. HELP WANTED 
I I 
RELIABLE BABYSITTER WANTED 
(preferably i,; .~v own home) (Horseshoe 
area) ages 2,7,§, part une, mon-fii and 
some weekends. Phone 635-5282 after 7 
pm. 
REQUIRED IMMEDIATELY, Mature, 
responsible, and reliable babysitter to care 
for 2 smell children, in my home or.yours. 
Men. Fd 9.5 some weeks will be on~y 4 
days. Must supply own transportation if 
working In my home. For fudher 
information call after 5pm 635.3384. 
WOOLWORTHS ACCEPTS APPUCA- 
TIONS for employmant every Wednesday 
for an application & interview please 
apply to Personal Office c~ 
BACKHOE, GRADER, CAT Operators 
wanted, must be experienced, reply to 
Box 58, 4647 Lazsile Ave, Terrace B.C. 
V8G 1S8 6p15 
D.8K OPERATOR Required immediately, 
muet, must be experienced in road build. 
Ing, 635-2340 . 3p15 
REQUIRE RELIABLE Babysitter sterling 
September, references required, 638. 
0552 3p~5 
BABYSI'i'I'ER NEEDED For 2 children (1 
toddler, 1 school age) near Uplands 
school, 638.O717 3p15 flight Ce.fre 
Aircraft Charter 
* Flight Seeing Trips 
* recreational and career training 
Start anytime and finish at 
your own pace 
* four seat aircraft for rent 
Ph: 635-1355 
DRYTOP. 
Specializing in 5" continuous 
steel or aluminum gutters. 23. WORK WANTED 
Installation, repairs & 
cleaning, B.C. CERTIRED Pesticide applicator 
SERVING TERRACE seeks employment, call 635.9132, 
& KITIMAT GRANDMOTHER WILL BABYSIT In her 
Roofing and Siding home. Copper Mountain School area. 
, Installation and Repairs Mon-Fd, Ages 2yrsto older, 635.5316, 
NEED ODD JOBS DONE Around ,your 
Call Steve 638-O838 .:. home ~, 'pelnt.wash,WindoWs}.~fe#ing,~ 
• _ ~ v-;daWrt alig~arderf~.a~eTyo~ w~t:it; pne?~ 
19, LOST & FOUND ' Give us e ca11635-3790. " 
FOR HIRE: DEUMBER, Call 997-4422. 
STILL MISSING Neutered male siamese WORK WANTED - I will work for any Tar- 
cat from the 4600 of Graham, he answers race and area business. I am a tireless 
toMogley638-7239, sales represestative. I work 7 days a 
LOST SATURDAY, July 31/93 from Old week; days and evenings. I will present 
your sales or service message to 18000 
Reins, (near Race Tra~) neutered male ~tenliat customers every week. My past 
hybrid husky cross light in colour with dad( 
tips, wearing a green nylon collar, reward history proves I spent an average of 31/2 
days with each consumer In your market 
offered for his safe return 635-6402. I am The Terrace Standard. Call me, I will 
FOUND NEAR LIONS TRAILER at Lower work for you. Standard Adverllelng 638- 
Little on Riverboat Days weekend, a white 7263. 1/n 
swastshid. Can be claimed by identifying GOING ON VACATION Need a break'/ 
the logo on front. Phone 638.1142. Let us help water your garden, walk the 
LOST: BOYS 18 Speed mountain bike, dog, feed the cat, cut the grass, depend- 
'Badetta' florescent yellowish/green color, able experienced child sitters Bob and 
person who took bike also has the lock & M.axin. e 638.8648 3p15 
key. It is registered at the Fire Hall. 
Reward offered 635-7688. 
LOST A BLACK AND Tan miniature 
dobberman terrier c¢oss 3 months old. 
Answers to Tessie. Lost in Woodland 
heights area. 638.0729. 
$200 REWARD FOR THE Return or 
Information leading to the return of sm~Jl 
golden cocker spaniel that went missing 
on Sparks and Kalum, night of JdY 14, 
1993, answer to Molly, 635-2328. 
FOUND A SET OF KEYS mostly GM keys 
found between Peb'oCan & Clark Street in 
Thornhill, Ph. 635.4765 
20. PETS & LIVESTOCK 
! 
FOUR AUSTRALIAN Shepherd pups, Two 
males and two females, nine weeks old. 
Td.colours, $75 each. 642-6678 leave 
message. 
APPALOOSA/ARAB 10 yr. gelding 15.3hh 
x-pony dub. Very loving; to good home, 
phone 846.5300 evenings. 
DOG AND CATGrooming, Lisa 635.5764 
FOR SALE CKC Registerahle Sable or b. 
lack and tan German Shepherd pups, 
$300.$600. Sedous inquidee only. Please 
phone 635.2363 Fax 635.7007. 
DOG NtD CAT Grooming, all breed¢, 
home or pick up and delivery, call Usa at 
635-5764 6¢12 
WELL TR.NNED O.14. Gelding 12 ye~ i~ 
4 year dd mare started under saddle 4 
year dd appeloosa mare, veil. preW, 
847-8988 or see Linda at t~e ~r.  
grounds 4p14 
1986 12 FT, HORSE Trailer, good condJ'- 
flea, $3000 call, 845-3305 (Houston) 4p1,.5 
FOR SALE: 2 1/2 ye~ old dairy, cow, 
good dbposilan and health, produces 2 
gallons milk per day, 3 gallon mli( pal 2 
gallon safegard elecfrie home pes~ri x 
phane 638-1492 ~ o 
MINATURE ,SCHNAUZERS For ee~e'--¢~ 
Janqu1692.339O 4p15 
Skeena Va l leyFa l l  Fair 
September4 & 5, 1993 II 
Thornhill Community Grounds II 
Info: Look ng for people interested in renting out booths or running Ill 
concessions at the fair. Preferdnce for Fair Grounds booths or booths outside ~ I1 
the hall will be first come first served. We need merchandisers, retailers or Jl 
food!ll For information, please contact: Leo Dejong at 635.7286. I! 
• Submissions to be in byAugust 28, tg93111 J /  
°ATTENTION' 
The engaged couple of one year, Steve 
Brushey, employed at Bell Pole of Terrace and 
Julie Ferguson of Kelowna were scheduled to 
be married in Kelowna on August 7, 1993. 
The groom to be, cancelled the wedding three 
days prior to that date. 
Julie would like to thank all her friends for their 
kindness. 
:::::.::::::;: i;::::i:::i:..i:' ........ ~: ::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::: ~:~i:!;:,~; 
~,~i i  ~i!~i~::":::::iii~i~ii::::::::i::ili::ii:.~'i~::i :  i ~ ::::~::::~! i:i "  ii  ii!iiiiii!ili;ii!iiii!i!ili!iiiiiii!i!iiiii! ,iiiiii ,ii',iiii ',   !    'i ii ! ili!ii!ii!ii ' i :  !!!i! ' i! i:  !iiiiiii ii i ii iiiii!  
~ ~  Full Bookkeeping Services ' 
~ [ ~ ] l  Financial Services 
/ , . ,~ .~~ Federal & Provincial 
• . . . . . .  i : '~), Tax Returns 
Jan Lok, CMA 635-7795 
Th ink ing  about  go ing back to work?  
Fee l ing l ike your  goa ls  are out  o f  reach?  
We can he lp  you  br idge the ~qapi 
The Terrace Women's Resource C~ntre is offering an 11 
week course for women to explore career options, develop 
personal and professional skills, and prepare for entry or 
re-entry into the work force. 
The course starts September 20th. Assistance with child 
care is available, 
-Topics to be covered Include: 
Career exploration & planning 
Communication skills 
Introduction to computers 
Resume and cover letter preparation 
Safety and fitness 
Workplace Issues 
and morel 
Those interested are invited to attend an 
information session: 
Wednesday, August 18 or Monday* August 7.3 
1:30 - 3:00 p.m. 7".30.9:00 p.m, 
~ ~  at the : ': 
Terrace Women's Re=ource CeaUe 
4542 Park Ave., Terrace, BC 
For snore information on the 
Bridging Program 
contact Melissa or Gayle at 
638-0228 
tcr C]zar/, 
5(~DRIFTWOOD VENTURES e/ - ,y  
SCOTT S S C H I E L K ~  
3354 River Drive 
. ~  Terrace, B,C VSG 3P1 "" 
: Phone/Fax (6041 638-8~3jllkm,~" 
• 1-800-663-1288 
t . . 
I HOURS 
Tues. to Sat. 
2pm-gpm 
Now Everyone Can Brew 
Commercial Quality Beer & 
Wine For 1/2 The Cost , 
Brewing  Co .  
4450A Greig Ave. 
Terrace, BC 
635-5757 
HELPING HANDS 
HOME CARE 
"" :L ,;a~ .2'J0.i 2r !~:.i!it 
' ; H6d~'O"'~itti~ ......... o Handyman Services',, ~,':,~,~:,: 
• Fully Insured • Bonded 
Phone 638-8677 
Mobile 638-5844 
Journeyman Carpenter 
Wil do ~lsNog, mnovMbrut InflMl caUnets, 
patio, pelding. Also will build lumtlu~. 
Preflnlshed HardwoodFIooring 
CAH-TOWN CONTRACTING 
GENERAL CONTRACTOR 
~ ,, ~...~.~"~-~.C'~ ~.: . '9 "HOMES BY REQUEST" 
CALL BOB FOR AN ESTIMATE 
Phone 638.1Oll 
Fax 635-5810 
~ ~ J ~ - ~ - ~  30 Years Experience 
L Construction and Inspection 
30 Years Experience - Construction & Inspection 
HANDY GUYS 
~ No Job Too Big or Small Ooo~.'~' 
~'~ Handy Guys Does It All ~,;o~I ave 
Call 638-1282 Seniors Rates 
 .,West w , . .  ,oo.,,o. _ . . .o , - .o - , . . ,  , . .ooo. .  ,o .o.o, 
I nn  otthe  • wo=ld  yo..o 
OPEN 7 DAYS AWEEK UNTIL 11 P.M, NOW OPEN SUNDAYS AT 9A,M,t 
" 4620 Lakelse Avenue I, Terrace,, 635-6300,  
I . . . . . . . .  I I  I I I 
PRO.UFE EDUCATION avellable to gem 
erel public; Videos, pamphlets, lending 
library, deC[ng with human life issues 
ouch as shorten and outhanssie. StJdent 
~quldeswelcome. Call 635.3646, 5tfn 
NIRVANA METAPHYSIC & 
HEALING CENTRE 
Minister Doctor Laurel Qregg offers 
metaphysical, meditation and self heeling 
..curses, reflexology, aromatherapy, 
;l~ritual healings, open channel and tarot 
endings, workshops and much more 
rear round at the Nirvana Metaphysic 
!nd Healing Centre at 3611 Coltonwood. 
=pedal events notices at the Centre or In 
)aper. Call or drop by Monday to 
rhumday 10 to tO, Fdday and Saturday 
I0 to 5, 635.7776. 
1611 Cot tonwood 635-7776 
- l 
24. NOTICES 
Skeena Child Care Support 
Program can help you make 
the right choice for your child. 
.For Information on choosing 
care and available options, call 
Coco at 638-1113. 
A free service provided by the Terrace 
Women's Resource Centre and funded 
by the MInbtp/of Women's Equality. 
:xxxxx$_~:~xxxxxxxxxxzx: 
S tuff 'n' Such CRAFT SUPPLIES 
4611 Lazelle Avenue 
Terrace, B.C V8G 1S3 
(504) 635-4324 Suzanne Turner, Owner 
TATTOO STUDIO % All Styles of.Tattoos - Black Art . Traditional - Tribal Art . Oriental - Custom Designs - Health Inspected 4650C LAKELSE AVE. 
TERRACE, B.C. 
PHONE 638-0852 
COZY CORNER 
FIREPLACE 
SPECIALTIES LTD. 
R~al & Barb LaFrance 
• 3756 River D~ve 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 3N9 
(604) 635-6477 I 
9rifter's 
Western Wear Inc. 
• Wrangler  • Roper 
• Austral ian Outback Col lect ion 
, • Brahma &Acme Boots 
• Smithbui l t  Hats * Accessor ies  . 
4660A Lakelso Avmuo Phone 635-2604 
Fax 635-2649 Terrace, B.C. V~ 1R4 
EVERY WEEKEND IT 'S  SOMETHING NEW!  CHECK 
OUT OUR ONGOING WEEKEND PROMOTIONS 
~. ,  ~ .~ 0~ ^ ~.=No ~ .=== d Renovations : Home Repairs ~ ~ ~ . _ ~ _ _  va~m cd0m, (No ~ding required) Size ~ "x 
=~.0~s~, i Sundecks Finishing Carpentry 
° , , - - -  A D'V il ? L R E S , Looking for Child Care? Construction 
• Quality Workmanship at Reasonable Rates [ 
Phone I • Hunt ing  • F i sh ing  • Camping  Supp l ies  
GEORGE PAUL ITSCHKE 635-9063 I SkeenaMall 635-1175 
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24. NOTICES 
i 
SUNSHINE & RAINBOWS DAYCARE ON 
Scott Ave, has spaces available, 16 
months & up. Have lots of outdoor 
equipment &toys, 635-3246. 
"BORED? LOOKING FOR ADVENTURE, 
exdtement, perhaps a 1~'oplcai Island? 
Call Elan Travel at 635.8181 and catch 
the splflU 5tfn 
fir i 
ZION BAP'i'iST'CHURCH I 
2911 S.  Sparks St. 638-1336 
0:4,5 Sunday School (all ages) 
10:55 Womhlp  Service 
Pastor: Ron J. Orr 
Come Join Our GI0bal Family 
SUNDAY 
AM - Worship Services 
10:00 (July &August) 
Child care and Sunday School 
through ;rade three 
Family Bible School will be  
cancelled until September 
WEEKLY 
Pioneer Girls, Youth Ministries, Home 
Bible Studies & Ladies ~me Out 
ALLIANCE CHURCH 
4923 Agar Ave. 
For more information 
Phone 635-7727 or 635-7725 
25. BUSINESS 
OPPORTUNITIES 
1987 MACK REBUILT 500, 90 univislen 
sups,train, w/tarps, belts, etc. Contracts, H 
plats for general freight B.O. Nla. Asking 
$85,000 ~rm; 6474129 Sedous inquiries 
only. 
ESTA~USHED SHERELD And sons • 
l iB  
26. PERSONALS 
ATTRACTIVE, KIND, GENTLE WOM/~ 
Is looking for attractive gentlemen with 
some attrihutes, must love music, and love 
to dance. Must have good sense of 
humour. Send photo and phone # to file # 
200, c/o Terrace Standard 4647 Lazelle 
Ave, Terrace VSG 1S8. 
B.E SEEKING MALE Companion 30-40 
years of age, out going person who 
enjoys ~e outdoors, children, traveling, 
S.D. and having fun, photo please reply 
to Box 53 4647 Lazelle Ave, Terrace B.C. 
V8G 1S8 3p15 
27. Announcements 
f 
B.'% ~'Mr. & I~rs. William 
Kennedy 
are pleased to announce the 
engagement of their daughter 
Coleen Joan to 
Todd Michael Taylor 
son of 
Mr. & Mrs, Ted Taylor 
of Calgary 
Mr. & Mrs. Alway s 
of 523Z ~ounta~n V~ta, 
Terrace 
.. are pleased to announce the 
engagement of their 
daughter Lesley 
to 
Mr. Left Thomsen 
of Terrace. 
Weddir~ to take place 
later this year. 
r 
28. CARD OFTHANKS 
i 
We thankthe Thomhill Fire Department for 
their quick response and action August 1, 
1993. A job well dons. Also thanks to 
franchise coming available soon in Kathy Kennedy, her friend Judy and Mrs. 
Terrase excellent opportunity for the right: ~..ng f.or,.. ,t~i~ ".n,~gthe:en~ ~n~n:? P~dillkn~i°c~ 
-e ~'= to -o into b'"' . . . .  ~'" ~':- ^  " " " " ' ° ' " "  " . . . . . . .  P g  tth~'P..;L..,.' . ..... . v* '  ' .~"  " '~;J - "~ '~ '~o 'D~eas our tonerS, as theywere like family sad.-- ne mr more tnmrmeu n p e 
~t  " - -  "ce'n BC "Dill'eel a t  hope they are doing well After repairs, contaczour neco om i , , p ) they are most welcome to return 1.800-663-4213, during the Iousl~ess 
hours (closed noon.lpm). Thee and Helena Cam, Proprietors 
and Charles Hansan on behalf 
SHARE YOUR LOVE FOR CHILDREN By: of our renters.- 
smvidng your area with educational 
DISCOVERY ,TOYS, floxibl e hours, no" JEHOVAH'S Wll'NE~ES, for your free 
sales quota, Pain 632.5588. copy of Q1ds of Consdance by Raymond 
~;iLOT OAR'"Fully licensed, Insured,', 
bonded, available one hour notice, expe- .. 
de,cod drivers, ~1638-8398 lcfn 
SOUVENIR, GIFT, SMOKE Shop wlth 
Iottefi retail In very busymail located In 
Terrace B.C., phone 635-9661 (days) and 
635-7644 (evenings), sedous Inquldee 
ody please. 14p9: 
SOLAR POWER IS HERB Cut your dle- 
sd generating bills by 1/2 for resldent~ai; 
homesteads, co~ges, Damps, r.v. boat 
e~. Pays for Itself in 5 years or less, alas 
wind and m cro.hydro,generators, Wdte 
to solar north, Bruce* Bu ler, Southbank. 
B.C. VOJ 2P0 ,1 .6~ 4p15, 
RETAIL AND OFFICE Space available at 
~e Houston mall, reasonable rates, for 
infoanation please call Bert at 635- 
6316 @15 
PRIME VENDING ROUTES In Terrace, 
(~shrmms guaranteed, call 1~-8~-387- 
, . - 3p15 
26. PERSONALS 
Franz, leave your name and number at 1- 
847-5758. 29th 
.I~ We wlshto express our sincere thank Ji 
,lll you to our family, fllends and~ 
ne]ghbours for the love and sympathy 
shown dudng the Illness and loss of one 
so loved, M~amt Louise Eadsy. 
The acts d kindness through visite, 
code, phone catls, gifts of food and 
flowers were of great comfod, 
Special gratitude to Dr. Gill;an Hodge 
for the constant care, guidance and 
avaglng herself at ailhours and to the 
Home Care Nursing Pragram whose 
suppo~ w= by.able. 
Nchle Earl~y, Gall, Janet, Kathy and 
fam~es, Helena and Bg/ McRae, Big 
and Joy Mams. 
AI"rRACTIVE, KIND, GENTLE WOMAN 
is looking for attractive gentlemen with 
same attributes, must lave music, and 
love to dance, M~t have good sense of 
humour. Send photo and phone # to file # 
200, do Terrace Standard.4647 Lazeile 
Ave, Terrace veQ 1S8. 
MALE 32, SEEKS A Female companion to 
share a 20x50 house treJler, still In re~r, 
In time I will have much comfod to offer 
you. I'm romantic, loyal, a good listener 
and a gentJeman I am. Call 638.1224 
an appointmenL 
i 
28, CARD OF THANKS 
I 
TERRACE UTTLE THEATRE Would like 
to thank Ed Anderson of Blue Ridge 
Graphics, Annette Mdlmoyle, Nancy 
Molubowski and Yvonne iichaud for their 
contdbutions and help with the Riverboat 
Days parade float 
n~ 
The Terrace Down- '  
town Lions would 
l ike to give a 
heartfelt thanks and 
recognition to the 
following companies 
for their continuous 
support in the clubs 
fundralsers 
throughout the year: 
Terrace Co-op, I.C.G. 
Propane, Day Break 
Farm s, T efface 
Equipment  Sales, 
Lindsays Cartage & 
,Skeena Sawmills. , 
,.R J~, 
==~ 
. THANKYOU 
The Terrace Elks Lodge would 
like to thank the residents of the 
Terrace area for their supped on 
their children's play house raffle. 
A special thank you to local 
businesses for their assistance and 
donations. 
Terrace Co.op 
~1 West Glass 
Jake Penner- shingles 
Taurus Ventures 
The winner of the play house 
was Bob Griffin - Meziadin lake. 
2nd Prize - R. Venderhulst - 
~imat. 
The Elks Lodge would also like 
to thank the Legion - Branch 13 for 
allowing the draw to take place at 
s Legion after thei;Riverboat::ll= 
i ~y s'~.~p~.~a~d~ pres~tal~'ons:~:ll -~- 
,_Thanks to Charley Meek. Legion ~)  
i 
2g. IN MEMORIAM 
IN MEMORIAM 
In loving memoP/of our dear mother and 
friend Kitty Ivanoff, who passed away 
August 11, lggo. 
"rhe~ Is a bridge of memodse 
From hem to he~ven above, 
keeps youvery dose to us 
It's called • Bridge of Love, 
As time goes by without you, 
And days turn Into years, 
hold • mlUicn memories, 
And a thousand silent ears, 
To us you were so sp~l~ 
Whet more is tt~reto say 
Excel0t to wish with all our hea,'ts 
You were here today. 
W~h love; Jelju, I~umra, Marcus 
Sam & Dan/ 
31. AUCTION SALES 
WELDAL ENTERPRISES LTD. 
ECO CONTRACTING INC. 
SAT  - AUG 21 @ 10 A .M.  
266 3RD STREET, KITIMAT, B.C. 
PnEVlEW: FRL AUG 20 9 A.M. - 5 P.M. 
PEDDINGHAUS TYPE 210/20 MACHINE 
~13 t 6'X6"X1/2" S/N 654034 1PEtS 4' X 4' X 3/8'.k~]]]E~ 
STOREBRO BRUK MOD. SB2S5 4', 21' TO 27" X 84" GAP 
BED lATHE C~ 4 JAW CHUCK, IMPERIAL & METRIC 
GEARS, 16-1180 RPMS/N2136 e WILt.SON 18"X70"GAP 
BED LATHE C/W 3 & 4 JAW CHUCKS, STEADY REST, 
FACE PLATE, FOLLOWER, TAPER ATTACHMENT, 46.8~0 
R.P.M. S/N 14374 ~ 10' X 1/4' SHOP BUILT 
HYDRAULIC BRAKE ~ 7 1/2 H.P. 1170 R.P.M. & 
TEMPLATES BOU,~.: MACGREGOR I~'X 1/2'PLATE ROLLS 
~N 7,5 H.P, 1170 R,P.M & TEMPLATES • 5' X 1/¢ 
~YNAMID 11/2 H.P• PLATE ROLLS e 5' X 1/8' MANUAL 
4ANO pLATE ROU.S e 6" CHN, INEL3 X 3 X3/8" PORT/~LE 
~NGLE STEEL ROLLS .~J]JU~ CINCINNATI RADIAL ARM 
SRILL W/45' THROAT 24' X 2¢ T-SLOTTABLE 7.5 H.P. 
1160 R.PM. BO],UN.G_SIO~ AusnN WESTERN MOD. 
II !10 8TON MOBILECRANE CN/REBUILT BTERNA'nONAL 
S ; CYL MOTOR, APPROX 20' RF2UILT BOOM 11.~-20 
mrlRES e HOUEN MOD. H65 4 WHEEL DRIVE FRONT END 
II .OADER WI GM DIESEL, REAL WHEEL STEERING 17.5. 
| 25 I"IRES S/N 5332.E I SCOOPMOBILE MOD DeA215C 
II 12500 ARTICULAT NG FRO=~ END LOADER W/6 CYL 
31ESEL ENGINE & FORKLIFT FORKS a HYSTER 1800012 
ORKUFTW/AIR~RES S/S 2STAGE MASTG~ ENGINE 
/N C3T6808U • 1979 INTESNATIONAL MOD 1724 FLAT 
ED TRUCK 33438 KMS, 404 V8 GAS ENGINE, S SPD 
SPLff TRANSMISSION, 188" WHEEL BASE DUALAXLES 
1987 GMC SIERRA 1500 PICKUP, AUTO, V6,104,0COl0,t5 
~/W CAP a 8'X20' T/A TRAILER a 12 TON AMERICAN 
CRAHE SNOW BLAST SNOW SLOWER ATTACHMENT 
WEU)ERS & CUTT1NG SYSTEMS: MILLER SPSCTRUM 5~0 
D.C. PLASMA CUING • HOBART MOD, TS00, 500 AMP 
WELDER " HOBART WELDERS e UNDE & UNOOLN, 
MILLER, AIRCO WELDERS 0(2)MILLER SIG ~0~ 
GAS PORTABLECOHST,ANTCURRF-~T DC ARC 
GENERATORS e COSRAMATIC MIG WELDER e (2) 
HOBART 2410 WIRE FEEDERS • JOY & GARSNER 
DENVER COMPRESSORS; e DEVILBISS 5 H.P. TANK 
MOUNTEDi'~ "- - ~ " --: , ~ (IBANDING 
CANT& TOOUNG e (3) C/P 1' PNEUMATIC IMPACT 
WRENCH DELTA D/P GRINDER, GENERAL 300 GN. 
FU ELTANK & PUMP WIRE SLINGS, STEEL M.~N BASKET 
e TOOLBOXES e GRACO PAINT POT GARDN~ED 4TE~r-T~ 
DRUM WINCH, NEW MOTORS e CYCLON 
CHAIN HOIST • HILTI KW]K BOLTS, 
FREE SROCHURE AVAILABLE ON REQUEST 
33. Travel 
ADVENTURE SAILING, unique opporlu. 
nlty to learn to sail & Cruise west coast of 
Mexlco aboard a 48fl, Mapleleaf Sloop no 
sailing experience needed, leaving 
K]l~mat October 1, 1993, April 1994. ~ ls  
tip Is divided In various legs on a cost 
sharing hasls, 4 berths available, for more 
Info~a~on contact Spring Fever, P.O 
Box 474, Ki~mat B.C,, V8C 2]:19 14p6 
@ 635-7868 
Enjoy the mystique of the QUEEN 
CHARLOTTE ISLANDS with 5 days and 
4 nights of relaxallon. Depart from 
Terrace Wednesday, July 28 or 
Wednesday, August 25. Includes all 
transporlatlon; shared accomm~l~,  
Also booking day trips: Tse~x Lava 
Beds, Shames Mountain, Stewad, 
Prince Rupert, Hazelton, Kltwancool, 
Kitlmat and customized tours of your 
c~oice. 
635-6181 
m 
ELAN TRAVEL 
PLAN A CRUISE FOR FALL 
OR WINTER. 
Take a Friend for half price with 
Princess Cruises. Book Soon!fl 
Space is limited. 
HAWAII ! ! I 
Pay for 6 n ights ,  receive 2 
nights free! ! I For travel from 
August to October 30. 
MEXICO IN SEPTEMBER I ! ! 
Air only for 1 or 2 weeks from 
$399.00 with hotel from 
$559.00 
124 HRS. 635-61811 
ANNOUNCEMENT 
The McDaniel Family welcomes with love 
Jonathon David McDaniel 
born at Grace Hospital in Vancouver, B.C. on July 8, 1993 
welghlng 7 Ibs 5 o~ 
Jonathon is the son of Darryl and Cheryl McDaniel and the grandson of Richard 
and Lois McDaniel, and Ron and Gall Krushinsky. He is the great grandson of 
Harry and Ila Reid, Bella Krushinsky and Valle Lunzmann. 
THANK-YOU 
The management and staff of the 
Terrace Inn wish to extend sincere 
thanks to all the judges and 
participants of the Slingers Race 
during Riverboat Days. 
Because of you this event 
huge 
,...~ ,,, ,~,~, ~ ~ ~,~V :. '• 
was  
?i.i~ 
"~ 32: LEGAL NOTICES 
. .r , 
([ PUBLIC NOTICE 
The Masset District Office of BC Hydro requests offers from contractors 
interested in petrel ' inca of the following contract: 
LWC E705-81{93. To build el: rox]mately three kllometres of 
three phase 8N.siNl~ ~e [N'f~r a proNsedsuNtigslon 
end school site at Skldegate on the Queen Ch~lotto i~iandsi : 
.These offers w$ be received until 11',00 a,ml On August 31, 1993, The 
tender documents will be available at the BC Hydro Office, Box 160, 
Massd, B,C., V0T 1M0. 
~ [ : ,  _ _ - m 
Province of Ulnidffd ( ~  
Brllllh Columb]l Fots=l| 
TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A47102 
Take notice that, pumuant to Section 16 of 
the Forest Act, applications will be 
accepted by the District Manager, Casslar 
Forest District, B.C. up to 4:30 p.m. on 
August 30, 1993, for Timber Sale License 
A47102, authorizing the hsNest of timber 
located along the Bob Qulrm Forest 
Service Road. 
Volume: 
Hemlock 403.1 m' 
Balsam 1.240.3 m' 
Spruce 5,733.1 m' 
Lodgepole Pine 4,988,2 m' 
12,364.7 m' 
Spades: 
Hemlock 4%, Balsam 10%, Spruce 46%, 
Lodgepole Pine 40% 
Term: 18 Months 
Logging Method: Ground System 
Billing Method: Cruise Based 
Upset Stumpage: $19.09 per cubic meter 
for all coniferous species. 
There will be a $25.00 non-refundable 
charge on all tender packages. 
Tenders will be accepted from any 
applicant. 
Export: Timber harvested off of this Timber 
Sale Llcence is NOT exportable. 
Tenders will be opened at 4:00 p,m, on 
August 31, 1993, at the Cassiar Forest 
District Office. 
Additional ]nformetion may be obtained 
from Dan RehiU et 771-4211 at the Cesder 
Forest District Offi~, General Delivery, 
Desee Lake, B.C. V0C 1LO. 
@ P~ovlnce of MIn]dly of ( ~  ] 
B,IIIs| Columbia Fled= 
TIMBER SALE 
UCENCE A47041 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 16 of 
the Forest Act, •ppllcations will be 
accepted by the District Manager, Casals, 
Forest District, B.C. up to 4~30 p.m. on 
August 31, 1993, for Timber Sale Llcense 
A47041, authorizing the harvest of timber 
located aJong the W~llow Creek Forest 
Service Road. 
V01uIn~:,: ~:,~ ~,,, ~ ' .... :,-" "-* ; .,"~ 
Lodgepole Pine 7,780,9 m s 
Balsam 4,983.2m' 
Grade 3 (Ledgepole Pine) 518,3 m' • 
Gr=~e s (.=s=.) ~:  
14,7433 m 
Species: 
Spruce 7%, Lodgepole Pine 57%, Balsam 
36% 
Term: 18 Months 
Logging Method: Ground System 
Billing Method: Cruise Based 
Upset Stumpage: $14.69 per cable meter 
for all coniferous epecles, 
Tenders will be accepted'from any 
applicant. 
Export: Timber harvested off of this Tin',b=" 
Sale Licanca is NOT exportable, 
Tenders will be opened at 9:00 a.m, on 
September 1, 1993, at the Casals' Forest 
District Office. 
Additional Information may be obtained 
from Dan Rehlll at 7714211 at the Cesslar 
Forest DisL, ict Office, General Delivery, 
De=e Lake, B.C. VOC IL0. 
Plovlnco el giddp/d ¢ 
B,lllsk Colmbll F~esls 
TIMBER SALE 
UCEHCE A36343 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section 16 of 
the Forest Act, applications will be 
accepted by the District Manager, Cess~ 
Forest District, B,C. up to 4:30 p.m. on 
August 30, 1993, for "timber Sale License 
A36343, authorizing the harvest of timber 
located along the ~llow Greek Forest 
Service Road, 
Volume: 
Spruce 1,447,6 m = 
Lodgepob Pine 4,584,8 m' 
Balsam 2,732.4 In= 
Grade 3 
9,046,0 In' 
Sped's: 
Spruce 31%, Lodgepele Pine 17%, 
Balsam 52% 
Term: 18 Months 
Logging Method: Ground System 
eilling Method:Crdse Based 
Upset Stumpage: $17,89 per oubl¢ meter 
for ¢ coniferous spedee, 
There will be s $25,00 non.refundable' 
charge on all tender ~ckages, 
Tenders will be accepted from any 
@plicant. 
Export: Tlmb=' I wvested off of this Timber 
Sale Ltcerx~ Is NOT expodsble. 
Tenders will be opened st 9:00 =In. on 
August 31, 1993, st the C,,~aler Forest 
DIsb'ict Office. 
Additional inlormatlon may be obtained 
from D~ R~II at T/1-4211 st the Curler 
Forest Disblct Office, General Dellvmy, 
Deue lake, B.C. VOG 1LO. 
VISA 
Province of Minldfyo~ ( ~  
S0'llish Colum|ll Fofesll 
TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A45546 
Take notice that, pursuant to Section le of 
the Forest Act, •pplicatlons will be 
accepted by the District Manager, Cssstar 
Forest District, B.C. up to 4'.30 p.m. on 
August 30, 1993, for "timber Sale License 
A4,5546, authorizing the harvest of timber 
located along the Willow Creek Forest 
Service Road. 
Volume: 
Spruce 1,792.9 m = 
Lodgepole Pine 3,360.7 m = 
l~Isam *~= 
10,042.4 m = 
Spades: 
Spruce 17%, Lodgepole Pine 34%, 
Balsam 49% 
Term: 1S Months 
Logging Method: Ground System 
8illing Method: Cruise Based 
Upset Stumpage: $16,77 per cubic meter 
for all coniferous species, 
There will be a $25.00 non-refundable 
charge on all tender packages. 
Tenders will be ecceptad from any 
applicant. 
Export: Timber harvested off of this "limber 
Sale LIcance is NOT expodabte, 
Tenders will be opened at 1:00 p.m, on 
August 31, 1993, st the Cassia" Forest 
District Office. 
Additional information may be obtained 
from Dan Rehill at 771-4211 at the Casder 
Forest Distrtet Office, General Delivery, 
Deese Lake, B.C. VOC 1LO. 
@ Plovlncs of Midriff of 
British Columbia Fmeds 
TIMBER SALE 
UCENCE A36348 
Take nettce that, pursuant to Section 16 of 
the Forest Act, applications will be 
accepted by the Distdct Manager, Cesslar 
Forest District, B,C, up to 4:30 p.m, on 
August 30, 1993. for Timber Sale License 
A36343, ~Jthoriz]ng the harvest of timber 
located along the Willow Creek Forest 
Service Road. 
Volume: 
:Spruce . 4,140.5 m' 
~p_t~gepole Pine .- 1,615.2 m s 
Balsam 4,386,2 m = 
127.4 m' i Grade 3 I0,2~.3  = 
s,~.: 
Spruce 41%, Lodgepole Pine 16%,,| 
Balsam 43% I 
Term: 18 Months 
Logging Method: Ground System 
Billing Method: Cruise Based 
Upset Stumpage: $16,91 per cubic meter 
for all coniferous species. 
There will be a $25.00 non-refundable 
charm on all tender packages, 
Tenders will be accepted from any 
applicant. 
Export: Timber he~ested off of thLs Timber 
Sale L]cenca b NOT exportable. 
Tenders will be opened st 10:00 =,m. on 
August 31, 1993, at the Cassia, Forest 
DIs',dct Of~ca. 
Additional Information may be obtained 
from Dan RehUl at .771-4211 at the Cesdar 
Forest Distrtet Office, General Delivery, 
Dease Lake, B.C. VOC 1LO. 
( ~  Pcovl,ce d gi~lzlq of (~  
Irllls| Cdumbla Fleets 
TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A4SSSO 
Take notice that, pursuant to S~;iton 18 of 
the Forest Act, applications will be 
accepted by the District Manager, Caestar 
Forest District, B.C. up to 4:30 p,m, on 
August 30, 1993, for-timber Sale License 
A4,~50, wJthoriz]ng the he~eet of Umber 
located along the Willow Creek Forest 
Service Road. 
Vo~unle: 
Spruce 2,873.0 m s • 
Lodgapola Pine 3,814.8 m' 
Bdr, am 8,710.8 m = 
Grade3 1.524.2 m = 
16,922.8 m = 
Spades: 
Spruce 19%/Lodgepole Pine 25%, 
Balsam r~'% 
'Term: lS Mo~s 
Logging Method: Ground System 
Billing Method: Cruise Sued 
Upset ~;tumpage: $14.36 per cubic meter 
for all cm. Iferom spack~. 
There will be a $25.00 non-refundable 
charge on all tender package=, 
Tandem will be accepted from any 
Wpl~ut 
Expo¢ Timber Mrvested off of this Timber 
Sele L~me is NOT exportabl~ 
Tenders will be opened at 11:00 I.m. on 
August 31, 1993, ~ the Gassier Forest 
Distr~t 
AddNond Into,ration may be ob~ned 
flora Dan ReNII at T/1-4211 at the Cassia" 
Forest Oist~ Office, General Delivery, 
Deass Lake, B,C, V0C IL0. 
" - , .  
32. LEGAL NOTICES 
( i~,~) Province of Mildsl~y d 
British Columbia Forests 
TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A36356 
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Take notice that, pursuant to Section 16 of 
the Forest Act, applications will be 
accepted by the District Manager, Caeslar 
Forest District, B.C, up to 4:30 p,m. on 
August 30, 1993, for "limber Sale License 
A36356, suthorizing the harvest of timber 
located along the Blue River Forest 
Servioe Road 
Volume: 
Spruce 3,207.0 m' 
Lodgepole Pine 3.332.6 m = 
6,534.6 m' 
Spades: 
Spruce 49%, Lodgepole Pine 51% 
32. LEGAL NOTICES 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
Ubrary Addition and Renovations 
Terrace, B,C. 
Documents Availeble:Aogust 9,1993. 
Tenders Due: Thumday, August 26,1993 
Ow~r, City of Terrace 
3215 Eby Street 
Terrace, B.C, VSG 2X6 
Telephone 635.6311 
Fax 635-3467 
Nan Soutar Ltd. 
4506 Lakelse Avenue 
Terrace, B.C. VSG 1P3 
Telephone 638-8780 
Fax 638 -2056 
Tende~ will be received by owner 
D~uments may be obtained from the 
ArcNteet 
Plan Denosit: $200 refundable 
Contract documents on view at 
Amalgamated Construction 
AssodstJon, Vancouver 
Terrace ConstructlonAesed~on 
Prince George Construction 
Assodat]on 
No Bid DeDosito~t 
Bid Bond requlred 
Term: 18 Months 
Logging Method: Ground System 
BitlJng ~thod: Cruise Based 
Upset 8tumpsge: $8,48 per cubic meter 
'or ~11 coniferous species. 
There will be e $25,00 non.refundable 
che~ge on all tender packages, 
Tenders will be accepted front registrants 
in either Category 1 or 2 of the Small 
Business Forest Enterprise Program, 
Export Timber I'~rvested off of this Timber 
Sale Llcenes is NOT exportable. 
Tenders will be opened at 3:00 p.m. on 
August 31, 1993, at the Cessiar Forest 
District Office. 
Additional Information may be obtained 
from Dan Rehill at 771-4211 st the Csesiar 
Forest District Office, General Delivery, 
Oesse Lake, B.C, V0C 1LO, 
Inv i tat ion  to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways Act, 
Section 49(1), sealed tenders are invited for the following: 
Project No, 0-8976-5000 
Location: 77 km Narrow - Lava Lake Nisga'a Highway 324 
Description: Drilling, blasting and removal of approximately 22,000 
m3 of rock. 
-Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions of 
• Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry of 
Transportation and Highways at 400 - 4546 Park Ave. Terrace, B.C, 
VSG 1V4 Phone (604) 638-8598 Fax (604) 638-3441 (for Fax 
Revision) until 2:00 p,m. (local time) on August 28, 1993, when 
tenders Will be opened in publi~ 
A security deposit/surety bid bond will be required (in accordance 
with the conditions of 1he tender.) 
A pre.tender meeting has not been scheduled. Contact Dave SL 
Thomas Phone (604) 638-5001, 
-Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, specifications 
and conditions of tender are available .at no cost from the Ministry of 
Transportation and H]ghways.Ph"gne;(604) 638-3598. Documents 
maybe viewed and/or,otderedJf~>m ~lt t~eglo~al Offices between 
':the hours of 8:30 a.m. to 12:00 p.m.; andl~O0 p.m. to 4:30 p,m. 
Monday to Friday, except holidays. • 
Where required, payment for contract documentation shall be made 
by certified cheque or money order, made payable to the Minister of 
Finance and Corporate Relations, All purchases are non-refundable. 
For further information contact Dave St, Thomas, Project Manager 
at (604) 638-5001, or fax (604) 638-5007. 
The lowest or any tender will not necessarily be accepted. 
. •  Province of British Columbia Ministry of Transportation 
and Highways 
' J (~)  Province of ilidllfi of ¢ edlllk Columhlk ~mcsts 
NOTICE INVITING APPUCATION 
FOR TIMBER SALE 
UCENCE A45534 
Pursuing. to Section 16 of the Forest ACt, 
sealed tender applications will be 
accepted by the Distdct Manager, Kalum 
Forest District, Terrace, British Columbia, 
up to 10:30 ¢m,, on the 2nd day of 
September 1993, to be opened at 11:30 
a,m., on the 2nd day of September 1993, 
for a "limber Sale Ucence to authorize the 
harvesting of 16,004 oub]c metres, more 
or less, of timber located in the vicinity of 
3.5 km on the Arbor Forest Service Road 
in the Kalum Timber Supply Area. 
TOTAL VOLUME: 16,004 cubic metres, 
more or less 
SPECIES: Hemlock: 45~, Balsam: 55%, 
TERM: One (1) Year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $12.59 
Bidding is restricted to persons registered 
in the Small Business Forest Enterpdse 
Program, CategoP/One (1) and/or Two 
(2). 
• rticulars may be obtained from the 
District Manager, Kalum Forest Distdd, at 
#200 - 5220 KeithAvenue, Terrace, British 
Columbia VSG 1L1 
"~ Provl*ee of Mi~dqd 
British Colnmkls Fo~esls 
NOTICE INVITING APPLICATION 
FOR TIMBER SALE 
LICENCE A4SS33 
Pursuant o Section 18 of the Forest Act, 
sealed tender applications will be 
accepted by the District Manager, Kalum 
Forest District, Terra~, British Columbia, 
up to 8:30 ~.m., on the 2nd day of 
September 1993, to be opened ~t 9:30 
a,m,, on the 2nd day of September 1993, 
for a Timber Sale License to authorize the 
harvesting of 7,825 cubic metres, more or 
less, of timber located in the vicinity of 3 
km on the Arbor Forest Service Road Jn 
the Kalum l~mber Supply Area. 
TOTAL VOLUME: 7,825 cubic metres, 
more or Jess 
SPECIES: Hemlock: 88%, Bdsam: 2%, 
Spruce: 10% 
TERM: One [1) Year 
UPSET STUMPAGE: $13.52 
Bidding is restdcted to persons registered 
in the Small Business Forest Enterprise 
Program, Category One (1) and/or Two 
(2). 
Padiculars may be obtained from the 
Dlstdct Manager, Kslum Forest District, st 
//200 -5220 KeithAvenue, Tens=e, British 
Columbia VSG 1L1 
CALL FOR PROPOSALS 
The Ministry of Health and Ministry Responsible for Seniors, 
Mental Health Services, invites innovative proposals to provide 
semi-independent living support services for 3 individuals in the 
Terrace area. 
The successful contractor will ensure that all staff providing 
services have at least two years experience working with i~dults 
with mental health issues and have a familiarity with all relevant 
community resources. 
Information packages are available at the Terrace Mental Health 
Centre, 202-3412 Kalum Street, Terrace, B.C. V8G 41"2, phone 
638-3325. 
Proposals will be accepted until 4:30 onAugust 30, 1993 at the 
above address. The lowest or any proposal willlnot necessarily be 
accepted. 
Mr. Nell Taylor .• • 
Director 
Terrace Mental Health Centre 
LEGAL NOTICE 
Invitation to tender for ,,anitorial Services at the 
Terrace building Io:;~ted ~t 5220 Kelth Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Tender forms and specifications are available from Jim 
Husk at the above address. 
Closing date for submission of tender/s August 18, 
1993 at 15:00 hours. 
PROPOSED 
SILVICULTURE 
PRESCRIPTIONS 5keena 
Notice of pre-harvest silviculture prescriptions or silviculture 
prescription for an area to be logged, pursuant to Section 3 
of the Silviculture Regulations. 
The following areas have proposed prescriptions that will 
apply if approval is obtained from the Ministry of Forests. The 
proposed prescriptions will be available for viewing until 
September  22, 1993 at the location noted below, during 
regular working hours. 
To ensure consideration before logging commences,  any 
written comments must be made to the Forestry & Planning 
DepartmenL, Skeena Cel lulose Inc., 4900 Keith Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. V8G 5L8 by the above date. 
FOREST L ICENCE A-16835 
C.R Cut Block LocaUon Area Amendment 
(ha) Yes/No 
165 062001 Scully Creek 39.0 No 
168 P67211 Williams Creek 18.0 No 
168 P67215 Williams Creek 28.8 No 
168 P67219 Williams Creek 23.0 No 
Inv i tat ion to Tender 
In accordance with the Ministry of Transportation and Highways Act, 
Section 49(1), sealed tenders are invited for the following: 
Project No. 05690 
• Location: Dease Lake, B,C. 
Description: To supply, load, haul and place concrete roadside 
barrier at various locations along Highway #37. 
Sealed tenders, completed in accordance with the Conditions of 
Tender on the forms provided, will be received by the Ministry of 
Transpodstlon and Highways at the District Office, Stlklne District, 
P.O, Box 148, Dease Lake, B.C, VOC 1L0 unt[I 3:00 p.m, (local time) 
on August 25, 1993, when tenders will be opened In public 
A security deposit/surety bid bond will be required (in accordance 
with the conditions of the tender.) 
A pretender meeting will not be held. 
Tender documents complete with envelope, plans, specifications 
and conditions ol tender are avdlsble at no charge from the Ministry 
of Transportation and Highways, Stlklne District, Highway #37, P.O. 
Box 148, Dease Lake, B.C. VOO 1L0 between the hours of 8:30 
ELm. to 12:00 p.m., and 1:00 p.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday to Friday, 
ex~pt holidays. 
Where required, payment for contract documentation shall be made 
by certified cheque or money order, made payable to the Mlnlster of 
Finance and Corporate Relations, All purchases are non.refundable, 
For further information contact Todd Hubner, District Technidan at 
" (604) 771-4511, or fax (604) 771-4510. 
~I I .  M L , '~  Province of 
, ~ . . .  British Columbia.. .  
Ministry o;Transportation'" 
i i~ ew -'- and Highways 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
SEALED TENDERS for the projects 
or services listed below, addressed 
to Contract Pol icy and 
Administration PaclficH/estern 
Region, Department of Public Works 
Canada, Room 401, 1166 Albernl 
Street, Vancouver, B.C, V6E 3W5 will 
bereoelved until specific dosing 
time and date, Tender documents can 
be obtained through the above noted 
Department of Public Works, 
Vancouver office. 
PROJECT 
TENDER NO. 673MV028: FISHERIES 
& OCEANS - Timber Foundation Repair 
Gillnet Wharf, Gillnet Loft and Seine 
arf, Port Edward, B.C. 
CLOSING DATE', 11:00AM PDST 
25 AUgust 1993 
Tender documents may also be viewed 
at the Terrace.Kitlmat Construction 
Association offices, the Prince Rupert 
Construction Association, the Northern 
B.C, Construction Association in Pdnce 
George, and the Amalgamated 
Construction Association of B,C., 
Vancouver, 
TECHNICAL ENQUIRES: T. Dunphy, 
Project Manager, (604) 623.6256 
TENDER ENQUIRIES: [604) 623.6404 
The lowest or any tender not 
• necessarily accepted, 
APPEL D'OFFRES 
LES OFFRES SCELLI~ES, pour les 
projets et se~'ices ddcrits d-dess0us, 
adress6es & rAdministral]on et 
politiquee de contrats, Rdgion du 
Pacifique/Quest, bureau 401, 1166 
~Jberni St., Vancouver (C..B,) V6E 3W5 
seront re~es jusqu'& la date et rheum 
de d~ture sp6cifides. On peut se 
procurer les documents de soumissi0n' 
aupr~s du ministers de Travaux publics, 
beureau de Vancouver. 
TRAVAUX 
APPEL DOFFRES NO. 673MV028: 
Pour le compte de PECHES ET 
OCl~e~lS - R(~paration des fondat]ons 
en bois du quai d'acoestege des 
bateaux de p~che au filet maliiant, de 
I'entrel~t des filets rnalliants et du qual 
d'accostage des bateaux de pLZche i~ la 
seine, Porte Edward, C..B. 
DATE UMITE: 25 aoQt 1993 
11 hAM (HAP) 
On pourra aussi consulter les 
documents de soumiss]onaux bureaux 
de la Terreco.Kitimat Consti'uctlon 
Association, de la Prince Rupert 
Construction Association, de la 
No~ern B.C. Construction AsscciaiJon, 
et de rAmslgamaled Construction 
Aesoci~Jon of B.C, ~, Vancouver, 
RENSBGNEMENTS TECHNIQUES: 1". 
Dunphy, charg6 de projet (604) 623- 
6256 
RESEIGNEMENTS CONCERNANT 
LES MODAUTI~S DE SOUMISSION: 
(so4)s23.~o4 
Le Mlnlst&re ne so'engage i accepter 
nl la plus bases nl eucune des 
soun~selons r~ttes, 
CITY OF TERRACE 
PUBLIC NOTICE 
REZONING APPL ICAT ION 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend 
the City of Terrace Zoning By-law No. 401-1966, and amendments 
thereto. 
THE SUBJECT PROPERTIES: 
The application affects the area, within the City of Terrace 
described as: 
A 3.3 acre parcel of Block 1, District Lot 977, Range 5, 
Coast Dlstrlct~ Plan 1055 
and shown shaded on accompanying map. 
' 3 
136.4em 
i ' 
!i The Intent of this Zoning Amendment appllcaUon is to change 
the zoning of the subject prope~es ' :r .~ 
FROM: Residential Single Family(R1) 
TO: Residential Multi.Family (R3) 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BY-LAW MAY BE 
INSPECTED in the reception area at the City of Terrace Public 
works Bulidlng at 5003 Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C. between 
the hours of B:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. each day from Wednesday, 
August  11th, 1993 to Monday, August  23rd, 1993 excluding 
Saturdays, Sundays. 
Any person(s) wishing to volce their oplnlons regarding this 
Appllcatlon may do so, In writing, and/or In person, AT THE 
SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING TO BE HELD IN THE 
MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS AT 7:30 RM., ON MONDAY, 
AUGUST 23RD, 1993. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
M ~  R.S.B,C,, 1979, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO. 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
E,R, HALLSOR, 
Clerk-Administrator 
/ 
, PUBLIC NOTICE ! 
• ! REZONING APPL ICAT ION i 
TAKE NOTICE THAT an application has been made to amend 
the City of Terrace Zoning By.law No. 401-1966, and amendments 
thereto, 
THE SUBJECT PROPERTIES: 
The application effects the area, within the. City of Terrace 
described as: 
Those parts of Lots 1 & 2, Plan 4340, Lot 6, Plan 4498 and 
the West 1/2 of Block 28, all of District Lot 979, Range S, 
Coast Dlstdct, lying to north of McConnell Avenue 
and shown in heavy outline on accompanying map. 
• ; ' L " ; :~ 
- | 
McConn l l l  Ave .  
The intent of this Zoning Amendment application is to change 
the zoning of the subject properties ~ 
FROM,' ResldenUel single Family (R1) and Rural (A1) 
TO: Medium Density ResldenUal - 40 persons per acre (RT) 
THE PROPOSED AMENDMENT BY.LAW MAY BE 
INSPECTED in the reception area at the City of Terrace Public 
Works BulldLng at 5003 Graham Avenue, Terrace, B.C. between 
the hours of 8:00 a.m. and 4:00 p.m. each day from Wednesday, 
August 11th, 1993 to Monday, August 23rd, 1993 excluding 
Saturdays, Sundays. 
Any person(s) wishing to voice their opinions regarding this 
Application may do so, in writing, and/or in person, AT THE 
SPECIAL COUNCIL MEETING TO BE HELD IN THE 
MUNICIPAL COUNCIL CHAMBERS AT 7:30 P.M,, ON MONDAY, 
AUGUST 23RD, 1993. 
THIS NOTICE IS GIVEN IN ACCORDANCE WITH THE 
R.S.B.C,, 1979, AND AMENDMENTS 
THERETO, 
TAKE NOTICE and be governed accordingly. 
E.R. HALLSOR, 
Qark-Adnllnlstrator 
,i 
I 
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TONIGHT 
Yoclth Soccer 
UNDER 10s - 6:30 p.m: 
Sk. Cellulose viShoppers 
Copperside v C. Lions 
Wildwood v+A;G.K. 
Surveyors VC. Shepherd 
GIRLS -6:30 p.m. 
lLichardsv Pizza Hut 
Terrace Travel v Tide Lake 
Men's SI0.Plteh 
I'LAYOFF-GAME, Starting at 
7:00 p.m~ / ; : :  :+ : 
TIIURSDAY, AUG. 12 
Youth Soccer ~ ,.. 
UNDER12s~6i30p lmi  : / :  
Cedurland v Co-op. • • 
Bradys F.C; ~; Bafidsira 
Sight & Sound vFinning 
FRI DAY, AUG:,-13 
M[en's Slo-Pitcll~ + - 
PLAYOFF GAME(S),::Starting at
7:00 p.m. and,4f)n¢cessm'yi 8:15 
p" ~ ' " ~ L : . 
SATURDAY~ AuG. 14 
Yooth Soccer 
UNDER 7s - -  9:30 a.m2 
'lilden vAll Seasons 
Vie Froese v NorthernM.l. 
Rotary safeway;" ..... . :~ " 
Kinsmcn v Phiip0ts 
UNDER 8s ~ 9130~a.:'m.: 
Cramptons v Dairy, Queen 
HcAlpine V Totem Ford 
T. Chrysler vSic Sawmills 
Soccer 
ItAZELTON-.YPAA Oldfimers 
tournament begins, ends Sunday. 
For information or to enter, phone 
Ken/Arleoe Morrison at 842-5499 
0r 842-651i and Nick Marshall at 
• 842-6468. 
sSeniors' Mi.le a 
unny s s ucces  
While the turnout wasn't all King of the Mountain race held 
that grand for the annual July25. 
Seniors' Mile on Aug. 1, Marilyn Earl had the fastest 
enthusiastic entrants and sup- time for the women's 41-54 
porters alike came out for the class, while Sonja. Baker won 
sun-drenched vent, the under-15 category. 
: Despite the name, the race is Lyle Baker took top spot for 
open to all interested • people. _the men_ .s 15-40 division, and 
T,,.,v=^'hiesand• ' e"rize money., ~on ~ari repeated, his victory 
were offered for agegroupsin from last year m the men's 41- 
b0thrunhing and walking. 54 division. Bud Kirkaldy, 
Once a~rain Paul Clark was who won the 55 and up men's 
the hrst' person to finish the title m the 1992 race, had to 
,-,,, ,,,hteh started at the settle for second place this year 
' ~'; ion' , ;nd ended at City Hall .  as::e~eI-Iawm:~:aSlVstocto;OU~air 
+ C~lark claimed: top Spot in the • ' 
wheelchair division, i Also amount of walkers who chose 
to stroll rather than run down along for  the ride was son 
Thomas, who:was towed be- 
+ hind Clark in a small wagon.. 
:Sue  Simpson once  agam 
• proved her racing dominance 
: +. as ~She was: the: first runner to 
cr0ss tlte line. The finish gave 
ixor the top spot for the 
Women's 15-40 division. 
Simpson also won the recent 
the s~oet. 
Alan Duboau and Maxine 
Smallwood won the men's and 
women's 55 and up category, 
while six-year-old Eden 0liver 
roamed to victory in the undor- 
15 class. 
For complete results, please 
see Scoreboard on page ]36. 
" -  SUNDAY~ AUGUST 15 
Speedway 
+iCIDDIF_S DAY at the Terrac.c 
Golf  ' . . . . . .  
COmT:;INi~I +~ of"{lie West an,dual 
Chaff+ Scrambl+.+i2or +more in- 
TormaLidni c6n~a~ii•I(0d Vi:rsirat e
, t  ~3.~-m:4L: :.i+:,(-+ i . . . . .  
. :o  ,.'*'.+++,.. ,. +:.+ +++, ~, + , : . 
+,m,~.i": ~+~ .+:+ . + :: • 
LOC~ ~ , +c~0/+ g~a -hi~in~ o. 
,Comefitf:+~aliJ3.'fiat'~i 'near Scclcy 
:]~akc, 70 miles +. east 0, e Terrace. 
: ;Pho •climb '16 TM 6vcf ~a ~+fl dg~; tO the 
~'~ld : fail @a'y' +on ::tli6 mountainslde. [ 
'i~/~0 road is quite:rough, and is [ 
l:suitabl¢ for a four£wheol drive, l 
IMoa  at iibm+'~ at -9+ +,.m. Call. I 
VicU (635-2935) for more in- 
L , ,  I 
fo rmat ion .  ,, L ...... . . . .  
THE SKEENA RIVER Century 
Bike Race will begin at 9:30 a.m. 
rccreationsi riders. Transportatioa 
~ wilt leav~:thi/Te6~i~ McDonald's 
at 6:30 ~a.m.' Tlmro is: a $20 
rcgistmtionf¢~, :Which includ~ a 
t-shirt, supper and prize presenta- 
tions. C~Jcilsts can register at local 
sports: sh0ps, dr  at~thc Prince, 
Rupert 'McD0nald's st=ling at 
8:00:.a.m.-Kid'Ois am ir0sponsibl6 
for their 0xvn food and drink stops 
[ during the race, For more informa- 
l ti0n' call 638"1345" 
I MONDAY~ AUGUST 16 
i Youth Soccer, . 
| UNDER19s-- 6:30 p.m. 
IN '  Drug~ v Manucls 
I 'I_'uEsDAY; AUG. 17 
[Youth Soccer , + 
i+UNDER 15s-- 6:30 p.m, 
A & W v Bavarian Inn 
Overwaitea v Sanb~rry 
Terrace Bldt:s. vC  United 
UNDER 13 GIRLS - -  6:30 p.m. 
Braids v Wilkinson 
SATURBAY, AUGUST 21 
Volleyball , : ,  , , 
ANNUAL VOI2~YFF_ ,ST  on 
grass gets underway: at"(3eorge 
Little Memorial. Park, concludes 
Sunday. For.lnformation phone 
638-4750. RegistratiOn deadline is 
August16. • i 
. : .  + , 
Gol f  , m + r " ~k 
HEART & STROKEFOUNDA-  
TION charity scramble. 
How to 
submit 
To get an event on to the 
Sports Menu, bring the 
details into the office at 
4647 Lazelle Ave., phone 
Malcolm at 638.7283 or 
fax them to 638-8432. 
To make next week's 
paper, submissions mast be 
in by 5 p.m. Friday. 
September ~1~ 
11-12,1993 '~s~" 
9th Annual 
Bicycle Trek 
for Life & Breath 
'~1  TERRACE REGIONAL 
' i  I JI HEALTH CARE SOCIETY 
INTEGRATED HEALTH CARE SERVICES 
ANNUAL GENERAL MEET ING 
THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 16, 1993 
7:00 RM. 
EDUCATION ROOM, MILLS 
MEMORIAL HOSPITAL 
Current members of the Terrace Regional Health 
Care Society may renew tl~eir memberships on or 
before the Call to Order 
September 16, 1993 
New members who wish to have voting rights at 
the Annual General Meeting must become a 
member of the Terrace Regional Health Care 
Society on or before 
August 16, 1993 
Annual Memberships at a cost of $5, may be 
purchased at Patient Reception, Mills Memorial 
Hospital or the Front Desk, Terraceview Lodge. 
WAIT  NO MORE!  MCEWAN GM IN TERRACE PRESENTS 
| 
D 
THE SALES EVENT YOU E .BEEN WAITING FOR. 
Chc 
GEe METRO 
HATCHBACK 
• Affordable and dependable • 24 hour Roadside Assislance +
• Fabulous fuel economy- over • Power Brakes 
700 kmon u tank of gas?! . . . .  ~t .Intermilhnl ~n.  ~. : 
or $159/month SmartLeaset 
GRAND ~ : Atr ondi,io.in, 
Standard anli-leck brakes 
SE COUPE • ~VmS,areocessa,,a 
® Auto power door locks 
• Sloinless teel exhausl 
h SmartLease t 
CAVALIER 
• VL COUPE 
: Canada's best seSngcor - 3 years running! 
Absolute control with slandard anti-lock 
brakes 
o Power d~ Io&s with aulo locking fealure 
• Fuel effidenl 2.2 lilre engine 
" /~VFM slereo 
or s 19S/month SmartLease t 
BUICK REGAL : Fuel efficient 3.11ifre V6 o AM/FM stereo cassette ' 
Dual air conditioning * Cruise conlrol 
SEDAN : Powerwindowsaadlo(ks * 4speedaulomalk 
• lR,872or*392_/month SmartLease  
Priced From 119,99500 •: : ~ 
CHEW FULL SIZED EXTENDED CAB 4X4'S + 
, Wide Choice of Engines and Transmissions 
, Good selection of 6,5 Turbo Diesels 
20 To Choose From 
+ " Lease.Rates& 5J 
ng Rate i Flnancl s ..... 
• + 
. .  + ' : ASTRO • Powerlul4.31ilroV6 
VAN : 8 passengor sealing 
4-wheal anti-lock brakes / PI,750c • Air condilioning • Driver and possengar • Deep tinlad windows reclining caplain's soals 
' :  + "* h B,c  • . :  aS O. ~;mmtl~.m~.,.,,,..........,..t. 
Priced From 
' 13 ,995  c 
Including Rebate 
CHEVY FULL 
SIZE PICKUF 
• Rock solid vol~e 
• The !oughesl, Iongcsl lasting 
trulk 
• Greatesl available power and 
poyhad in their class 
, W~de th0im d engines, 
transmissions and axle rolios 
1otil your needs 
S **  1,500 co+ Including Rebate 25 To Choose From 
• 
, ~ ~  THE GM 
3 -YEAR 
60,000 KM 
HEY COLLEGE GRADS! 
Ask your dealer ahout 
Iha s750 cash back f0r recenl 
college graduates. 
Available 24 hours a d0y. 
hofessional help is onty o phone 
call away. 365 days a year? 
NO DEDUCTIBLE 
TOTAL 
WARRANTY 
WHICHEVER COMES FIRST" 
~RNANCIAdE~L 
VEHICLE. 
turn 5~ towards the purth~ d a new 
GM car or Irutk Applkuli0n$ avoihbh at 
your neuresl dmhr or 10 Bank brand~. 
' U~I undu Ikeme lhe GM mid k a tnxiemmk o[ 
6ree l  ~0ton (orpo~lioa. 
i 
mect 'l~/rh.rs/Sun:i,! mo Hal" I 
l iw¢ l l  ~urlsi  6•pni~,t6'/J~k,:l~cw:l . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  d .... , ,x .a De . . . . . .  te . . . . .  Jeayme.Bb,osedor |4emonh Smodeo~,e'"fo Mero  Sam Ach . . . . .  d 
, " " : "~.~, '+~' / ' : ;P -• ' : :• : '~ '  : '  ~ | . Slorm OnO)IULaJ[LOyOIIIf~ IoOeQler.KeDoteslncm°ol''t~/'tnSuru'Lu' ~ " ' .  " " • ' ' 
f i l aments  ~ '~tcome; :  FoE  i r~on 'na-  *Ptces u 993 yah c es equipped as descf,bed Indud,ng cash ba~s  ol  $500!,V~,ffo]: $2300( . . I  . . . . . . .  cs o~¢ f~. ~ , . , .  ¢ ,47A ~ Cavalier $800 for J~:h]evo and 32769 for Aslto To o paymen $, Induding/fr ight are $8566 Ear Me.o,  $e30,~ roe Cavalier, ,~ i3 ,41 .  |at + 
! . ,  '~i :=~:~drLL.%~ ; f~ .  :.~a~'~?~L-.--~ .,:..~A.....~ | ."- ^ rove er - . -men bo'.ed on 36 monlh Smartlea~ TM. Oownpaymenr and ~ud~F ¢101~O'i| tS ~l,~J4 roe I~,~ro, . .~  . . . . .  '~,'"' . '" [ , "  ' " *  . . . .  ~ ' ,  . - -  V- . . . . . .  d ,..~,,,,.x r ^  e*Cash bockOnd fnanceoffe s rnaRnol be combined, $1750mbaie locAs l toCSvonw;fh  I SAot  
A~0n s ~nono~:  J~lOll: ~O~$.~,uo)or  | . "~', ? ~ • ~. t~, ,~7~ i , A~,n S, om~ mileane C0nd,,loni apply D~alei mOy lease fat lea,. O~tot applies Io quolilieo retml cuslomeB mo s,ng m,augn ~r,.-,,w,... ,nSura . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' : "  ~' • '.': : " ' : : i : .... 
+• 
l 
